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Preface

Integrable models have seen major a.dva,uc(!.s in tin; I.Ik; last four d(:c;ules
Debojit Sarma
Guwahati, April 2002

bringing together various branches of mathematics and having diverse
physical applications. Of great interest is the realization that integrable
systems give rise to nondispcusive, localised travelling wave solutions
calkul solitons. ihe task ol coiisl.nictiiig such solution,s have resulL(!d
in the develoi)ment of many different technicpKis to solve these .systems,
which are nonlinear, partial dilferential ecjuations and diilicult to solve
analytically.

Another characteristic of integrable models is that tluiy are llaniiltonian systems and their Ijamiltonian structures arc closely related to
the conlorinal algebras. This was made clear when it was shown that

the second Ilainiltonian structure of the KdV hierarchy is isoinorphic to
nonlinear algebras known as the IT,, algebras. Later on, the symmetry

structures a.sst)ciated with the K'P hierarchy, which inclmh^s th^ KdV
hierarchy, have been investigated.

An important development in the study of integrable models came
with the e.\tiMisit)n of these; (;(iuations to include; suiK;rsyininel.ri(; .sys
tems. It was lound that many of the technieiues in the study of ordinary
(e)r be)S()nie') inl.e>grable' syslcins e'euilel be; applied to stiiely supersyininel,-

ric integrable' sysl.emis. In I,his ce)nte'.K(., (.he; stuely of the; Ivl^ hicraie;hy,
S])eciall3' its IIainilte)iiiau structures anel asse)e;ia.l.eel syninietry alg(;bras
has assuine'el greaU. signilie'aiu'e;. Me)i'e'e)ve'r, it. is alse) important to ob-
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systems give rise to iioudisinusive, locabsed travelling wave solutiojis
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tems. It was loiind that many of the techniciues in the study of ordinary
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specially its Ilamiltonian structaires and associatcal symmetry algebras
has assumed great, sigiiihcance. Moreover, it, is also import.aiil: l.o ob-
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tain t.lio solil.oii solut.ioiis oi" snpcusyiiiiiKil.iic in(,(^}i,iaJ)l(! .sysl.niiis as I.Ikj

cxist.cncc; orsuliLon soluLiuiis is (issoiiLial IVoiii l,lu! point, ol' view of inLcgrahilit.y.

'I'liis work is concornocl wit.h Lhc st,n(ly of I,lie N = '2 iioiist,aii(Jard
(low KP system. The integrabiiity ol' the system is studied via its

biHamiltonian structnres. Tiie algebraic structure of the hierarchy is
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latter part of the work soliton solutions are obtained.

The tlu'sis consist,s of nine eha|)ters. Chapt.er 1 is a.n ovei vievv of in-

tegrable .systems in general, and their supersynnnet.rie ext.ensions with
a. disenssion of I,he teiTiiiiines t.o obt.ain solit.on solnl.ions wi l.li parl.ieular
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

other condition for integrability for an nonlinear system is related to

a method of linding solutions of such systems - the Lax method [G].
This method consists in determining a pair of differential operators for
the system under question and these operators, which are linear, are
used to determine the solutions of the system. It has been observed

that only for nonlinear systems which are solvable can such pairs of
operators be obtained and coiiseciuently the existence of Lax pairs is
considered to be yet another criterion for integrability.
The coime(.:tion t)f integrabh! models with supcusymmetry was e.s-

tablished with the supersymrnetrization of bosonic integrable models

such as the sine-Gordon equation [7], the KP hierarchy [8],the KdV
equation [8, 9], the Boussinesq equation [10] and a few others. In addi
tion, many of the methods developed in tlu; study of integrabh; models

were generalized to the supersymmetric regime among which are the
Inverse Scattering Method [11, 12], Backlund transformation [11], Lax

formalism [8], r functions [13], Painleve analysis [14], Darboux trans
formation [15], to mention some of them. The study of supersymmetric
systems has been in the forefront of theoretical physics since it is be
lieved that a physical theory callable of unifying the four interactions

possessing a rich symmetry structure has aquired additional significance
as it has been observed that the equations of motion and symmetries of
2D quantum gravity [2, 3, 4, 5]can be formulated in terms of KdV-like
equations . This indicates the possibility that the KP hierarchy could

provide the underlying structure of 2D quantum gravity [20, 21]. Thus
supersymmetric extensions of the KP equation are of undoubted phys
ical lelevance. On the other hand, although the bosonic KP hierarchy
and theii connection to matrix model have been studied extensively,
veiy little is known about the higher spin extension of = 2 supcrconfoinial synimetiy. As conventional formulation of the supersymmetric
inatiix model failed to describe nonperturbative superstring theory it gives nothing but the ordinary matrix model [22] - the super KP
foimalism ma}' throw some light in this direction even if no supersym
metric extension of the matrix model can be formulated. Interest in the

study of = 2 and N = 4 supersymmetry in the context of quantum
gravity and their connections with integrable systems has lately been of
much importance and this has led to a series of studies relating to the
symmetry structures of At = 2 and N — 4 supersymmetric integrable

relating bosonic fields with ferniionic ones. Even though experimental

models [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. A major breakthrough in recent times is
the nonperturbative solution of 77 = 2 super Yang-Mills equation and
their connection with integrable systems [29, 30, 31]. Work has also

evid(mce for supersymimh-ry has b(!en aLscmt, its a.(lva.iita,g(!S a,r(! nu

been done in recent times to obtain r functions for supersymmetric

merous; one of them being that it is the only through supersymmetry

integrable hierarchies [32, 33, 35, 36, 37, 38].

can the Coleman-Mandula theorem [16], which limits the number of
possible bosonic symmetries be circumvented. In the context of inte
grability, the most remarkable pioneering work was that of Manin and
Radul [8], who formulated the supersymmetric version of the KP hier
archy in 77 = 1 superspace employing the supersymmetric extension of
the Lax formalism. The KP system [17, 18, 19] has assumed tremen

A number of techniques of varying levels of applicability and diffi
culty have been developed for determining the exact solutions of nonlin
ear systems. An important method developed for solving such systems
was the Inverse Scattering Method which is undoubtedly the most gen
eral one. This method was first applied by Gardner, Greene, Kruskal
and Miura [39] to obtain the soliton solutions of the paradigmatic KdV
eiiuation. But it was only when Zakharov and Shabat [40] showecLthat

will possess supersymmetry. This is a continuous spacetime symmetry

dous importance as it incorporaies th(! KdV syst(!m, whic:h a|)ai t frcnn
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this method could be used to solve another nonlinear differential equa
tion, namely the nonlinear Schrodingcr equation, it was realized that

a powerful analytic method for the solution of nonlinear j^artial dif
ferential eciuations had been found. The fundamental idea behind the
Inverse Scattering Method is; given the asymptotic form of the solu
tion, to construct the potential. This method is a powerful one as it
can handle very general initial conditions.

Over the years other techniciues of solution of nonlinear sy.sterris
have been developed and ai)plied to a range of nonlinear partial differ

ential equations. A method of solving certain classes of nonlinear partial
differential equations is associated with the Backlund transformations
which either connect two distinct solutions of the same equation or else
the solutions of two distinct equations. Thus one can proc(!od from
a simple solution such as one soliton solution to N soliton solutions
by repeated application of the transformation. However, the most ele
gant and direct formalism of constructing soliton solutions is Hirota's
method [41]. In this method, the nonlinear equation is cast into the
so-called bilinear form employing the gauge invariant Hirota derivative.
This procedure is highly nontrivial, there being no algorithm for choos

ing the correct transformation for obtaining the form of the equation
which is amenable for bilinearization and relies heavily on intuition.

The advantage of this technique is that once this goal, i.e. bilinearizing
the equation, is achieved, the existence of one and two soliton solu

tions are guaranteed. The existence of three soliton solutions usually
indicates the complete integrability [42] of the .system ami in this for

malism it is possible to determine their existence by a simple algebraic
procedure.

Integrable systems are Hamiltonian systems; that is, their equa
tions of motion can be written in Ifamiltonian form. The Hamiltonian

structures of integrable .systems are closely relattxl to confonnal al

TH-1864_984402

gebras; more specifically the Hamiltonian structures of the integrable
hierarchies have been found to be isomorphic to the various higher spin
conformal algebras at the classical level. This was realized when it was
shown that the
algebra, the higher spin extension of the Virasoro
algebra, incorporates in its classical limit the Hamiltonian structure
of the nonlinear integrable systems i.e. the generalized
KdV hi

erarchy [43, 44, 45]. Subseciuently, the general linear deformation of

the H/„ in the large n limit, namely the fHi+oo [4G, 47] and the
[48, 49, 50] were formulated. These algebras consist of an infinite num
ber of bosonic fields with the lowest field having conformal spins 1 and
2 for IFi+oo and IHoo algebras respectively and are isomorphic to the
first Hamiltonian structure of the KP hierarchy [51, 52]. Being infinite
dimensional symmetry algebras, these were candidates for a universal

IF-algebra which was conjectured to contain all If/, algebras by reduc
tion. This expectation however turned out to be without basis, as no
straightforward mechanism which could effectively truncate the spin
content of the.se algebras and produces the nonlinear features of
could be found. An infinite dimensional nonlinear realization of the

IF algebra, namely the IF^ algebra was obtained by the bootstrap ap
proach and identified with the 2"" Hamiltonian structure of the KP

hierarchy [53, 54, 55]. It is a universal W algebra containing all VF„
algebras and was obtained by associating the symmetry algebra of the

SL{'2, R)i;/LJ{l) coset model with the VFoo algebra characterized by the
label k and then by showing that the symmetry algebra truncates to W^^
algebia foi k — —n [55]. I he extension of these theories to the siqierS3'mmetiic fianiewoik has become significant in the light of superstring
theoiies. Ceitain N = 2 suiierconformal field theories have been used in

constiucting the superstring vacuum, compactification, cla.s.sification of
confonnal field theoiies and a host of other problems [5C]. As a result,
the task of establishing a firm foundation for the N = 2 sujierconformal
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could be lound. An infinite dimensional nonlinear realization of the

This procedure is highly nontrivial, there being no algorithm for choos
ing the correct transformation for obtaining the form of the equation

W algebra, namely the W^o algebra was obtained by the bootstrap ap

which is amenable for bilinearization and relies heavily on intuition.
The advantage of this technique is that once this goal, i.e. bilinearizing

content ol these algebras and produces the nonlinear features of Wn

proach and identiiied with the 2'"' Hamiltonian structure of the KP
hierarchy [53, 54, 55]. It is a universal W algebra containing all Wn
algebras and was obtained by associating the symmetry algebra of the

the equation, is achieved, the existence of one and two soliton solu
tions are guaranteed. The existence of three soliton solutions usually

SL{'2,R)k/U{l) coset model with the VPoo algebra characterized by the

indicates the complete integrability [42] of the system and in this for
malism it is possible to determine their existence by a simple algebraic

algebra for k = —n [55]. The extension of these theories to the supersymmetric framework has become significant in the light of superstring

procedure.

theories. Certain N = 2 superconfornial field theories have been used in

Integrable systems are Hamiltonian systems; that is, their equa
tions of motion can be written in Hamiltonian form. The Hamiltonian
structures of integrable systems are clos(4y related to conlormal al

label k and then by showing that the symmetry algebra trnncatos to I'P„

constructing the superstring vacuum, compactification, cla,ssification of
conformal field theories and a host of other problems [5C]. As a result,
the task of establishing a firm fonndatiou for the N = 2 superconlormal
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syniinetries has assumed importance. It is well known that Manin and
Radul provided the supersymmetric extension of the KP hierarchy, and
this was based on the odd parity superLax formulation. However, the
construction of the Hamiltonian structure for odd parity Lax opera

tor, following the Drinfeld Sokolov formalism, is not well understood

3'et[57]. Later on, an even parity Lax operator associated with super-

symmetric KP hierarchy [58, 59] was obtained and a supersymmetric
extension of the linear W algebra was realized [GO]. The connection of
the N = 2 super KdV hierarchies with alliiic Lie algebras was demon

strated by Inami and Kanno [Gl, G2] which is a ste]j forward towards
an N =' 2 siipcu' analogue of tin; Drinfeld Sokolov formulation. This

at the classical level [G3]. It was seen that an even parity superLax op
erator in combination with the standard flow equation results in a KP

hierarch}' where the 2'"' Hamiltonian structure is nonlocal [59], while
the P' is local [58]. This is a consequence of the fact that the stan
dard flow jnoduces trivial dynamics for the lowest spin supersymmetric
field. The presence of the lowest superfield in the superLax operator
is essential to obtain superLax operators forA^ = 2 generalized super

KdV hierarchies by reduction. This difficulty is overcome by choosing
a nonstandard flow equation. In this case, in contrast to the first, the

2'"' Hamiltonian structure turns out to be local [G3]. The associated

lation of the super KP hierarchy which should be Hamiltonian with

Poisson bracket algebra among the superfields is the nonlinear realiza
tion of the N = 2 super llCo algebra. Significantly, this algebra has
the N — 2 superconformal algebra as a subalgebra and the bosonic and

respect to one of the super Gelfand-Dikii bracket and should reduce

fermionic components carry the appropriate conformal weights [63].

to the Lax operators considered by Inami and Kanno und(U' suitable

Although bosonic integrable models have been thoroughly investi
gated, their supersjnnmetric extensions have not been widely studied.
The methodologies of obtaining soliton solutions vis a vis their integrability are not developed or they have not been applied to many
supersymmetric systems to show their integrability. For example, the
biHaniiltonian structures of a number supersymmetric integrable sys
tems are known, but on the other hand, soliton solutions are not. This
is more so for N = 2 supersymmetric integrable models, which although
very important, the existence of soliton solutions for these systems are
not known. Even for A'= 1 supersymmetric integrable equations, this
problem has not been addressed for a number of interesting systems due

indicated that there ought to be consistent N = 2 superLax formu

reduction. Consequently, the existence of a nonlinear realization of

the supersymmetric llCo algebra was shown through the super KP for
mulation [G3]. Another aspect of conformal algebras are their free field
representations, the significance of which cannot be overestimated since
the underlying representation of a conformal field theory is essentially
a free field representation. Moreover it plays a major role in the clas
sification of various conformal algebras. FurtlKU', the ciuantization of
classical .sN'nimel.iy algebras becomes stiaigiiti'orward in terms of fre(!
fields.

In the investigation of suprusymiiKitrie int(!grable systcuns, it is ob
served that one of the Hamiltonian structures happens to be nonlocal

to the intricate nature of the systems. From the conformal symmetry

and may not be associated with a local conformal symmetry. The techhierarchies is indeed a powerful one and its importance was recognized

point of view, in the case of bosonic algebras, the Woo is known to be a
universal glgebra as it contains all other algebras as reductions. Such
type of classification for superalgebras is still unknown. In particular,

when t.he existcuice of a luav liigiuir si)in confornuU aJgcdna was rcnilizcid

in the supersymmetric framework, an ecpiivahMit supcualgebra, which

nicpie of obtaining classical conformal algebras through the intcigrable
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symmetries has assumed importance. It is well known that Manin and
Radul provided the supersymnietric extension of the KP hierarchy, and

at the classical level [G3]. It was seen that an even parity superLax op
erator in combination with the standard flow ecpiation results in a KP

this was based on the odd parity superLax formulation. However, the

hierarchy where the 2'"' Hamiltonian structure is nonlocal [59], while
the
is local [58]. This is a consequence of the fact that the stan

construction of the Haniiltonian structure for odd parity Lax opera

tor, following the Drinfeld Sokolov formalism, is not well understood

3'et[57]. Later on, an even parity Lax operator a,ssociated with super-

dard flow produces trivial dynamics for the lowest spin suijersynimctric
field. The presence of the lowest superfield in the superLax operator

the N — 2 super KdV hierarchies with alline Lie algebras was demon

is essential to obtain superLax operators forA^ = 2 generalized super
KdV hierarchies by reduction. This difficulty is overcome by choosing
a nonstandard flow equation. In this case, in contrast to the first, the

strated by Inami and Kanno [Of, G2] which is a steij forward towards

2'"' Hamiltonian structure turns out to be local [G3]. The a.s.sociated

an N = 2 super analogue of the Drinleld Sokolov formulation. This

Poisson bracket algebra among the supeiTields is the nonlinear realiza
tion of the N — 2 super IPoq algcibra. Significantly, this algebra has
the N — 2 superconfornial algebra as a subalgebra and the bosonic and
fermionic components carry the appropriate conformal weights [63].
Although bosonic integrable models have been thoroughly investi
gated, their supersymmetric extensions have not been widely studied.
The methodologies of obtaining soliton solutions vis a vis their integrability are not developed or they have not been applied to many
supersymmetric systems to show their integrability. For example, the
biHaniiltonian structures of a number supersymmetric integrable sys
tems are known, but on the other hand, soliton solutions are not. This
is more so for N = 2 supersymmetric integrable models, which although
very important, the existence of soliton solutions for these systems are
not known. Even for = 1 supersymnietric integrable equations, this
problem has not been addressed for a number of interesting systems due

symmetric KP hierarchy [58, 59] was obtained and a supersymrnetric
extension of the linear W algebra was realized [CO]. The connection of

indicated that there ought to be consistent N = 2 superLax formu

lation of the super KP hierarchy which should be Hamiltonian with

respect to one of the super Gelfand-Dikii bracket and should reduce
to the Lax operators considered by Inami and Kanno under suitable
reduction. Conseciuently, the existence of a nonlinear realization of

the supersymnietric IKoo algebra was shown throiigh the super KP for
mulation [G3]. Another aspect of conformal algebras are their free field
representations, the significance of which cannot be overestimated since
the underlying representation of a conformal field theory is essentially
a free field representation. Moreover it plays a major role in the clas

sification of various conformal algebras. Furtlnu', the (luantizatioii of
elassieal SN'iiimetiy alg(*bia.s becomes straigiitforward in terms of fre(!
fields.

In the investigation of siipcnisymmetrie int(!grabl(i systiuns, it is ob
served that one of the Hamiltonian structures happens to be nonlocal

to the intricate nature of the systems. From the conformal symmetry

and may not be associated with a local conformal symmetry. The t(!ch-

point of view, in the case of bosonic algebras, the VFoo is known to be a
universal glgebra as it contains all other algebras as reductions. Such
type of classification for superalgebras is still unknown. In particular,
in the supersymmetric Iramework, an cKiuivalent sup(!ralgebra, which

nicpie of obtaining classical conformal algebras through the integrable
hierarchies is indeed a powerful one and its importance was recognized
when the (existence! of a new higher s])in conformal alg(!l)ra was rcjalized
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will have all bosonic and supeisymrnetric algebras as subalgcbras has
not been constructed. This thesis aims to study some of the aspects ol"
supersyimnetric integrable systems.
The thesis is concerned with various aspects of the N = 2 nonstandard KP hierarchy. In the first part of the thesis we show that nonstan-

dard supersymmetric KP flows following the Gelfand Dikii method, are

be obtained by showing the existence of its K' Ilamiltonian structure.
It will be seen that the K' Hamiltonian structure is nonlocal and it

reproduces the correct dynamical equations. The existence of a biHamiltonian structure for the nonstandard flow N = 2 KP establishes

its complete integrability. It will be established in Chapter 4 that_ the
second Hamiltonian structure of the N = 2 super KP has the appro
priate symmetry structure of a supersymmetric Woo algebra. It will be

billamiltonian [G5]. We further show that one ol the Ilamiltonian struc
tures is a candidate for a higher spin extension of A'" = 2 superconformal

shown that the generators of the algebra possess the correct conformal

algebra and has the required number of spin fields and the bosonic sec

structure and the bosonic sector has the rccpiired W\+oo © Woo struc

tor of the algebra has the right structure with two commuting sets of
bosonic generators. We will also obtain the free field representation of

ture, which is essential in establishing its super Woo algebraic structure.
Chapter 5 will deal with the free field representation of the generators

the geiunators which turns out to Ixi uonlimsu- [(ih, bU]. Tlu; generators
in the ferinionic sector are exponential in the free fields. It will be ap

of the algebra discussed in the previous chapter. The method of con
struction of these nonlinear generators will be discussed. In Chapter

parent that in the bosonic sector the representation of generators are

6, we will bilinearize the N = 2 KdV, N = 1 modifi(!d KP and the

nontrivial gencrali'/ations of linear representation. This brings us closer
to establishing that super Woo is a universal symmetry containing all
finite dimensional bosonic and /V = 2 supersymmetric W algebras. In
the latter half of the thesis we will bilinearize [64] the N = 2 super KP

N = I modified KdV and N — 1 modified KdV B systems. The soliton

solutions of the equations discussed in the previous chapter will be ob
tained in Chapter 7 and the existence of N soliton solutions for these

systems will be discussed. In Chapter 8, we will show that the N soliton

equation associated with nonstandard flows, and its various reductions

solutions exist for the nonstandard flow N — 2 KP equation which are

both with N = I as well as N = 2 supersymmetry. Spe.cifically, these

fouiul through the Hirota formalism and thereby establish the integra

c(iuations are the N = 2 KdV, the N = 1 iiiKdV, the N = 1 iiiKdV

bility of the system from an alternate point of view. Chapter 9 will be

B and the N - I niKP [36, 67, 68]. The method will also be applied

the concluding one.

to generate N soliton solutions of these nonlinear sui)ersyminetric in
tegrable systems.

The chapterwise breakup of the thesis is givcm below. In Cha/pLer
2 we will review the nonstandard flow N — 2 supersymmetric KP hi

erarchy, particularly earlicn relevant work in this direction. The 2"'^
Hamiltonian structure, and Gelfand-Dikii formalism through which it
was obtained, of the above system will be discussed. In Chapter 3,
the billamiltonian properly of the nonstandard How N = 2 KP will
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will have all bosonic and supersymmetric algebras as subalgebras has
not been constructed. This thesis aims to study some ol' the aspects ol"
supersymmetric integrable systems.
The thesis is concerned with various aspects ol the N = 2 nonstandard KP hierarchy. In the first part of the thesis we show that nonstan-

be obtained by showing the existence of its K' llamiltonian structure.
It will be seen that the I''' Haniiltonian structure is nonlocal and it

reproduces the correct dynamical equations. The existence of a biHaniiltronian structure for the nonstandard flow N = 2 KP establishes

its complete integrability. It will be established in Chapter 4 that the

dard supersymmetric KP flows following the Gelfand Dikii method, are

second Haniiltonian structure of the N — 2 super KP has the appro

biliamiltonian [05]. We further show that one of the llamiltonian struc
tures is a candidate for a higher spin extension of A'' = 2 superconformal

priate symmetry structure of a supersymmetric Woo algebra. It will be
shown that the generators of the algebra possess the correct conformal

algebra and has the required number of spin fields and the bosonic sec

structure and the bosonic sector has the recpiired Wi+oo ® Woo .struc

tor of the algebra has the right structure with two commuting sets of

ture, which is essential in establishing its super Woo algebraic structure.
Chapter 5 will deal with the free field representation of the generators

bosonic generators. We will also obtain the free field representation of

the gonernlDrs whii'h turns out to In; uonlinear [05, 00]. Tin; g(uiera,tors
in the fermionic sector are exponential in the free fields. It will be ap

parent that in the bosonic sector the representation of generators are

of the algebra discussed in the previous chapter. The method of con
struction of these nonlinear generators will be discussed. In Chapter
6, wo will bilinearize the N = 2 KdV, A^ = 1 modified KP and the
N = 1 modified KdV and N — 1 modified KdV B systems. The soliton
solutions of the equations discussed in the previous chapter will be ob

nontrivial generalizations of linear representation. This brings us closer
to establishing that super Woo is a universal symmetry containing all
finite dimensional bosonic and W = 2 supersymmetric W algebras. In
the latter half of the thesis we will bilinearize [04] the N = 2 super KP

systems will be discussed. In Chapter 8, we will show that the N soliton

equation associated with nonstandard flows, and its various reductions

solutions exist for the nonstandard flow N = 2 KP eciuation which are

both with N = I as well as

found through the llirota formalism and thereby establish the integra

= 2 supersymmetry. Sp(!eifically, tli(;se

tained in Chapter 7 and the existence of N soliton solutions for these

c(iuations are the N = 2 KdV, the N = 1 niKdV, the N = 1 mKdV

bility of the system from an alternate point of view. Chapter 9 will be

B and the N = I niKP [30, 67, 68]. The method will also be applied

the concluding one.

to generate N soliton solutions of these nonlinear suijersymmetric in
tegrable systems.

The chapterwi.se breakup of the thesis is given below. In Chapter
2 we will review the nonstandard How N = 2 supersymmetric KP hi

erarchy, particularly earlier relevant work in this direction. The 2'"^
llamiltonian structure, and Gelfand-Dikii formalism through which it
was obtained, of the above .system will be diseussed. In Chapter 3,
the biliamiltonian property of the nonstandard How N = 2 KP will
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Chapter 2
Review of Non-standard
N = 2 KP Flows

2.1

Introduction

A major clovclopmciit in the study of intcgrable models is their exten
sion to ineiude sui)crsymmetric systems. Tliis was done by extending
the ordinary space variabh* x to a siip(uspa,e(! va.riabh!
where
0 is an anticommuting Grassmann variable and hence 9^ = 0. This
kind of supersymmctry with one Grassmann variable is referred to as

N = 1 supersynimetry. For instance, the supersynimetrization of the
KdV equation

diU + O^u + GuOxU = 0

(2T)

is done by extending the u field to a fermionic superfield

u{x)

(j){x) = ^{x) + Ou{x)

(2.2)

where 9, and u are lermionic and bosonic fields respectively of spin

3/2 and 2 respectively. Here the extension may be also to a bosonic
superfield, but for the KdV the interesting extensions are ])rovided by
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2.1.

(2.2). This leads to the supersymrnetric equation [9]

^1 and .^2 are two fermionic fields and u is a new bosonic field of spin 1.

9t0 + 35,(W)+ a^0 = O

(2.3)

where D is the supersyininetric derivative defined by

with D'^ = d/dx. In component form the

dtu + dlu + QudxU -

IN'l7lODUC'ldON

Ill the N — 2 super KdV eipiation (2.8), a is an arbitrary parameter
and it was found that (2.8) is integrable for exactly three values of a,
namely, a = —2,1,4. Of special interest in the context of this work, is
the V = 2 KdV with rv = —2. In V = 1 snixusiiacci tin; N = 2 KdV
eciuation with a = —2 is isomorphic to

= 1 KdV reads

=0

13

dtu^x +

(2-5)

+ 3 (u^lrio) - X (-ail) = 0

OiUq + uf' - 3
^te + ^x^ + 3c).(uO = 0

^

+3

(2.10)

= 0 (2.11)

(2.G)

In (2.10,2.11) vi-i and Uo are siqierlields of confornial spin 1 and 3/2

It is easily seen that the (2.5,2.0) are invariant under the supersymmotry
transformation 6^u =
= V^xU, where 77 is a constant

respectively. (2.10) and (2.11) were obtained as the lowest equations
of a yV = 2 super KdV hierarchy by Inami and Kanno [61] from the
nonstandard flow equation via the Lax operator

Grassmann number. The integrability of the the N = 1 KdV is now
well established on the basis of several dilferent criterion.

The next extension of the supersymrnetric KdV is by the addition
of an extra supersymmetry i.e. by increasing the number of anti com

L2 = D" + 2u_ijD2 -t- 2uoD

(2.12)

and they have shown that this hierarchy arises in connection with alline

muting variables. Thus the ordinary space variable x is extended to
{x,0i,02), with Oj = 01 = 0, 0^02 = -020i, and introducing the two

Lie super algebras [61, 62]. The N — 2 KdV equations (2.10,2.11) were

superderivatives :

N = 2 KP eiiuation [63]

(2.7)

with D\ = Dl = dx and DxD2 - -D2D1. The N — 2 KdV equation

then extended to include another bosonic coordinate and thereby the

a

^ [6] +I 2^
- T^i-l

/ 3

/ [il\Pl
j - -3 (UqmLij

--uz\dyU2x + -^uTidyu[

[-2]

- 3uQdyu[ = 0

[69, 70, 71] can then be written as

(2.13)

0,0 = -O'^n + 3dx {0DxD2n)-P -^' ^Ox {DxD20')+ 3an''0xi^ (2.8)
In (2,8), the N = 2 KdV supcrfield D is a spin 1 bosonic superlicld
which in terms of its component fields is given by

0{X,Ox, O2) = 020xU[x) +
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(■■'-■) + 02E,2{'-i') +

diUQ - iwif - ^

~I

^

^

- ^u^o^dyU^I? - ^uodyU^i = 0
(2.14)
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(2.2). This leads to the supersymmetric equation [9]

G and 1^2 are two fermionic fields and u is a new bosonic field of spin 1.

dicf) + i' dx{4>D(j)) +

(2.3)

=0

where D is the supersyininetric derivative defined by
(2.4)

13

In the N — 2 super KdV ccpiation (2.8), a is an arbitrary iiarameter
and it was found that (2.8) is integrable for exactly three values of a,
namely, a — —2,1,4. Of special interest in the context of this worfi, is
the N = 2 KdV with rv = —2. In 77 = 1 superspace tiu! 77 = 2 KdV

cciuation with a = —2 is isonioriihic to

vith D^ = d/dx. In coiiiponeut form the A'' — 1 KdV reads
dtu + dlu + QudxU -

Oiu-i + u!l", + 3(ulilao)'"'- i pi,)'"' = 0

(2.5)

=0

(2.10)

OiUii + li}}'' — 3 fuo'Uo'y'— -(mowIi)' ^ + 3 po'a'((',y To (2.11)
5t^ + ^'e + 3<5.('uO = 0

(2.G)

It is easily seen that the (2.5,2.G) are invariant under the Hui)(usyiuiiietry
transformation Sr,u =
and 6,,^ = JiOa^u, where r/ is a constant
Grassmann number. The integrability of the the N = 1 KdV is now

In (2.10,2.11) (i-i and Uy are superlields of conformal spin 1 and 3/2
respectively. (2.10) and (2.11) were obtained as the lowest equations
of a 77 = 2 super KdV hierarchy by Inami and Kanno [61] from the
nonstandard flow equation via the Lax operator

well established on the basis of several dilferent criterion.
The next extension of the supersymmetric KdV is by the addition
of an extra supersymmetry i.e. by increasing the number of aiiti com

and they have shown that this hierarchy arises in connection with afline

muting variables. Thus the ordinary space variable x is extended to

Lie super algebras [Gl, 62]. The N — 2 KdV equations (2.10,2.11) were

{x,0u02), with Oj = Ol = 0, 0i02 = -O'lOu and introducing the two

then extended to include another bosonic coordinate and thereby the

SLiperderivatives ;

N = 2 KP eciuatioii [63]

0
^ 0
Di^^
+
Oi—
D2
=
-—
+
02-7r
00\
Ox

(2.7)

L2 =

+ 2u_iD^ 4- 2uoD

(2.12)

Q
^ ['^l +I ^ (u_ij
7 3 \ -^7
^ q2 [—2]
OtU-i
- -ttUi
(uor^Lij - -Oyul^'

with D\ = D\ = dx and D1D2 — —D2D1. The N — 2 KdV equation

+ 7:UodyU2i - SuoOyU^^

[G9, 70, 71] ^'aa flam be written as

(2.13)

0 u = -0''S2 + 30x (Sie.BjU)+

(2^8)

In (2 8), the 77 = 2 KdV supcrficld 0 is a spin 1 bosonic supcrficld

Ot'Uo - -uf'- ^ (u.ov4'')''-t- ^

which in terms of its component fields is given by

D{xJ),,02) = 020,u{x) -f- fy,G(:'0 +

+ v{x)

(2.9)
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2.2. THE LAX OPERATOR AND THE NONSTANDARD FLOWLb

h;\.s 1)0011 (bi'iiuiliil.od. Nol.o tdiiili iu Ibo liiiiil. '// ciooi(liiiivl.o is sol, t,o

1 field in the superLax operator (2.15) which is essential to obtain the

zero, (2.13,2.14) become isomorijhic to (2.10,2.11). (2.13,2.14) are the
equations of motion for the lowest superfields in the N 2 super KP
hierarchy. In sections 2 and 3, we shall discuss the equations of motions

N = 2 superconfornial algebra.

The superLax operator (2.15) was modified to include the spin 1

field by the following choice of the even parity superLax operator [63],

for the N = 2 KP hierarchy and the associated superaigebraic structure.

L = D^ + £' ui_,{X)D-'

2.2

The Lax Operator and the Noiistandard Flow

(2.17)

llie grading ol 'ai_i(A'') is ]'aj_x] = z so that U2i-i are bosonic superfields, whereas U2i are ferniionic ones. As a result these superfields have
the following comiionent form

The first supersyinmetric extension of the KP hierarchy was formu

lated by Manin and Radul [8] on the basis of a odd parity superLax
operator. It was however not clear how to obtain the bosonic limit

U2i-i(A) = U2i_i{x) +

U2i{X) = itiiix) + Ou^-{x)

(2.18)

sequently, the KP hierarchy was obtained in terms of an even parity

An interesting consequence of this choice of the superLax operator is
that uiuler suitable reduction the superLax operator of the generalized

superLax operator [58, 59]

N = 2 KdV hierarchies of Inami and Kanno [61] are obtained. To see

of the Hamiltonian structures associated with this Lax operator. Sub

this, the nth reduction of L is defined as

(2.15)
(2.19)

Ln = L\

where D is the superderivativc defined in (2.4), Wi(yY) arc superfields

in A' = {x,0) space. The grading of'Uj(A) is \ui\ ^ i + l so that u^i

where > 0 implies the positive part of L" without the D^ term. Using

definition (2.19) lor the superLax ojierator (2.17),

can be expressed

and M2,+i are ferniionic and bosonic superfields respectively. Note that
the superLax operator in (2.15) generates suiierlields with confornial
spin i(z-t-3). With the help of this operator the super KP hierarchy is

in the following general form

obtained from the standard Lax equation

where, the superfields
are functions of Ui-i{X) and their superderivativos.
in (2.20) is jirecisely the superLax operator considered by
Inami and Kanno in [61]. For example, for rr = 2 one obtains (2.12)

= L1,,l] = -[a",l] 71=1,2,3,...

(2.16)

This produces a biHamiltonian structure in which the first Hamiltonian
structure is local [58] while the second is nonlocal [59]. The nonlocality
in the second llamiltoiiian sl.riictiire is due to t.he aJiscmce ol the siiin
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zn — z

= u;, =

4- ^ ut^D'

(2.20)

which is the N = 2 super KdV Lax operator. Similarly, for n — 2

L3 = D^^-\-2u-iD^-\-3uqD'^

-|-uL)-^^4"3('7i2T''^o ^4-211-1110)D
(2.21)
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2.2. THE LAX OPERATOR AND THE NONSTANDARD FL0W15

lias Ikhmi fonnulal.ad, Nol,o Mini, in Mio liiiiil, y coordiiiaUi is sni, to

1 field in the superLax operator (2.15) which is essential to obtain the

zero, (2.13,2.14) become isoiiiorpliic to (2.10,2.11). (2.13,2.14) are the

N — 2 superconfonnal algebra.

equations of motion for the lowest superfields in the N = 2 super KP
hierarchy. In sections 2 and 3, we shall discuss the equations of motions

The superLax operator (2.15) was modified to include the spin 1
iield by the lollowing choice of the even parity su])erLax oi)erator [G3],

for the N - 2 KP hierarchy and the associated suiKualgebraic structure.
(2.17)

2.2

The Lax Operator and the Nonstaiidard Flow

Ihe guiding of tij_i(A) is
= i so that U2i-i are bosonic superfields, whereas U2i are fermionic ones. As a result these superfields have
the following component form

The first supersymmetric extension of the KP hierarchy was formu
lated by Manin and Radul [8] on the basis of a odd parity superLax

lL2i{X) = iiiiix) -p (9u.^j(.T)

operator. It was however not clear how to obtain the bosonic limit
of the Hamiltonian structures associated with this Lax operator. Sub

sequently, the KP hierarchy was obtained in terms of an even parity
superLax operator [58, 59]

(2.18)

An interesting consequence of this choice of the superLax operator is
that under suitable reduction the sup(uLax optnal.or of the generalized

N = 2 KdV hierarchies of Inami and Kanno [61] are obtained. To see
this, the nth reduction of L is defined as

(2.15)

Ln = L^o

where D is the sui)erdcrivative defined in (2.4), Ui{X) arc superfields

in X = (a",^) space. The grading of Ui{X) is |(q| = i + 1 so that
and U2i+\ are fermionic and bosonic superfields respectively. Note that
the superLax operator in (2.15) generates suixulields with conformal

(2-19)

where > 0 implies the positive part of L" without the D^ term. Using

definition (2.19) lor the superLax operator (2.17), L^ pan be expressed
in the following general form
Z71, —Z

Ln =

4- Y,

(2.20)

spin 5(z + 3). With the help of this operator the super KP hierarchy is
obtained from the standard Lax equation

= L'|,l] = -

71=1,2,3,..

(2.1G)

This produces a biHamiltouian structure in which the first Hamiltonian

structure is local [58] while the second is nonlocal [59]. The noiilocality

where, the superfields
are functions of Ui-\{X) and their superderivatives. Ln ia (2.20) is precisidy the superLax operator considered by
Inami and Kanno in [61]. For example, for n — 2 one obtains (2.12)
which is the N = 2 super KdV Lax operator. Similarly, for 7i = 3

L3 = i9''+3'U_iZ4'-|-377o49^+3('Ui

-|-7iL)L)^+G(''^2+'^o ^ -\-2u^iUq)D
(2.21)

in the second Hamiltonian structure is due to the; absence of the spin

TH-1864_984402
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"b3(222 "b 2a_i27.o + 22q ')72|Jj — 3(1 "b (— 1)^)(222 "b 2U—iUq "b Uq ■')7

is isomorpliic to the Lax operator corresponding to A'' = 2 super Boussinesci hierarchy [Gi]. The importance of th(! pres(!nce of the field u_i will

-3E

be observed in the Poisson bracket structure. It makes the Gelfand Dikii

bracket of second kind local [63] whereas the abs(;ne(i of'(/,_| inak(!s the

-3E

same nonlocal [59]. This is achieved by defining the nonstandard Lax

m=0
i-1

equation

, 7

(-1)''
^

2 -b 2
772 -b 3
2 + 1

+3E

(2.22)

2 "b 3

77,.
71). -1-4
-b 4

7/1 = 0

in -b 2

i— 1

+3E

The nonstandard flow equation (2.22) in combination with the su-

1

-I- 2«_,u„+

perLax operator (2.17) allows one to obtain tlu! dyiiamieaJ (!(iiia,(,ioiis for
the fields. The evolution equations corresponding to the lowest three
time-flows of the hierarchy are given bcdow.
dui-i

dui-i

—;
=
/It.x

^ [2] ,

HI

I o

—

(fl

[d

1»I '

I o

I'-^l

o

+ '(q_i + 2u.o'(q_, + 2v/,_i •(/.,;_ i — 2

iT1

(2.23)

With the identification
= x and D - ' y, (2.23) is the consistency
condition, while (2.24) is the constraint equation. The time variables
may be therefore identified as
and so on. The equations of
motion for the lowest superfields 'u,_i and uq can be found from (2.25)

[1]

by eliminating all the other fields using (2.24) and are precisely the
equations (2.13,2.14).

J-

'_i V/+l+[-r;i/2l

-2(1 + (-l)0"u"i + 2

HI -b 1

(2.25)

,

—

+2 i:[^+21

1 '-''0

(2.24)

2.3

Second Hamiltonian Structure
%

A significant consequence of the presence of the 22_i superfield is that

= 3(/.S53 + 3/4'','1 + v/,f4i + Gy/._r(4J, + 3(/,_i74-i
2 -f- 3

-3 ^ ^ Ui+2U^1\ + 3 ^

Wi+iu'5 +3 ^

-3(1 + (-l)')uotii+2 + 3uou]4i - 3(-1)'mow1 + 3uou]ji

-b3

2 -f- 2

^

f -i\i

(1)

o

(-1) 72i+l77V - 3

2 -f- 2

2

r T\i

(-1)

l^l

-1-3(72, + 27/.''^'| -I- "!.l)'4'^'l - 3 '' ^ 7/,,;(72| "b 7/,'j'| ''/.i,)''!
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in this case, unlike the standard flow super KP, the second Hamiltonian
structure is local, thus making it a right candidate for a universal sym
metry algebra containing all finite dimensional bosonic as well els N — 2
suj)orsymmetric algebras. To obtain the local Poi.sson bracket algebra

among the coefficient fields 72j_i(A') the method of Gelfand and Dikii

[72, 73, 74] is employed. The super Gelfand Dikii bracket of second
kind is ilefined as

{Fr{L),FQ{L)}.^ = ~Tr[{L{PL)_{LP)^L}Q]
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-p3(1(2 T 2l(_iKg T -(([) ^)l([Ji — 3(1 -p (— l)^)(l(2 -p 2'U_il(o -p Kq 4

is isoinorphic to the Lax operator correspoiidiug to A'' = 2 super Boussinesq hierarchy [Gi]. The iiuportauce of tiu; pres(!iice. oi' tiie liehl u^i will

-3 E I !AA

be observed in the Poisson bracket structure. It makes the Gelfand Dikii

bracket of second kind local [63] whereas the ai)S(!iic(! of (/.-i niakcis the

-3E

same nonlocal [59]. This is achieved by defining the nonstandard Lax

m=0
i-1

equation

m -P 3
i + 1

+3E

(2.22)

= K„.q

■( -p 2

7/t = 0

111 -P 2

Z— 1

+3E

The nonstandard flow equation (2.22) in combination with the su-

711 -P 1

(-l)'+'-'"/'l«i-„-i("2 + 2u_i«„ +

perLax oi)cra(.or (2.17) allows oik; to obtain the dynamical (uiuatioiis for
the fields. The evolution equations corresponding to the lowest three
time-flows of the hierarchy are given below.
[2]

(2.23)

n 1^ '

r = 2k|?, +"Si + 2"d«!'J, + 2i<_,iiS, - 2 + M
-2(1 +(-I)')""".+ 2 E

+2 E[

(2.25)

With the identilication A = x and
- y, (2.23) is the consistency
condition, while (2.24) is the constraint equation. The time variables
may be therefore identified as
and so on. The equations of
motion lor the lowest superliekls '((_) and Uq can be found from (2.25)
by eliminating all the other fields using (2.24) and are precisely the
equations (2.13,2.14).

+1

(-l)l""^l«.-„.-,«tr

(2.24)

A significant consequence of the presence of the i(_i superfield is that
in this case, unlike the standard flow super KP, the second Hamiltonian

= 3(45;) + ^"l+i + "'fii + G//._r(/.S5i + d/A-i'(4'!li

[2] , q[ ^ + 3 1

-3(1 + (-l)')woWi+2 + 3-1(0451 - 3(-l)'-Uo'a4 + 3uo45i

'+ 2 (-l)Vj.n«l,'i - 3 '+ ^

Second Hamiltonian Structure
%

structure is local, thus making it a right candidate for a universal sym

dt-i

^ \ ^ ^ 1 7/ 7/GI + q[ ^ + 3 1

2.3

(-1 )'■//,p/V

[3]

metry algebra containing all finite dimensional bosonic as well as A'' = 2
sui^ersymmetric algebras. To obtain the local Poisson bracket algebra

among the coellicient fields Ui_i(A') the method of Gelfand and Dikii

[72, 73, 74] is employed. The super Gelfand Dikii bracket of second
kind is dcliued as

V„|2| 1 -_ .J
h3(((. , -1- 0„l^l
2(/''l j.+ .,2
-(/.'i|)"(
3 '+'
, -//.(-(A, -I- -((''1 +

{Fr{L),FQ{L)}.^ = ~T7- [{L{PL)^{LP)^L}Q]
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where, P,Q are auxiliary fields. P,Q are chosen in the form

j-i fc-i

+ EE

P= H D'iA

= E

711=0 1=0

(2.27)

_ r j-11 r i -1

j

k

111+1

/+ 1

(_l^i('Ti+l)+A:+i+[m/2]

i=-2

J =-2

A." — 1 k — 7i~\

with the grading \pj\ = \qj\ — j so that the linear fniictioiial Fp{L)
(and similarly Fq[L)) becomes
j+k-n-l-l k-l k-n-l
OO

..

Fr{L)- Tr{LP)= J2j d.Y(-l)"^''«i-i(A')y;.-i(X)

-

(2.28)

E

7(1=0

E E
1=0

j

l i r7r + / — 1 (^_iydi'-+n+l+k-k\)+n(l+\)+[rn/2]

71=0

—

J

^'^j+^•-7^l-l-2-D"'^'u,l_l A(A'^ — U)

(2.31)

Con.secinently the L.Il.S. of (2.2G) becomes

{Fp{L),Fq{L)}:= f;[dx /'dr(-l)'-'^y;.-.,(A-)(u,_i(A'),a,_i(r)|ry,_^

Tl.e syiun.otry algiibra (2.31) possesses the following features of interest.

t,j=o

(2.29)
It is clear that (2.29) does not invcdve terms like,
a,nd q_2 since the
snperfields in (2.17) starts Irom 'u_i(A). In order that this is consistent,

the coellicients of p_2 'Hib 'J-2 hi the right hand side of (2.2G) must be
identically zero. This rccinires that the cocllicient of the D term in
L{PL)- — {LP)-.Ij vanishes. This leads to the. constraint

1. The algebra is antisymmetric and satisfies the Jacobi identity.
2. The algebia is local. Thus it is possible to associate it with a

superconformal algebra. To make contact with the TV = 2 superconformal algebra consider the Poisson bracket algcTra among the lowest

snperfields u.,{X) and u,{X). This is obtained from (2.31) and is given
i>y

{w_,(A),n_i(r)) = (-27/0(A') - 7i_,(A)Da- + Dxu^,{X))X{X - Y)

r — 1

P-i(A') = -EE
"
71/. +]
1
; -a) in-U L
I---0 in-U

(2.39)
It is emphasized that the vanishing of the coellicient of the D term

ensures that the R.H.S. of (2.2G) is independent of q^2- Using the
constraint (2.30) the cocllicient of p_2 can be made zero. Thus the

Poisson bracket algebra among the snperfields can be obtained by using
the relations (2.2G)-(2.30). This has the explicit form

{7/()(A'),7t_,(r)} = i-P.\UQ{X) ~ u^x{X)D\)X{X -Y)
{a_i(A'), ao(r)} = {-u^{X)Dx + D\u_yX))X{X - Y)
{uo(A),uo(U)} = (^u(A')L)2 + d2v7/o(A))A(A:- K)

(2.32)

This brackets are closed and hence is a subalgebra of (2.31). To show
that (2.32) has the TV =: 2 superconlormal structure it is convenient

to write (2.32) in terms of the comjionent fields in (2.18). Further
redefining the fields as

I Ii

iii—O L

7 = 7/o —

+E i

7U=0 .
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P ~ "-I,

CF = 71,0,

C~ = 77,0 — ii.L[ (2.33)

leads to the lollowing c lassical analogue o( the N = 2 sujierconlormal
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where, P,Q are auxiliary fields. P,Q are clioseii in the form

p - x: D'pj

Q= E

([ "■+1J [ (+1 ] _- [ ;k,/- 1 ]1 ['r i -,71 ])

(2.27)

('"+l)+A:+;+[m/2]

J =-2

with the grading \pj\ = \(jj\ = j so that the linear functional F'p{L)
(and similarly Fq[L)) becomes

j+k-n-l~lk-lk-n-l r ■

y^

OO

Fp{L)- Tr{LP)= £y rLY(-i)^+'u,_i(A')7;,_,(A')

(2.28)

ui = t)0
m

y^ y^

u=0 ;l = on L
„=0

^

2 1 r
J L

<I

\

J

, '^ \j{'"i+n+l+k+\)+n{l+l) + [rn/2]

A (A' - Y)

(2.31)

Couse(iuentl_y the L.M.S. of (2.20) becomes

{Fp[L)J^q{L)] = E /dX /dr(-l)'-'^7;.m(A'){u,_i(A^),'a^_,(K)},y^_i(K)

The symmetry algebra (2.31) possesses the following features of in
terest.

ij=0 ■'

(2.29)
It is clear that (2.29) does not involve terms like p_2 Ji'Hd f/_2 since the
superfields in (2.17) starts Irom 'u_](A'). In order that this is consistent,
the cocllicients of p_2 and fy_2 in the right hanel side of (2.20) must be

1. The algebra is antisymmetric and satisfies the Jacobi identity.
2. The algebra is local. Thus it is possible to associate it with a

identically zero. This reciuires that the coellicicmt of the D term in

superconformal algebra. To make contact with the TV = 2 superconformal algebra consider the PoLsson bracket algeiua among the lowest
superfields ri_i(A') and Uo(A'). This is obtained from (2.31) and is given

L{PL)- — {LP)-L vanishes, This leads to the. constraint

i)y

OO

1

P-i(-V) = - E E VI.' +, 11 (-l)-^-^^) (7k-.(A')u,_„._2(AO)''"-^^
r-U)
0 /n-O
/n-O

?• — 1

L

(2.30)
It is emphasized that the vanishing of the coellicient of the D term

ensures that the R.H.S. of (2.20) is independent of (/_2-

Using the

constraint (2.30) the coellicient of p-2 can be made zero. Thus the
Poisson bracket algebra among the superfields can be obtained by using
the relations (2.20)-(2.30). This has the explicit form

{a._,_i(A), Wfc_i(U)},
' r /,• -)_ 1

] + ^

{a_i(A), ■(/,_!(r)} = (-2ao(A') - u^^{X)Dx + Dxu_^{X))X{X - Y)
{i/o(A),M_i(r)} = {~Dxu^{X) ~ u^x{X)D'\;)/\{X - Y)
{•i/,_i(A'),Mu(r)} = {-Ua{X)Dx + P'X"-i(A))A(X - Y)
{mo(A),uo(U)} = (^^0(^)772. + £>2 ^^q(A))A(A" - y)

(2.32)

This brackets are closed and hence is a subalgebra of (2.31). To show
that (2.32) has the N = 2 superconlormal structure it is convenient

to write (2.32) 111 terms of the component lields in (2.18). Further
redefining the fields as

r=

c=

g<- = uL

g

J

f

'II0 - n-1

leads to t he follow ing ( lassieal analogue o( l,h(> N — 2 su|)(U'confbrmal
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CONCLUSION

{T{:v),ui,{y)} = (^(7: + ^)7/,^,(7y)(9,; + [uiiy))'
{T{x),T(y)} = (2r(yH + T'(!/)M(.x-!/),

- E(-i)'

= (l-'{y)0:, + U'{!j)).'i(x^y)

7 + 1
VI ~|- 2

■{i-2„.-2(!/)frd''(■■c - v) (2.38)

{r(.T),G±('!/)} = ±(^G±(!,)0„ + (G*)'(:i/))<5(.'--!/),

(2.35,2.36,2.37,2.38) clearly indicate that the component fields

{G*(a:),G(y)} = G*(y))c5(a:- y)

and ri2i-i' "2; ^re bosonic and fermionic conformal fields with respect
to the energy nioinentuni t.cnsor T.

{G+(,x).G-(y)} = (T(y)-U{y)d,-^U'{y))S{x-y),
{G±(x-),G^(y)} = {U(x),U(y)] =0

(2.34)

Fioiii the algebra (2.31) the Poissoii brackets oC the cunipoiient hehls

■"21-1'

The conConnnl si)ins of the. odd

bosonic fields n^i-i a.iid the even bosonic fields 11.21 are z + 1 and z + 2
(z = 0,1, 2, . . .) respectively, whereas the conformal spins of both even

and odd fermionic lields, zz.{._^ and u^i become z + ^ (z = U, 1, 2, . . .).

■"2t with the energy moiiienturn tensor T defined
2.4

in (2.33) follow. They are

{T{x),U2i_i{y)} = ((^ +
-Tl-T

+ {u2i-i{y))

Vh + 1

'■2,:-2,„,-:.(;'/)^;;'''

The discussion above makes it clear that the N — 2 nonstandard fl ow

KP hierarchy has a 2"'' Hamiltonian structure that is local with the
N = 2 classical superconformal algebra as subalgebra. Moreover, the

.4-.„.-,,(!/)yr

E(-1)'

Conclusion

- y) (2.35)

generators of the algebra are conformal fields with resiject to the energy
luomentum tensor. This leads to the clear jjossibility that its second
hamiltonian structure is a nonlinear realization of the super IT^co alge

{T(.r),4(y)} = ((^ + 2)u'2,{y)dy + (i^.iy))'
-E(-i)'
m=0

1

i+ 1 \

m + 2 J '^2i-2m-2{y)^y

i -- 1

(
+ 5E(-i)'
I
^ 7(1 = 0

in 3- 1

•Si-2m-i(y)^r''' <5(0; - y) (2.3G)

{T(.x),a2i_i(?/)} = (^(i+ ^' )u2i-i{y)0y + (w2i_i(y))'
7U + 2 /

7/i + 1

TH-1864_984402

'^'-2'"

4-27u-30y)5r'VK^-?y) (2.37)

bra, In the chapi.er ■!, we shall show the algebra, possess the properties

of such ail algebra as well as that it Inis the necessary cluiracteristics of

a snpersymmetric integrable .system.
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CONCLUSION

{T{x), i4i{y)} = (^{i + ^)ui,{y)dy + {u{^{y))'

algebra

{T{x),T(y)] = [2T(y)d,+ T'(ymx-,j),

- E(-i)'

{!»."(.'/)) = {U{!/)0,, + U'{y))Hx- y)

i + 1
111

2

(!7)a:y^ i(.'4 - v) (2.38)

'27-2771-2 ^

{T{x),G''(y)] = ±(^G*(!/)0,; + (G'')'{!/))'K-';-!/).

(2.35,2.36,2.37,2.38) clearly indicate that the component fields 7i2i_i,

{G*(i),{/(!/)} = G^{y))S{x-y)

and 7727-1' ""27

to the energy moment.um l.eusoi T.

{G+(i),G-(!;)} = {r{y)-U(y)0,j-^U'(ymx~y),
{G±(xO,G*(y)) = {G(x),G(y)} =0

(2.34)

From the algebra (2.31) the Polssoii braekets ol' the eoinimiieiit holds

^2i-i' '"20

'"2i

bosonic and ferrnionic conformal fields with respect
The eoiirormal spins of the odd

bosonic helds 7/.2j_i and the even bosonic fields t/ij,; are z + 1 and z + 2
(z = 0,1, 2, . . .) respectively, whereas the conformal sjiiiis of both even

and odd fermionic fields, u{^_^ and

become z -I- | (z = U, 1, 2, . . .).

the energy momentum tensor T defined
2.4

in (2.33) follow. They are

Conclusion

{T(x),4i_^{y)} = {('+ l)Wi(v)()y +("a-i(!/))'

The discussion above makes it clear that the N = 2 nonstandard flow

- E(-i)'

KP hierarchy has a 2"'^ Hamiltonian structure that is local with the
yV = 2 classical superconfornial algebra as subalgebra. Moreover, the

111 T 2

^ ■.4-.„.-,,(;'/)y;rd'H».'- ;v) (2.35)

dE(-i)'
711=0

generators ol the algebra are conformal fields with resiiect to the energy
momentum tensor. This leads to the clear possibility that its second
hamiltonian structure is a nonlinear realization of the super IToo alge-

{r(x-).'4{!/)} = ((' + '2 )"2i(y)d, + «{y)Y
-E(-i)'

i + 1

\

?n + 2 J

+5E(-i)' (I 771 ++ ^1

'■27 - 2771-2

bi'ii. in tiie ciinpter ■!, we siinil sliow the idgebra jiossess the properties

of such an algebra as well as that it has t.he necessary characteristics of

ivW

<-27,7-i(y)^r

a snpersymmetric integrable system.

(2-36)

771 = 0

{T{x),uli_i{y)} = (^(z + ^' )ui,_y{y)Oy + (772i-i(l/))'
+^E(-1)'
^ 771 = 0

111 + 1

4-2777-.3(?y)^r' hK^-2y) (2.37)
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Chapter 3
The BiHamiltonian Structure

3.1

Introduction

Integrable systems are essentially Hamiltonian systems. For the bosonic
KdV equation

Otu = uOj^u + Ot

(3.1)

Gardner [75] showed that it eould be written in Hamiltonian form with

respeet to one ol the eonserved charges of the system that had been
known for some time. As a matter of fact, relative to the Poisson
bracket

{u{x), w(y)}j = dxS{x - y)

and taking the conserved charge

= f dx

(3.2)

j(5:^^)^) as the

Hamiltonian, the KdV equation can be written in the Hamiltonian form

dtu = {tt(a;),

(2^^

~ uOxU-hd^u =

Moreover, with respect to the bracket (3.2) all the conserved charges

//„ arc in involution {/A,//^}^ = 0, which makes the KdV capiation
integrable in the iormal sense. Interestingly, integrable models are biHaniiltonian, that is, the dynamical equations that reproduce the time

TH-1864_984402
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evolution of such systems can be obtained from at least two distinct
Poisson bracket relations. This was found first for the KdV equation

when Magri [76] discovered that the KdV equation could be written in
Hamiltonian form relative to a second Poisson bracket with a difleient
Hamiltonian. In this case the Poisson bracket is

{u(x),u(y)}2
fufxhufullo = (dl
{dl + -l (d:,u
{d:,u + ud^)^
ud:,)] 6{x-y)
5[x - y)

(3.4)

with the Hamiltonian given by H2 = ^ f dx v?. Then one finds that

diU = {li(x'), H2}2 ~

2 i^x'^ +

u — uOxU + O^u (3.5)

3.1. INTRODUCTION

25

where L and A are called the Lax pair and arc ])S(!udo dilferential

operators associated with the linear system. This leads to a systematic
procedure for determining the Hamiltonian structures starting from the
Lax operator for a given problem via the Drinfeld-Sokolov formalism
[72]. For a Lax operator

L = Y."n92

(3.8)

an auxiliary field Q with the product

Tr(LQ)= I Res(LQ)= Fq(L)

(3.9)

is defined with the residue indicating the cocllicient of the 0~^ term.
The first and second hamiltonian structures of the system can be then

In addition it was also found that that a linear combination of the
two Poisson brackets is also a Poisson bracket - a nontrivial condition
since the Poisson brackets have to satisfy the Jacobi identity. The
biHamiltonian structure of the KdV equation thus implies that the
conserved charges are related. In fact, for all n > 1

dx-^ = (^dl + - {dxU + udx)

obtained from the brackets

{Fp{L),Fq{L)]^ = -Tr ([P, Q]L)= -Tr ([L,P]Q)

(3.10)

{Fp(L),Fq{L)}^ = -Tr[{L(PL)_(LP)-L} Q] ' (3.11)

(3.6)

which are called the Gelfand-Dikii brackets [73, 74] of the first and
second kind respectively. The second Gelfand-Dikii bracket (3.11) was

This relations can be used recursively to compute the conserved quan
tities of the KdV system. Another interesting fact that arises in this
context is that the second Hamiltonian structure of the KdV (3.4) is iso-

used to find the second Hamiltonian structure of the N = 2 KP which
was discussed earlier in chapter 2. These brackets are antisymmetric

6u

and satisfy the Jacobi identity.

niorphic to the Virasoro algebra. For other integrable models the same

Although the use of the Gelfand-Dikii brackets is straightforward for

connection was found with the higher spin extensions of the Virasoro

the KdV hierarchy, it was seen that in case of the bosonic KP hierarchy
the second Gelfand-Dikii bracket does not reproduce the equations of
motion correctly [53]. This was essentially due to the fact that the

algebra.

Another very interesting feature of integrable systems is that such
nonlinear equations are associated with a linear equation which leads to

a Lax [6] representation of the original nonlinear cciuation of the form
= [L,A]

TH-1864_984402

(3.7)

Lax operator for the KP is not a pure differential operator but involves
both positive and negative jiowers of Ox. This reciuired a modification of
the second Hamiltonian structure in order to reproduce the equations
of motion correctly. In case of the N = 2 KP system, however, for
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evolution of such systems can be obtained from at least two distinct
Poisson bracket relations. This was found Hrst for the KdV equation

where L and A are called the Lax pair and arc jiseudo dilforential
operators associated with the linear system. This leads to a systematic

when Magri [76] discovered that the KdV equation could be written in

procedure for determining the Hamiltonian structures starting from the
Lax operator for a given problem via the Drinfeld-Sokolov formalism
[72]. For a Lax operator

Hamiltonian form relative to a second Poisson bracket with a different
Hamiltonian. In this case the Poisson bracket is

L = ^a„a:

{u(a;),u(y)}2
^u(x),u(y)]o = (dl + l3 {d^u + ud^)]j 5{x"
- v)
y)

(3.4)
(3-4)

an auxiliary field Q with the product

with the Hamiltonian given by H2 = I f dx u^. Then one finds that

= {u{x),I'h}^ ~

T3

— uOxU + O^u (3.5)

(3.8)

Tr {LQ)= f Res(LQ)= Fq(L)
is defined with the residue indicating the cocllicient of the

(3.9)

term.

The first and second hamiltonian structures of the system can be then

In addition it was also found that that a linear combination of the
two Poisson brackets is also a Poisson bracket - a nontrivial condition
since the Poisson brackets have to satisfy the Jacobi identity. The
biHamiltonian structure of the KdV equation thus implies that the
conserved charges are related. In fact, for all n > 1

obtained from the brackets

{Fp{L),Fq{L)], = -Tr {[P, Q]L) = -Tr ([L,P]Q)

(3.10)

{Fp{L),Fq{L)}^ = -Tr[{L(PL)_(LF)_L} Q] " (3.11)
which are called the Gelfand-Dikii brackets [73, 74] of the first and
second kind respectively. The second Gelfand-Dikii bracket (3.11) was

This relations can be used recursively to compute the conserved quan
tities of the KdV system. Another interesting fact that arises in this
context is that the second Hamiltonian structure of the KdV (3.4) is iso-

used to find the second Hamiltonian structure of the N = 2 KP which
was discussed earlier iii chapter 2. These brackets are antisymmetric
and satisfy the Jacobi identity.

niorphic to the Virasoro algebra. For other integrable models the same

Although the use of the Gelfand-Dikii brackets is straightforward for

connection was found with the higher spin extensions of the Virasoro

the KdV hierarchy, it was seen that in case of the bosonic KP hierarchy
the second Gelfand-Dikii bracket does not reproduce the equations of

algebra.

Another very interesting feature of integrable systems is that such
nonlinear equations are associated with a linear eciuation which leads to

a Lax [6] representation of the original nonlinear equation of the form
= [L,A]

(3.7)

motion correctly [53]. This was essentially due to the fact that the

Lax operator for the KP is not a pure differential operator but involves
both positive and negative powers of Ox. This re(iuired a modification of
the second Hamiltonian structure in order to reproduce the equations
of motion correctly. In case of the N = 2 KP system, however, for
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the second Hainiltoiiiaii structure,luodificatiou is not required as was
seen ill chapter 2, but it is for the first Hamiltoiiiaii structure that

3.2. THE FIRST HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURE

Consequently the L.H.S. of (3.10) becomes
OO

luodificatiou becomes essential.

Ill this chapter, we shall show the existence of a first Hainiltouiau

(3.14)

structure for the N = 2 iioustaiidard flow KP. For this system also, the

Notice that (3.14) does not involve terms like p-2 and 5_2 since the
superfields begin from w_i(A") in the Lax operator (2.17) defined in

same problem arises as the first Hamiltouiaii structure following the
definition (3.10) leads to equations of motion' inconsistent with those

chapter 2, which has the form

obtained from the second Hamiltouiaii structure. Here we redefine the

L = D''+ ^Ui_,{X)D-'

first Hamiltonian structure in order to get back the equations of motion

correctly. As reviewed in chapter 2, the second Hamiltonian structure
of the N = 2 KP hierarchy under consideration is local which allows
us to associate it with the N — 2 superconformal algebra. It is gen

(3.15)

As in the case for the 2""^ Hamiltonian structure this consistency is
ensured by setting the coefficient of the D term in the commutator

[L,P] to zero. This leads to the constraint

erally observed for supersymmetric integrable models that one of the
^

Hamiltonian structures are nonlocal. In this chapter, the

Hamilto

OO

= E

+ E {-i)'«i-.4«L-H
i,111=0

nian structure of the nonstandard flow N = 2 KP is explicitly derived

OO 1-1 r . 1

and is found to be nonlocal as well as nonlinear. The fact that the

N = 2 supersymmetric KP hierarchy is biHamiltonian demonstrates
that dynamical equations associated with the non-standard flows are
completely integrable.

3.2

The First Hamiltonian Structure

(3,10)
1=0 7(1=0 L

.

Using the constraint (3.16) we obtain from (3.14) the following Poisson
bracket among the superfields

i+l-l

i — 1

In the Gelfand Dikii bracket of the first kind (3.1U) we define the aux

_ «+l-i
^

iliary fields P and Q by

r •

;- 1 I

0

y: DHii
j=-2

(3.12)

(and similarly Fq{L)) becomes
OO

(3.17)

To check the consistency of the Poisson bracket structure (3.17), we
consider one of the conserved charges [63], namely

„

Fp{L) = Tr{LP)= Yj

TH-1864_984402

.

j=-2

with the grading \pj\ = \qj\ - j so that the linear functional Fp(L)

a(A'- Y)

1I V

(3.13)

H2 =[dX(u2 + u.^iUo)

(3.18)
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the second Hamiltouiaii structure, modification is not required as was
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Consequently the L.H.S. of (3.10) becomes

seen in chapter 2, but it is for the iirst Hamiitonian structure that

OO

p

p

{Fp(L),Fc(L)} = E / <'V / dY(-lY*>pi_^(X){«i_i(A'),«j-i(r)}?^_i(y)

modification becomes essential.

In this chapter, we shall show the existence of a first Hamiitonian

(3.14)

structure for the N = 2 nonstandard flow KP. For this system also, the

same problem arises as the first Hamiitonian structure following the

Notice that (3.14) does not involve terms like p_2 and g_2 since the
superfields begin from u^i[X) in the Lax operator (2.17) defined in

definition (3.10) leads to equations of motion inconsistent with those

chapter 2, which has the form

obtained from the second Hamiitonian structure. Here we redefine the

i = D"+ E"i-i(A')0-'

first Hamiitonian structure in order to get back the equations of motion
correctly. As reviewed in chapter 2, the second Hamiitonian structure

of the N — 2 KP hierarchy under consideration is local which allows
us to associate it with the N = 2 superconforrnal algebra. It is gen

(3.15)

As in the case lor the 2'"' Hamiitonian structure this consistency is
ensured by setting the coefficient of the D term in the commutator

[L,P\ to zero. This leads to the constraint

erally observed for supersymmetric intcgrable models that one of the
OO

Hamiitonian structures are nonlocal. In this chapter, the

Hamiito

OO

I'-i = E

+E

j=-\

nian structure of the nonstandard flow N — 2 KP is explicitly derived

OO

and is found to be nonlocal as well as nonlinear. The fact that the

i,7(1=0
J -1

(3.1C)

+jEE
— O T(l=0

N = 2 supersymmetric KP hierarchy is biHamiltonian demonstrates

that dynamical equations associated with the non-standard flows are

Using the constraint (3.16) we obtain from (3.14) the following Poisson

completely integrable.

bracket among the superfields

{u,_,(A-),u,_i(r)}, =
3.2

The First Hamiitonian Structure

+ (-l)l'/-4i,,oB-+'

i+J- 1

E('_lV(j+"i+l)+["i/2] ^ 1 ,,,

ryn

In the Gelfand Dikii bracket of the first kind (3.1U) we define the aux
iliary fields P and Q by

-'E

p=y: D'Pj

Q= E

J=-2

d1

(3.12)

(3.17)

J =-2

with the grading \pj\ = \qj\ = j so that the linear functional Fp{L)
(and similarly Fq{L)) becomes
OO

To check the consistency of the Poisson bracket structure (3.17), we
consider one of the conserved charges [63], namely

»

Fp{L) = Tr{LP)= Y,/ rfA-(-l)'+'ui_,(A')pj_i(A')
j

A(A'-F)

J

(3.13)

H2 =[dX(u2 + u-iUo)

r\ J
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3.2.

THE FIRST HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURE

which provides the consistent equation of motion (2.23) with respect to
the second Ilamiltonian structure and is in involution. Ilowevor, with

sncsL"D"{X) = f(-l)lzj7,ii^
j=0

respect to the Poisson bracket structure (3.17) the equation of motion

00 j-l
j—l

turns out to be

dui-i

=

= «!!!,-E(-i)

m^O

.

i—l

x(-iyL+LD^-2^

[m] r
Ui^rn-2Uo -

[2)

_ 1 y(7/i+l)+[m/2]

i — 1

(3.22)

(3.22) in (3.20), the equation of motion can be rewritten in the form

[ni+l]

(3,19)

^i—in ^— 1

m+1

(X)}J 6uj_i{X)
^

.

it lepioduces the equations of motion correctly. Substituting (3.21) and

L

m=0

r

= j=0i=0
EE I (-i)'£'-V'-7(A')i3k-+ L U

/ 1 V(7;i+l)+Im/2]
-2^(-l)^ ' ^

+ E(-i)

^"^jiX)

j=0

dui_i(A')

—— = K-i(A0,i777+i}i

Clearly (3.19) does not reproduce the correct equation of motion viz.

(2.23). This inconsistency arises because the superLax operator consid

(3.23)

which eventually leads us to the correct form of the first Hamiltonian
structure as

ered is not a pure differential operator and was observed also in other

situations involving pseudo-differential operators [53]. This indicates,
like in previous cases with the same inconsistency, one can either modify
the Hamiltonians or alternately devise a different Hamiltonian struc

ture. Since the Hamiltonians are the conserved ciuantities, we chose

to go in for a modification of the Hamiltonian structure. If we modify
Hamilton's equation of motion to the form given below,

{^7-i(A').%-i(H)}j =
i+i-l

i - 1

- E

+ ^ in ^ (— i)"'('+')+i(7/H-l) ^7-)7)l ^i+j-m-2
7-1 J-1

H—

dui-i{X) _
^
— {"^7-1(^)) -^-^71+1}l

i — 1

2

7;.
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q1

n

V

/

^7-771-2-^

m

/

-J

L.

I

^ (_l)0
+ l){i + l) + [-777/2]
^

xiq_,„-2-C''"+'~^Uj_;_2}] A(A - Y)
X Z-f

Uj-l-2l2

z-1 1 [ j-1

+ 77Z+1
^ \

where

J ~ A r „■•
°o i-i

^j — l — 2

771=0 1=0

-(-1)'IdY {ni-,(A'),u_,(r)),
jdV {«._i(A'),«„(y)},sRes(L"D-'(y)) (3.20)
sResL^iX) =

(_]i y{j+77i+l) + [r7i/2]^^

(3.24)

(3.24) cojrectly reproduces the dynamical equations of the hierarchy
associated with the super Lax operator (2.17) and the nonstandard
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which provides the consistent equation of motion (2.23) with respect to
tiiG secoiul Hamiltonian structure and is in involution. However, with
respect to the Poisson bracket structure (3.17) the equation of motion
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r ■
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c
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EE I
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—
11.

- E(-i)

^1 — 771—2^0

_ 1 Ni(7)l+l)+[77l/2]

+ E{-i)

_ A

m+1

m—0

(3.22) in (3.20), the equation of motion can be rewritten in the form
(3.19)

dui_i{X)

—

Clearly (3.19) does not reproduce the correct equation of motion viz.
(2.23). This inconsistency arises because the superLax operator consid
ered is not a pure differential operator and was observed also in other

situations involving pseudo-dilfercntial oiierators [53]. This indicates,
the Hamiltonians or alternately devise a different Hamiltonian struc

/ \''\ TT

1(-^ )7 7/7,4-1

{ui_i(AO,aj_i(y)}j =
i+j-l

i-1

-E
m

^ (— l)"'('+0+j(7)l+l) 7-)77l ^i+j~in — 2
^

'

1

m=0 1=0 1 L ^ ^

(3.20)

m

+

(_l)hj+m+l)+[m/2].^
i+j —m—2-7

7-1 J-i r r „■

1

-i-iyjdV {a,_,(A'), u_,(y))^ ,./?,c,sL"(r)
-i-iy IdV {ui_i{X),uo{Y)}^sRes

(3.23)

structure as

ture. Since the Hamiltonians are the conserved ciuantities, we chose
to go in for a modification of the Hamiltonian structure. If we modify
Hamilton's equation of motion to the form given below,

j.

= K_i(A),/f7i+i}i

which eventually leads us to the correct form of the first Hamiltonian

like in previous cases with the same inconsistency, one can either modify

dlij_l(A.)

(T22)

it repioduces the equations of motion correctly. Substituting (3.21) and

^7,0 ^-^—1

[771+1]

H- L ^ P

x{~l)W)D[i:\_,_^{X)}

7,12)

1

n

J

M +

2-1, 1 1 J•" -, 1

772 -f- 1

sResL^iX) =

I

f_l)0+l)0 + l) + [-77l/2]
^

^

A(A - Y)

(3.24)

(3.24) correctly reproduces the dynamical equations of the hierarchy
associated with the super Lax operator (2.17) and the nonstandard
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flows (2,22). It is evident tiiat the above liainiitoiiiaii structure is
inaiiiiestiy antisyiuuietric and satisfies tiie Jacobi identity.

3.3

Conclusion

Chapter 4

The first Hamiltonian structure (3.24), unlike the second Hamiitonian
structure (2.31), is noniocai and iiencc cannot not be associated witii a
local conforinai symmetry. As mentioned earlier tills ieature is noticed
in other supersymmetric integrabie hierarchies also that one of the two
Hamiltonian structures becomes noniocai [59]. The existence of two
tiamiitonian structures, nonetiieicss, confirms tiie complete integrabii-

Super Woo Algebra

ity of tiie even parity super KP iiierarchy.

4.1

/N

Introduction

The close relationship between the conformai algebras and the rich ^

symmetry associated witli integrabie systems is well understood. Tiie
Hamiltonian structures of the integrabie iiierarciiies liave been-found
to be isomorphic to tlie various iiigher spin conformai algebras at the
classical level. Tins was reafi/ed wlien it was sliowii tiiat tlie W^ al

gebra incorporates in its classical limit tiie Hamiitonian structure of
tiie nonlinear integrabie systems i.e. tiie generalized ri"' KdV liierar-

ciiy [43, 44, 45]. The teclmique of obtaining classical conioimai alge
bras through the integrabie hierarchies is indeed a powerful one and

its importance was recognized wiien the existence of a new higher spin
conformai algebra was realized at tiie classical level [63]. Prior to this
all tlie known conformai algebras were obtained first in tciins of fiee
iieids via tiie bootstrap approacii and subseiiuentiy tiicir relation to the
symmetries of tiie integrabie liierarchies was obtained.
It was initially believed tiiat tlie large n limit oi W„ algebra, namely

Hh+oo [46, 47] and IToo [48, 49, 50] algebras would provide the univer
sal algebras which would include all other algebras as subalg(4nas. The
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flows (2,22). It is evident that tlie above I-Iainiitoiiiaii structure is
inanifestiy antisyininetric and satisfies tlie Jacobi identity.

3.3

Conclusion

The first Hamiltonian structure (3.24), unlike tlie second Haiiiiltonian
structure (2.31), is nonlocal and hence cannot not be associated with a
local conforinal symmetry. As mentioned earlier this feature is noticed
in other supersymmetric integrable hierarchies also that one of the two

Chapter 4
/\

Super Woo Algebra

Hamiltonian structures becomes nonlocal [59], The existence of two

Hamiltonian structures, nonetheless, confirms the complete integrability of the even parity super KP hierarchy.

4.1

Introduction

The close relationship between the conformal algebras and the rich

symmetry associated with integrable systems is well understood. The
Hamiltonian structures of the integrable hierarchies have been-found

to be isomorphic to the various higher spin conformal algebras at the
classical level. This was reali'/ed when it was shown that the Wn al

gebra incorporates in its classical limit the Hamiltonian structure of
the nonlinear integrable systems i.e. the gcnerali/cd

KdV hierar

chy [43, 44, 45]. The technique of obtaining classical conlormal alge
bras through the integrable hierarchies is indeed a powerful one and

its importance was recognized when the existence of a new higher spin
conformal algebra was realized at the classical level [63]. Prior to this
all the known conformal algebras were obtained first in terms of free
fields via the bootstraj) approach and subseciuently their relation to the
symmetries of the integrable hierarchies was obtained.

It was initially believetl that the large n limit of Wn algebra, namely

Hn-foo ['IC, 47] and W^o [48, 49, 50] algebras would provide the univer
sal algebras which wo\dd iiu;lude. all otluu' alg(4nas as subalg(4)ras. The
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naive approach to the large n liiuit, however, gives rise to li'iuuir alge

the standard flow was obtained and its first Flamiltonian structure was

bras which are truly iiiliuite diiiicnsional syiniiictry algebras containing

found to be isomorphic to the super H-^oo algebra [58]. Its 2"^^ Hamil

all the conformal spins [49, 77, 51]. The infinite dimensional algebras
have been interpreted as area preserving diffeomorphisnis [77, 78] but

tonian structure [59], although nonlinear is nonlocal and hence cannot

the fact that they are linear prevents them from being the right candi
dates for universal algebras, there being no straightforward mechanism
which elfectively truncates the spin content of these algebras and pro

This nonlocality of the 2'"^ Hamiltonian structure of the super KP
hierarchy is overcome by the use of the nonstandard flow equation which
results in a nonlinear but local 2'"' Ilamiltonian structure [63] reviewed

duces the nonlinear features of Wn- A nonlinear realization of the W

in chapter 2, where it was seen that the 2'"^ Hamiltonian structure

algebra namely Woo algebra was obtained by the bootstrap approach

of the N = 2 nonstandard flow KP hierarchy includes the N — 2

and identified with the 2'"' Hamiltonian structure of the KP hierar

superconformal algebra as a subalgebra. In this chapter we go further

chy [55, 53, 54]. It is a universal W algebra containing all Wn alge
bras. This was obtained by associating the symmetry algebra of the

in demonstrating that the 2"'' Hamiltonian structure is a candidate for
a higher spin extension of A" = 2 superconformal algebra and has the

SL{2,R)k/U{l) coset model with the Woo algebra characterized by the

required number of spin fields and the bosonic sector of the algebra

label k and then by showing that the symmetry algebra truncates to

has the desired Wi+oo © Woo structure with two commuting sets of

Wn algebra for k = -n [55].
For supersymmetric systems, the supersymmetric KP hierarchy based
on the odd parity superLax operator L = D +
Ui{X)D~^~^ was

bosonic generators. Moreover it will be seen that while one of the
bosonic sectors is represented by a linear basis the other is represented

first obtained by Manin and Radul [8]. However, because of an inver

connected to the generators of the Woo algebra. It will also be shown

sion of the even-odd parity of the conserved supercharges, the super

that a consistent nonlinear basis for the fermionic sector also exists.

be associated with any symmetry algebra.

by a nonlinear one, the nonlinear set of bosonic generators being closely

Hamiltonian formalism of the Manin-Radul KP cannot be reduced to

the Hamiltonian structure of the bosonic KP. Meanwhile, the linear

4.2

The Bosonic Sector

super I'Foo algebra was obtained through the bootstrap approach [GO].
The bosonic sector of the super Woo algebra was the combination of

the hFi+oo algebra, realized in terms of bilinears of the free ferinion ip
and its conjugate ip*, and the Woo algebra, which was realized via bilin
ears of the free complex scalar boson 0 and its conjugate 0 so that the

bosonic sector possesses the fFi+oo©fl^oo structure. On the other hand,

Since the superficlds U2i_i and u^i arc bosonic and fermionic sui)crfields
respectively, they can be expressed in component form as

u-m{x) = 4,{x)+ euU^)

(4.1)

its fermionic sector was constructed using the boson-ferrnion pairs

Fiom the Poisson bracket of the component fields with the energy-

and ip*4'- Later on, the KP hierarchy, based on the even parity su

momentum tensor (2.35,2.36,2.37,2.38) in chapter 2, we find that that
the odd bosonic fields
(■^) liave conformal weights i-l-l, whereas the

perLax operator L —
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sion of the even-odd parity of the conserved supercharges, the super

that a consistent nonlinear basis for the fermionic sector also exists.

by a nonlinear one, the nonlinear set of bosonic generators being closely

Hamiltonian formalism of the Manin-Radul KP cannot be reduced to

the Hamiltonian structure of the bosonic KP. Meanwhile, the linear

4.2

The Bosonic Sector

super VPoo algebra was obtained through the bootstrap approach [60].
The bosonic sector of the super VPoo algebra was the combination of

the VPn-oo algebra, realized in terms of bilinears of the free fermion ip
and its conjugate ijj*, and the VPoo algebra, which was realized via bilin

Since the superfields U2i-i and tt^i arc bosonic and fermionic siqxufields
respectively, they can be expressed in component form as

ears of the free complex scalar boson (j) and its conjugate (p so that the
bosonic sector possesses the VPi+oo©VPoo structure. On the other hand,

Um(X)= ul,(x) + 6)U2j(l)

(4.1)

its fermionic sector was constructed using the boson-ferrnion pairs

From the Poisson bracket of the component fields with the energy-

and ip*'P- Later on, the KP hierarchy, based on the even parity su

momentum tensor (2.35,2.36,2.37,2.38) in chapter 2, we find that that
the odd bosonic fields
[x] have conformal weights f+ 1, whereas the

perLax operator L =

and associated with
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even bosonic fields ^2i(x) have conformal weights i + 2 (i = 0,1, 2,...),

4.2. THE BOSONIC SECTOR

lower ordef odd boson generators.

with respect to the eiiergy-inoiueiitum tensor

{lUi, lU,} = 0

(4.2)

(112,11',} = \\'\06{x-y)

On the other liand, both odd ferniionic fields ul^_^{x) and even ferniionic

(I'W, W2} = [2W2d +

5(a; - y)

fields u^iix) have conformal weights
|
z + (z = 0,1, 2,.. with respect

{W3, Wi} = 2W2d5{x - y)

to the same stress tensor (4.2). The stress tensor T{x) belongs to the

{IU3, W2} = ZWzd + + ^VVid"^ 5{x - y)

N = 2 conformal algebra being a subalgebra of (2.31). This ensures
the presence of a nonlinear sui)ersymmetric conformal algebra in the

{W3,kUs} = TW^d + 2kU + T^2d + ^W^Wid - -W'lWid

Hamiltonian structure (2.31) of the N — 2 super KP hierarchy. The
Poisson brackets among all the component fields are given in appendix

5

-2\\qd + l-Wid +
^

^
3

15

- 214/^14/2 + W3W1'+

A in a basis which will be defined later.

^

The ll'i+oo ®
structure of the bosonic s(!ctor, however, is not
apparent in our case from tiie Poisson bracket between two types of

bosons, U2i_i and

^

3

This is in contrast to the other supersymrnetric

algebra. [58]. We shall establish that the bosonic sector of this algebra,
indeed, has the required IPi+ooffikKoo structure [CO]. This step is crucial
in obtaining the free field representation of the generators. To carry

5{x - y)
O

(IW,IW)= 31^33 + ~W'^d - ^W[d^ +
(1^4,1V2} = [414/45 + l4/( + ^14/25^ 5(a:- y)
In the even boson,

-

S{x - y)
(4.4)

sector, however, the Poisson bracket relation

for the odd bosons a suitable set of generators may be constructed from

is complex and it appears that the generators neither form a closed
algebra nor do they commute with the odd bosons. Apparently, there
fore, the direct sum structure is not maintained as required for the
supersymmetric W algebra. This problem can be circumvented and for

a linear combination of the fields as considered in [58], namely

the even bosons also a suitable basis with these desirable properties can

out this program, a suitable basis is required

Notice that the odd

bosons U2i-i themselves form a closed algebra (A.5) and .consequently

be obtained. The first stop in making them commute is to redefine the

2-"n! ^
- (2n-l)!!

nPI
I

"2/-1

(4.3)

even bosons as a linear combination of odd and even bosons of equal

spin as in [58].

Since the odd bosons form a closed algebra among themselves, the
algel)ra of the new set of geiK>rators are also closed and constitute' the

algebra. Using the Poisson bracket amongst the component fields
given in Ai)pendix A (A.5), we obtain following Poisson l^rackets for the

TH-1864_984402

and similarly we choose a linear combination of generators for the odd
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even bosonic fields U2i{x) have conformal weights z + 2 (i = 0,1, 2,. . .),
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lower ordef odd boson generators.

with ies])ect to the eucrgy-iiioiueiituin tensor

T{x) = wJ(.t) - -d.y_i{x)

(4.2)

{lUiUifi} = 0
{llTllq} = \\'\d6{x-y)

On the other hand, both odd ferniionic fields U2i^i{x) and even fennionic

(UT,H'2} = [2W2d + IT^] (5(x- - y)

fields uli{x) have conformal weights i + \ (z = 0,1, 2,...) with respect

{W3, m}= 2W2dS{x - y)

to the same stress tensor (4.2). The stress tensor T{x) belongs to the

{IU3,IU2} = hWsd + IT;] + IWidA
6{x - y)
6
J

N = 2 conformal algebra being a subalgebra of (2.31). This ensures
the presence of a nonlinear supcrsynimetric conformal algebra in the
Hamiltonian structure (2.31) of the A'" 2 super KP hierarchy. The
Poisson brackets among all the component fields are given in appendix

{W3,IT3} = Uw^d
+ 21T]+ lvv!^d
+ 2W^Wid - \w''Wid
L
5
3
-2i-r|9 +
^

+'bi''i -

A in a basis which will be defined later.

1 he np-i-oo 0 IPoo structure of the bosonic scsctor, however, is not
api>a.rent in our case from the Poisson bracket between two tyjjes of
bosons,
and
This is in contrast to the other supersyrninotric

algebra [58]. We shall establish that the bosonic sector of this algebra,
indeed, has the required lTi+oo0l'k'oo structure [CO]. This step is crucial

3

15

- 2iqH''2 + VV3WI +

{vp,il'-,} = [ai-go + iig'a {H'4, ll'j} = [411/49 + Ip +
In the even boson,

6{x - y)

6(x - y)
S{x - y)

(4.4)

sector, however, the Poisson bracket relation

in obtaining the free field representation of the generators. To carry
out this program, a suitable basis is required Notice that the odd

is complex and it appears that the generators neither form a closed

bosons U2i-i themselves form a closed algebra (A.5) and .consequently

fore, the direct sum structure is not maintained as required for the

for the odd bosons a suitable set of generators may be constructed from

supersymmetric W algebra. This problem can be circumvented and for

a linear combination of the fields as considered in [58], iianudy

the even bosons also a suitable basis with these desirable properties can

algebra nor do they commute with the odd bosons. Apparently, there

be obtained. The first step in making them commute is to redcline the
2"~"77'

"

n +1
I

b (n-l)

(4.3)

even bosons as a linear combination of odd and even bosons of equal

spin as in [58].

Since the odd bosons form a closed algebra among themselves, the
algebra of the new set of generators are also c1os(h1 and conslJtuI.e the

llfi+oo algebia. Using the Poisson bra.cket amongst (,he component fi(4ds

and similarly we choose a linear combination of generators for the odd
fermions

given in Appcuidix A (A.5), we obtain following Poisson brackets for the

Lj-\ — "2j-l
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In tliB liii6&r super PVoo ulgebm, this is sufficient to ensure commuta.tion
between odd mid even bosons, mid tlieicby estublish the ]/V\+00
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j+h — n — l — l h—l k — n — l

+

E

n+ I

E E

771 = 0

71=0

I

1=0

x(-l)"'4j+2/t-27n-2n-21-25"'"^'4nl

structure, but in this case we lind i'lom the Poisson bracket of

" V)

with vL, viz.

<(!/)} =

{4j-i(2;), 'y4-i(y)} =
j-l k-l

- E i:(h;/)(i)
711=0 1=0 \

/ \

EE

/

j-l

k - 1

J

k

I

777. + 1

/ + 1

771 = 0 1 = 0

xyr4i-2,.,y"^'*'v'

2k -2i-3

m=0 1=0 \

— y

y

/ \

[I ^ ~ I

k—l k — ii—l

^

+E E

~ Mj '(/ O'v^
^'2j+2A;—2n —2i —3

71=0

1=0

k — n — I
I

j + A.—71-1-1 /c-1 fc -7l-l / .

'^2n-l9'''^2j+2k-2n-2l-3
1 \

/

, 7
1 \
77 + / — 1

- £ 5£('7)("1-)
I

771=0

71=0 1=0 \

/ ^

^

x(-l)"'r4j+2fc-27)i-27i-21-2^"'"^'47i-l]

- y)

(4.7)

X(-l)'"4,+2t-2,„-2.,-2l-39"^'0-l] -5(1 - !;)

(4.10)

(4.9) and (4.10) clearly show that the fermion fields u^j and uEi

that only the linear terms vanish. Consequently, the odd bosons com
mute with only the lowest spin even boson generator i.e.
(4.8)

rt-i,^S} = o

nonconimuting for all j > Q. The noncomrnuting nature of the fcrmion
brackets will be responsible for the necessity of a nonlinear free field
representation of the generators of the nonlinear superalgebra.
InteresLiiigly, nonlinear combinations of bosons and fermions exist

and the Poisson brackets with higher even bosons vi^j, [j 7^ 0) arc

which commute with all odd bosons. This may be achieved, as the

nonzero. Another feature of the nonlinear superalgebra which distin

second step, by taking the most general combinations of the fields of

guishes it from the linear one is the nature of the fcrmion brackets

the appropriate coiifornial spin and the coeflicicnt of the terms may be

{u{j{x),uUy)} and {4-i(4> ^zViC//)} given below

determined by allowing them to commute with the odd bosons. This

procedure can be carried out for all even boson generators thereby yield
ing the mutually commuting set of generators. The explicit expressions

{vij{x),u{t,{y)} =

-ee(

07TI+/+1,,/

( l)'"'"'2j-27n-2y

771=0 1=0 \

Ic-l ^■-7l-l // A;1. _
—

—^ ^ (
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"2/0-21-2

of a few even boson generators are given below.

/ ^

71 _
- 1I \\ / Qi /

I

J '^2n^ ■"2j +2/0-271-2/-2

fly

=

IP3 = ^2 + 2 4 + '"-1^0 +
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j-i-k — n—l — i k—i k~ii — l

In the linear super Woo algebra, this is sufficient to ensure commutation
between odd and even bosons, and thereby establish the I'Ki+oo 0 Woo

+

E
771 = 0

structure, but in this case we find from the Poisson bracket ol

n + I

E E
71=0

I

1=0

-i) ^2j+2fc-277i-27i-2/-2^'""^'^27i

~ y)

with U271

j-1

{4i-l(2;),4fc-l(y)} =

k

j-l k-l

-EE

771=0 ;=o

,■

j-i t-i /

Xf
7;i=:0 1 = 0

\

-EE
,1=0 /=o

j+A; —11 —/ —1

E

771 = 0

U ^2j-2m-3(J

k—l k — ii—l

k-l k-n-l f I. _
A; — 7r — 1

+

J-l

EE

771=0 ;=o

I

\

k

k — ii

EE

+E E

f)K,J
^'2j+2k — 2n — 2L—3

71 = 0

1=0

k - 1

J

I

m + 1

V2k-2l-3

k — n — I
I

^27i-l^'4j+2/c-27i-2i-3

j+k — n — l — l fc —1 fc —71 —1

j-I\(n+i-I
m

71 = 0 l—Q

i l

-

I

X (—l)"'a2j+2A;_27)i-2n-2;-2^"'^''4-l

V)

(4.7)

that only the linear terms vanish. Consequently, the odd bosons com
mute with only the lowest spin even boson generator i.e.

{<-1,^0} = 0

(4.8)

E
711 = 0

E E
71 = 0 / = 0

j -1

7t 4- / — 1
I

X(-1)'"4+21-2„.-2,.-2,-35"'+'4„-i]

- y)

(4.9) and (4.10) clearly show that the fermion fields

(4-10)
and

noncomniuting for all j > Q. The noncommuting nature of the fermion
brackets will be responsible for the necessity of a nonlinear free field
representation of the generators of the nonlinear superalgebra.
Interestingly, nonlinear combinations of bosons and fermions exist

and the Poisson brackets with higher even bosons v!^j, {j 7^ 0) are
nonzero. Another feature of the nonlinear superalgebra which distin

guishes it from the linear one is the nature of the fermion brackets

{u{j{x),uik{y)}

{4j-i(-^-)>4A-i(;v)} given below

determined by allowing them to commute with the odd bosons. This

{vij{x), 'i4k{y)} =
j-l k-l

-EE
771 = 0 1=0

k-lk-n-l

■E E
71=0

i-o

2k-2L-2

m + 1 / 1 / -f 1

procedure can be carried out for all even boson generators thereby yield
ing the mutually commuting set of generators. The explicit expressions
of a few even boson generators are given below.
lib = A

k — 71 — I
I

which commute with all odd bosons. This may be achieved, as the
second step, by taking the most general combinations of the fields of
the appropriate conformal spin and the coefficient of the terms may be

'^2j^-2k-2n-2l-2

A + 2^0 +
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+ W2U_1
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to show the closure of the algebra explicitly. To obtain the geiienerators

0

+nlv( + u''_^ + u{jvL^ + 'ufjui'i + u''_iulvLi (4.il)

of higher spin we employ a different strategy. The W4 generator, for ex

ample, may be obtained straightforwardly from the {W^, W3} Poisson
higher generators are nonlinear. For the spin 3 generator it is a bilinear

bracket algebra (4.13) by ensuring the closure of the algebra following
the classical analogue of the
algebra [55]. Importantly the W4 gen

combination of bosonic as well as|
spin generators. For the spin 4 gen

erator thus obtained matches with that of (4.11), which commutes with

erator, this combination is more involved, having terms trilinear in the

the odd bosons (4.12) and the form is unique. Similarly, the explicit

fields. This iiidicates that for higher spin generators, the basis becomes
more ami more nonlinear. But most importantly, l.hese generators are

form of the VV5 generator may be obtained from the Poisson bracket

and so 011. The distinguishing ciiaracter of this set is that spin 3 and

such that the desired property is exhibited, namely

relation, {1^4,1^3}

{IT4,11^3} = [-5kF5c'- 5kF^ - 414/3VF25 - 4VF3VF2

-Iw^d - he™ 0

(4.12)
i.e. the new set of even boson generators commute with all the odd

0

- y)
0

0

(4.14)

J

by ensuring the closure of the algebra following the classical analogue of
11'00 algebra. It is found that the leading term of the (klh, VV3} algebra
becomes Uq. This, indeed, ensures the presence of the W5 generator in

the algebra. The VF5 generator exhibits the explicit form

bosons. Moreover the W boson generators produce the requisite form
of 11'00 algebra as can be observed from the following Poisson bracket

lbs = ''-'c + 2^'^

14^^

14^''"

-k

relations.

f f

2>u^-\v\ + 37/,ii?;2 +

-

+ u'Syo + ^

f f

f f

3 f fi

I f f

I ff

{1^2,1^2} = [-2W2d-W;,]6{x-y)

+uivi + ■U4U_1 -f uivi -t- -ui^v{ - -U^Q v( + -U2 V_f

{IFsM'lT} = [-3Wsd-W^]5{x-y)

3 f f
f f"
+ -uivL,
- uif vL,f + vWi
-(- -1

{Ib3,lb3} = L411/,c>-21F2'^-|tH/;(}--21T^-(H/2')'

- ikF2a^] - y)
(113,1^2} = \-A\V40-W;,-y\V20']s{x-y)

2

(4.13)

/ /■ /■ \"

^ b

f f

^ b' f f
^-1 - 2^-1^0^-1

+ U-iUqvLx + 2u^_ya{vLi + 2u^_xUqv{ -\- u\uqvLi (4.15)

It is found by explicit calculation that the VF5 generator commutes with
the odd bosons, 'a2j_i, he.
(4.16)

This algebra is isoniorphic to classical analogue of the VFoo algebra [55].
The procedure outlined above, although straightforward, becomes ex

The spin six generator 11 g, in a similar way, may be obtained Irom

tremely dillicult to use in obtaining the still higher s])in generators and

the Poisson bracket relation, {1^4,11/4}, whose leading term turns out
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^4 + ^2 +

+ 2u2uii + uivL-^

+'Uqv( + Wy

+ UqvL[ + yl)U-i +
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to show the closure of the algebra explicitly. To obtain the genenerators

(4.11)

of higher spin we employ a dilferent strategy. The Vldi generator, for ex

ample, may be obtained straightforwardly from the {W3, VV^} Poisson

erator, this combination is more involved, having terms trilinear in the

bracket algebra (4.13) by ensuring the closure of the algebra following
the classical analogue of the kPoo algebra [55]. Importantly the VFi gen
erator thus obtained matches with that of (4.11), which commutes with
the odd bosons (4.12) and the form is unique. Similarly, the explicit

fields. This iiidicates that for higher spin generators, the basis becomes

form of the VV5 generator may be obtained from the Poisson bracket

more and more nonlinear. But most importantly, these geiuuators a.r<!

relation, {TdTM'Fa}

and so on. The distinguishing chai'acter of this set is that spin 3 and
higher generators are nonlinear. For the spin 3 generator it is a bilinear

combination of bosonic as well as|
spin generators. For the spin 4 gen

(p/^, p/3} = [-5W^d - 5kF5 - 414/3VF2<5 -

such that the desired property is exhibited, namely

I4j-,.W2]
{<-1.1'V's}
{"'2,-,an}

-hVa'S - bv™ (4.12)

i.e. the new set of even boson generators commute with all the odd
bosons. Moreover the W boson generators i)roduce the requisite form

of li'oo algebra as can be observed from the following Poisson bracket

_ 514/393] S(X - y)

(4.14)

by ensuring the closure of the algebra following tin; classical analogue of
li'oo algebra. It is found that the leading term of the {kF4, VV3} algebra

becomes v^. This, indeed, ensures the presence of the
generator in
the algebra. The W5 generator exhibits the explicit form
^ ..l>' , ^ „.b'
IF3 = tiy +-U,"
+ Y^''^2

T

T'iu!'_yV2

- AAo + u'SAo + i (u-i^^o)"

relations.

f f

! o I •'/■' 11 •'/*

1

r <7 } •'y .

{W2,W2} = [-2W2d-W;,]6{x-y)

+ u'2Vi +

{m,W2} = [-■iW^d-W!2]5{x-y)

3 f f
f f"
^ f f \"
^ 0 f f
^ b' f f
+ -Upu_i
- tiQ{' vL^f -f- uivi
+ -I [u{)V-\)
+ 2''^-PR
""-1 " 2U_yUoV_-^

{in, II})) = \-mud-2\\qo-~\\qo-2W[-{w:i)'

-A\q' - Ivna'] - v)
{ii'i. in) = [-'iino-ii'^-lina'j cH.'.'-!/)

+ -u''_iulvLi 4-

-1- -u'oVi - -u'o vi + -U2 U_i
iJnO

—L.

TV".

+ TutiU^vii 4- 2u''__iulv( + u\ulvLi (4.15)

2

(4. 13)

It is found by explicit calculation that the kPr, generator commutes with
the odd bosons, U2i-i'

{'4,-1, m} = 0

(4.16)

This algebra is isomorphic to classical analogue of the VFoo algebra [55].
The procedure outlined above, although straightforward, becomes ex-

The si)in six generator ll'y, in a similar way, may be obtained Irom

trenudy difiicult to use in obtaining the still higher spin generators ;md

the Poisson bracket relation, {iy4,IF4}, whose leading term turns out
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to be Vg. Thus the first three generators may be obtained by the boot
strap approaeii and from spin four onwards all Liu; geiuuators may be
found following the above procedure. This strategy of obtaining bosonic
higher spin generators evidently guarantees the closure of the algebra
being isomorphic to the classical Woo algebra. But to obtain the ex
plicit forms of all higher generators becomes very difficult, although the
strategy is quite clear. Moreover, this strategy also ensures that in the
bosonic limit the super Woo reduces to the fVoo algebra, in this way,
we may establish the iVi+oo ® Ihoo structure in the bosonic sector of
the super W<x> algebra.

4.3

4.3. THE FERMIONIC SECTOR.

'h/2 — —u{ — ui ~ ^'^0 +

and

form closed

as well as the odd fermions,

:rnd

the odd bosons also satisfy separately a subalgebra (see (A.1,A.3) in
appendix A). Nonetheless, it turns out that nonlinear basis has an in

teresting consequence. Both the fermions satisfy identical algebras in
the nonlinear basis with an added advantage of generating the minimal
algebra.

The now basis for the (wen f(>rmion geu(na,tors may bo consti uc.to.d
as a suitable nonlinear combination of even fermions
ill the form

~

Thus the new set of generators become more and more nonlinear as in
the even boson case. But it is seen that the nonlinear basis for the even

fermions (4.17) can be recast in terms of the bilinears of the generators
only as

•73/2 —

'^0

'h/'2 = -'4 +-4/2 —
Jll2 = —^4 +

~ ^U.^5/2 + 2VVi4^2

-W2-ln2 + hq./;l/2

algebras (4.9,4.10) separately. This reveals that a linear representa
tion such as the one in [58] always exists for the fermions. We shall,
however, show the existence a nonlinear basis for both the fermions
in conjunction with the odd bosons. This follows from tlu; obscuvation that the oven fermions,

T

(4.17)

The Fermioiiic Sector

In the fermionic sector both the fermions,

41

and odd bosons

0.18)

This demonstrates that all the even fermions, in general, can be written
as bilinears in J and W having the form

J ^2-+7z-1)!'-i
/71+3/2 = -nc +

(27z - 1)!!

n

1
/-PI

I ) h".—0
I

71 — 1 71 — 771 — 1 771

-EE
EJ3£c;;,{-i)'-''4':3/T'""Wr'
771=0 k=0 1=0
(n = 0,1,2,...), where
While the values of

(4.19)

and C;,\; are the c-number coefficients.

can be easily extracted from (4.3) by determin

ing
ill terms of ITj+i, it appears that there is no straiglitforward
procedure to determine the exjilicit exinessions of the
for arliitary
spins. The closed algebras among the even fermions and odd bosons
strongly corroborates the existence of a nonlinear basis for all higher
spin generators and thereby (uisuring the coefficients
can always be
determined for all higher spin generators.

•^3/2 —

J5/2 = —U2 — Wq + ^-1^0
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The even fermions of higher spins may be obtained from (A.l) and

(A.9) through the Poisson brackets of the even fermions n/^k with the
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4.3. THE FERMIONIC SECTOR.

to be Vg. Thus the first three generators may be obtained by the bootstrnp apijroaeii and from spin four onwards all Liu; gtimu'al.ors may be

= —u{ — U2 - ^'Uo + U-1U2 4- u'lul +
(4.17)

found following the above procedure. This strategy of obtaining bosonic

higher spin generators evidently guarantees the closure of the algebra
being isornorphic to the classical Woo algebra. But to obtain the ex
plicit forms of all higher generators becomes very difficult, although the
strategy is quite clear. Moreover, this strategy also ensures that in the

Thus the new set of generators become more and more nonlinear as in
the even boson case. But it is seen that the nonlinear basis for the even

fermions (4.17) can be recast in terms of the bilinears of the generators
Old}' as

bosonic limit the super IToo reduces to the VKoo algebra, in this way,

we may establish the iVi+oo ®

structure in the bosonic sector of

the sui)cr IToo algebra.

•h/2 — —ui + J3/2 - WYJ-i/2

^7/2 = ~'"4 + J^/2 + ^'^3/2 ~ WiJ^j2 + 2WiJ'o,i2
4.3

The Fermioiiic Sector

In the fermionic sector both the lermions, u^i and V2i_i form closed
algebras (4.9,4.10) separately. This reveals that a linear representa
tion such as the one in [58] always exists for the fermions. We shall,
however, show the existence a nonlinear basis for both the fermions

-W2~Ji/2 + xlTi'J:j/2

(4.18)

This demonstrates that all the even fermions, in general, can be written
as bilinears in J and W having the form

Jn+V2

_

in conjunction with the odd bosons. This lollows from tin; obscuvation that the even fermions, as well as the odd fermions, v^t-i and

/ ^2-"(71-1)!'-i / n

- l)\\ ^ /

71 — 1 71 — 771— 1

77 4- / -j- 1 \

/+1

—

) R+N2

771

-EE EBiw;;,{-!)'■" 4l3/T'""A+r' 0.19)
771=0

the odd bosons also satisfy sejjarately a subalgebra (see (A.i,A.3) in

k=0

1=0

appendix A). Nonetheless, it turns out that nonlinear basis has an in

(n = 0,1,2, . . .), where

ras in
m
teresting consequence. Both the lermions satisly identical algebras
the nonlinear basis with an added advantage ol generating the minimal

While the values of C,"; can be easily extracted from (4.3) by determin

algebra.

The now basis for the (weii lermioii gemuaXors may b(! constnic.t,(Hl

as a suitable nonlinear combination ol even fiuniions 'u/^^ and odd bosons
ill fim f"i'iii

and C,"/ are the c-number coefficients.

ing
ill terms of Wi+i, it appears that there is no straightforward
procedure to determine the explicit expressions of the
for arbitary
spins. The closed algebras among the even fermions and odd bosons
strongly corroborates the existence of a nonlinear basis for all higher
S[)in generators and thereby (msuriiig the coefficimits
can always be
determined for all higher spin generators.

J.i/2 —

J5/2 = —u{—u{ +u''_^Uq

The even fermions of higher sjiins may be obtained from (A.l) and

(A.9) through the Poisson brackets of the even fermions
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k

{W2y U2f;} = —'U2k+2 ~ XI

/b + 1

(4.20)

m+1

of the algebra have to be nonlinear as will be observed in chapter 5. The
difference between this afgebra and the linear one becomes evident from

the spin 5/2 genarator onwards. For example, the Poisson bracket of

the J5/2 generator with itself becomes nonzero. In fact, the self brackets

{W2,ulf.} — —ulf.j^2 2^^'^ n'^ik^
+x

^0^'"^2k-2l-l X( / J '"■-1^''"^

of the generators, in general, cannot be made to zero by any change

of basis. Thus the nonlinear algebra cannot be reduced trivially to the

(4.21)

linear one. A few Poisson bracket relations of VV and VV bosons with

even fermions are given in appendix B.

The i)resenco of the ui^,+2

(4.20,4.21) clearly eonlinns that

The arguments regarding the existence of the nonlinear basis for the

the next higher spin generator can be generated I'roin the preceding
one. Finally, (4.20) and (4.21) together with the closure of the Poisson

even fermion generators stated above hold good for the odd fermions

brackets of the ferinion generators determine the higher si)in generators

as well since the odd fermions
and the odd bosons liXi
a closed algebra among themselves (A.3,A.4,A.5). We can therefore

explicitly. As a conseciuence, the closure of the algebra among the even

generate a nonlinear basis for the odd fermions uXi

ferniions is ensured even in the nonlinear basis. To explicitly show the

of odd fermions and the odd bosons U2j_i. For example a consistent
nonlinear basis for a few odd fermions may be identified as

closure property, the algebra among a few even fermion generators are
given below.

'73/2

— '"-i

{./:)/2, -hri} = 0

J5/2 = -vl + utyui^

{J5/2, J3/2} — 0

J7/2 = ''^3+^1 + T""-! - W-1^1 - Wl77ii -

{J5/2, ^5/2} — 2
- y)
{•^7/2, J3/2} = -J3/2'^3/2H^ ~ y)

well in terms

(4.23)

{^7/2, ^5/2} = -^^'0/2^3/2 - 3 J5/2J3/2O + 2J3/2^3/2<y_ - V)
{./7/21 •^7/2} = CJ5/2'/5/2 - 3./g/2'^:3/2 + 3,75/2./3/2 + ^■^/2'^/2

It is straightforward to observe that the generators in (4.23) can be
rewritten as bilinear combinations of W and J like the even fermions.
This can also be argued from the fact that odd fermions and odd bosons

(4.22)

form a subalgcbra and thus can be generalised for other higher spin

It is interesting to note that unlike the linear algebra, the fermionic

the lower ones following the Poisson bracket relations resulting from

generators do not commute among themselves. This is a signilicant
departure from the linear representation and has a major effect on thc

(A.3,A.8)

-^•73/2'73/2 - ^•>^3/2'^3/2C^ - -^3/2^3/20'^ 5(a,- - 7/)
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{IF2, 4k-1} == 4k+1 - 4k-i 0 + n"_, 74_, -

, vL,

(4.24)
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= —'^2k+2 ~ Xl
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of the algebra have to be nonlinear as will be observed in chapter 5. The
difference between this algebra and the linear one becomes evident from

the spin 5/2 genai'ator onwards. For example, the Poisson bracket of

the J^/2 generator with itself becomes nonzero. In fact, the self brackets

{W2,ul,^} — —U2k+2

+ r^'^ik^

of the generators, in general, cannot be made to zero by any change
of basis. Thus the nonlinear algebra cannot be reduced trivially to the

(4.21)

+x

linear one. A few Poisson bracket relations of W and VV bosons with

even ferniions are given in appendix B.

The presenee of the u{k+2

(4.20,4.21) clearly cunlirins that

The arguments regarding the existence of the nonlinear basis for the

the next higher spin generator can be generated i'roni the preceding
one. Finally, (4.20) and (4.21) together with the closure of the Poisson

even fermion generators stated above hold good for the odd fermions

brackets of the ferniion generators determine the higher spin generators

a closed algebra among themselves (A.3,A.4,A.5). We can therefore

exi)licitly. As a consequence, the closure of the algebra among the even

generate a nonlinear basis for the odd fermions nXi

ferniions is ensured even in the nonlinear basis. To explicitly show the

of odd fermions and the odd bosons 7i2i_i- For example a consistent
nonlinear basis for a few odd fermions may be identified as

closure property, the algebra among a few even ferrnion generators are
given below.

./:W2

=

the odd bosons
well in terms

C

= -v( +

{T)/2i U.i/2} —
{<^5/2, J'i/'i} — 0

f

f

0

f'f

h

f

J7/2 = n+Vy +-V_y-U_yvi

{75/2, 75/2} =2AP3/2''(I:-!/)

(4,23)

{jy2,kn]= -LAni>(^-y\
{J,y2, Jsyj} = -iJiyky - 3 JcpJlftO + 2Jiyjia/zfl <i(x'- y)
{-/7/2,'^7/2} = GJ5/2>^5/2 - 3./5/2'^/2 + ^'h/2U'l/2 + 4'^/2'^:i/2
n

-7■^3/2<^3/2 - ^-^3/2■^3/2^ 2*^3/2-^3/25^ 6{x tj)

as well since the odd ferniions fXi

(4.22)

It is interesting to note that unlike the linear algebra, the fcrmionic
generators do not commute among them,selves. This is a signilicant
departure from the linear representation and has a major cflcct on the

It is straightforward to observe that the generators in (4.23) can be
rewritten as bilinear coinbinatioiis of W and J like the even fermions.

This can also be argued from the fact that odd fermions and odd bosons

form a subalgcbra and thus can be generalised for other higher spin

generators. The higher spin generators, however, may be obtained from
the lower ones following the Poisson bracket relations resulting from
(A.3,A.8)

{ I F2, "2A: - 1 } =
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a few odd fermion generators explicitly.

'^3/2} — b

{-^5/2,'^3/2} = b

{•-^5/2) -^5/2} = '^Jo/2-^3/2^{-'I ~ y)
{J7/2, "'3/2) — —'^:i/2-^3/2'^{'-l' ~ V)

{-^7/2,-^5/2} = -3J5/2'/3/2 "" 3J5/2J'3/29 + 2,73/2-^3/2^]

- y)

3

{-'■7/2, -^7/2} = 6J5/2./5/2 - 375/2^3/2 + 375/273/2 + 1^312^312

- iLn-mT)'] n' - v)

('1-2g)

The algebra of odd fermions with even fermions as well as with the
bosons are also given in appendix B.

4.4

Conclusion

The super Woo algebra, in its own right, deserves to be a candidate for a
universal algebra, unifying all finite dimensional bosonic W algebras as
well as supersymmetric W algebras. The prescuice ol classical amdoguc
of 1 boo algebra and a direct sum basis in the bosonic sector guarantees
that all finite dimensional bosonic W algebras can be obtained under
suitable truncation. Since the super IToo algebra is a higher spin ex
tension of 77 = 2 conformal algebra, it is cxi)ccted to contain all finite
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and by clcmanding the closure of the algebra among the odd fcnnions.
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veral algebra. But a systematic analysis of the truncation of super 14^00
algebra through some non-compact cosct model is yet to be studied
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and could provide the basis for a future study.
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and by demanding the closure of the algebra among the odd fcrmions.
To demonstrate the identical algebra among the odd fermions and the
even fermions in the nonlinear basis, we give below the algebra among
a few odd fermion generators explicitly.

{•^3/2)'h/2} = b

{J5/2, J3/2] = 0

{J5/2,•^72} = 2J3/2'/3/2'5(.x' - y)
(-'7/21 '^3/2) — ~-':i/'2"'3/2'H-'' ~ y)

{-^7/2, Jr,/2} = -3^5/2'>^3/2 ~ ^' Jbl2hl2Q + 2J3/2-^3/2^]
<^(2: - Ij)
3
{^7/2, ■^7/2} = ^Jhl2'Jry2 - 3J5/2'^.V2 + 3J5/2-^3/2 + 4'^3/2'>^3/2
i>n - v)

{"-ae)

The algebra of odd fermions with even fermions as well as with the
bosons are also given in appendix B.

4.4

Conclusion

The super fBoo algebra, in its own right, deserves to be a candidate for a
universal algebra, unifying all finite dimensional bosonic W algebras as
well as supersymmetric IK algebras. The prescuic.e. ol classical amdogue
of IKoo algebra and a direct sum basis in the bosonic sector guarantees
that all finite dimensional bosonic W algebras can 1)0 o])taine,d under

suitable truncation. Since the super VKco algebra is a higher spin ex
tension of A'' = 2 conformal algebra, it is expected to contain all finite
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Chapter 5

Free Field Representation
5.1

Introduction

It, US well known tlnit t,hc nnchulying i(!pi(\scnl,;i(,u)n of a conforinal field
tlieoiy is cssoifiially a free field representation. The free field represen

tation in fact, is significant in a nninber of ways. Apart from playing
a role in t he classilieation of conforinal algebras, f.lie importance of the
free field representation lies in the fact that the (jnantization of classical
symmetry algebras becomes st.raightforward in terms of the free fields.
The simplest conforinal algebra is the Virasoro algebra which can
be viewed as the algchira of the spin 2 field T{z) and can be realized
in terms of a single real boson fichd as 'P{z) =
The Virasoro
algebra, later on has been extended by the inclusion of generators of
higher spin. The simplest higher spin extension of the Virasoro algebra
is the Ws algebra found by Zamolodchikov [43]. The W3 comprises two
generators, the energy momentum tensor T{z) of spin 2 and a spin 3
giMHual.or IV(-:). vSubseciiKaitly, higher spin geiieializatioiis known as
ir,j algebras were constructed [44, 45]. Thesi! consist of the energy
momentum tensor T{z) togcfi.lun- with higher s])in generators each of
spin 3 < s < II. A chaiactcnistic leatiiri! of all tin; Wn algebras with
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The infinite dimensional linear algebras kEoo and VEi+oo, although pos

terms ui' /t- i free scalar lields. Extension of the 1-E„ algebras to inlinite
number of spin fields i.e. n = oo have also been constructed. This is

sessing an infinite number of generators are not universal algebras as

the IE,, algebra [49, 50] generated by currents with spin 2 < s < oo.
The Woo is a linear algebra and another related linear algebra, the

way. However the nonlinear kEoo algebra is a universal bosonic algebra

T i+oo [dC, 47], with generators of all sjjins in the range 1 < s < oo is
also known. A feature of great significance in this connection is that
the
algebra and its nonliiu^ar (hiformation, mumdy tin;
algiibra
can realized in terms of a complex seahir boson D<1) and its conjiigafa;

the nonlinear IE„ algebras cannot be obtained from them in a natural
containing all other algebras as subalgebras and is realizable by non
linear combinations of the free complex scalar boson and its conjugate

in contrast to the kEc^ which has a linear representation (5.1).

d(f) [48, 55]. On the other hand, the VEi+oo algebra has a representation

By combining the fermionic realization of the kEi^-oo algebra (5.1)
and the complex boson realization of the kEoo algebra (5.2) the N — 2
superalgebra was constructed whose bosonic component is kEi+oo©l'Eoo

in terms of a pair of free fermionic fields "0 and ip* [79]- While the

- a requirement which holds for all superalgebras. Its fermionic sector

representation of the generators of the nonlinear VEoo algebra in terms

is constructed from bilinears of the complex scalar bosons and fermions

of 0(1) and 50 can be fonnd only iteratively and cannot be; written in a

and their conjugates [GO]. The two types of fermionic generators G^(z)

closed form, that for the lini^ar ly,, has the followiiig closcul form

ami G'{z) with conformal si)in i 4- ^ may be constructed as

^

i

(^ + 2)1 „

1

:)i —A:+ 1

k 4- 1
-

•

'

ft. — u

\

05^+V-'

. _ 2 '{i + 1)! '

y

' ] ('P

(5.5)

>

(5.1)
where the generators
have conformal spin s = i + 2 {i > 0). An
other secinencc of higher spin generators E'', which constitute the fEj+oo

(5.6)

algebra can be constructed from the ferniion bilinears as

(2.; + l)!! to '

(h.2)

The free comi)lex bosons, 0(.'r, /•) and <l>{x,l,) and Iree lernnons Ei'-'kO
and ■0*(a;,i), satisfy the fundamental Poisson bracket algebras
{Vd(;i:), '0(;v)} = h(;(; - y)

(5.3)

The lEi+oo generators E' [i > —1), the kEoo generators
(z > 0) and
the fermionic generators G^ and & {i > 0) close on a superalgebra
which is called the lY = 2 super kEoo algebra. Moreover, the fermionic
generators are such that they commute, that is.

{g'.g'} = 0 =

(5.7)

The super IEqo algebra discussed above is obviously a linear algebra
realizable with a basis bilinear in the free fi elds. The nonlinear super

(50(.r),50(y)} = OJ{x - y)
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2 < V- < oo is tlial they arc nonlinear. All VK,, algebras are re.alizablc! in

The irrfrrrite dirrrerrsiorral lirrear algebras Wqq arrd Wi^oo, although pos-

terms ol /i —1 tree scalar fields, li/xtensiun of the \'Vji algcbias l.o iiiiiuil.e

sessirrg an irrfrrrite number of generators are not universal algebras as

number of spin fields i.e. 7i — co have also been constructed. This is
the IKoo algebra [49, 50] generated by currents with spin 2 < s < oo.
The Woo is a linear algebra and another related linear algebra, the
Uh+oo [dG, 47], with generators of all spins in the range 1 < .s < co is

the rrorilinear iy,i algebras carrrrot be obtained frorrr therrr irr a rratural

also known. A feature ol great significance in this c.onncction is that

the ITco algebra and its nonlinear deformation, mumdy tin; Woo alg(!bra
can realized in terms of a complex scahir boson 0(1) a,nd its conjugate;

[48, 55]. On the other hand, the fKi+oo algebra has a representation
in terms of a pair of free fcrinionic fields 0 and 0 [79]. While the
representation of the generators of the nonlinear W^oo algebra irr terrrrs
of 6)0 and 6)0 can be fomtd only iterativcly atrd cannot be written iir a
clo.sed form, that for the linear IKoo has tin; following dos(;d form

way. However the nonlinear Woo algebra is a universal bosonic algebra
containing all other algebras as subalgebras arrd is realizable by nonliirear c.onrbinatiorrs of the free complex scalar boson arrd its conjrrgate

in corrtrast to the Woo which has a lirrear representation (5.1).
By combirring the fermiorric realizatiorr of the ITi-f-oo algebra (5.1)
and the complex bosotr realization of the VHoo algebra (5.2) the N = 2

snperalgebra was constructed whose bosorric conrporrerrt is VHi+ooSH^oo
- a requirerrrerrt which holds for all sitperalgebras. Its ferrrrionic sector
is constructed from bilirrears of the complex scalar bosons and fermions

and their corrjugates [GO]. The two types of ferrrrionic gerrerators G'^{z)
and G'{z) with cotdormal sirin i + 4 riray be constructed as

■ _ 2 '(z + 1)1 '

0; + l)(2i + l)!!,^;
V •

•

/ \

/

K — \f

<

>

(5.5)

^ - (2.+ 1)!!

/,: H- 1
X

_

-

{5.1)

where the generators 0^ have coirformal spirr s — z + 2 (i > 0). Arr■^r-k+i^dk^*

other seriuence of higher si)in generators V\ which constitntr; the; ITi+oo
algebra carr be corrstructcd from the fernriorr bilirrears as
i -I- i

v:-A:+l„/,+oA:

(2.,: + !)!! t«

V/6)'-0

The free comple.x bosons, 0(;(;, /.) and (j){x,L) and free fermions '(/;(.7;, /-)
and
satisfy the fundanrerrtal Poissori bracket algebras

The Hh+oo gerrerators
(z > —1), the Woo generators
(z > 0) arrd
the ferrrrionic generators G^ arrd G^ (z > 0) close on a snperalgebra
which is called the N = 2 super IToo algebra. Moreover, the fermionic
gerrerators are such that they corrrrrrute, that is.

{g'.g'} = 0 = {g',g'}
{Vd(.r),'0(;v)} = 4(.7: - y)

(5.6)

(5.7)

(5.3)

The super W^oo algebra discussed above is obviously a lirrear algebra
realizable with a basis bilirrear in the free fi elds. The nonlinear super-

(6)0(.i;), c)0(y)) = OJ{x - y)

(5.4)

algebra discussed irr chapters 2 arrd 4 however is rrot realizable frorrr
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a combiiiaUoii which is bilinear in Free fields. In Lliis chaih,er we con-

5.2. FREE FIELD REPRESENTATION OF FERMIONS

spin, the free field representation of all the generators turns out to be

strnct a consistent nonlinear free ficdd rei)resentation of the generator.s

nonlinear. This is essentially because of the noncommuting nature of

discussed in chapter 4. The iiontrivial Poisson bracket algebras among

the even fermions Jn+3/2 (4.22) as well as odd fermions Jn+3/2 (4.2C)

the even fermion generators of spin higher than 3/2. If we compare this
with the linear superalgebra, we find that this results in a completely

ensure a significant difference of the free field representations consid

different representation. The representation for the J5/2 generator is

ered here from the linear ones (5.1,5.2,5.5,5.0). In fact, representations

found by a simple procedure. Consider the Poisson bracket of the W2

of the fermion generators become not only nonlinear, and in general

generator with the J5/2 generator.

exponential, but also a suitable combinations of both types of bosons
and fermions. This makes the free field represcnitation distinct and im

portant. In the bosonic sector such a iiontrivial change in the free field
rciircsentation is not apparent from the Poisson bracket algebras of the
generators. But it will be observed that the iiontrivial Poisson bracket
algebras of the fermions become responsible for an important change
in the free field representation of the bosons over the linear ones. The
bosonic sector is no longer snch that one set of generators can be writ

ten in terms of bilinears of free ferrnionic fields while the other set in

terms of free complex bosons. The free field represention is now such

that free fermions and free bosons get mixed uji in a iiontrivial man
ner at the sanui time correctly reproducing the desired Wou T VV\|
structure.

5.2

Fi-ee Field Representation of Fermions

The representation of the lowest fermion generator J3/2 is similar to
the one for the linear super IPoo algebra, except for a exponential term
which makes the reinesentation general. Explicitly,

.A/2 =

where 02 = ^i{4> ~ 4')

^

4-

— IP]-^3/2 5(.'i; — y)

(5.9)

Comparing (5.9) with the Poisson bracket algebra between the free field
representations of W2 (obtained in the next section) and J3/2, namely

{HT,>^3/2} = — "0* <50 d-'0*(a90 4-5(90)50 —

i [VPH0c"'^^]' -I-

6{x - y)

(5.10)
(5.10)

we find the free field representation of the J5/2 generator,

■•^5/2 = [0* ^0 + ■0*(ffi90 -f- h0(J))0(l) — //0'0*'0*']r;'''''^^

(5-11)

where, a, b and e are real parameters. The same result will be obtained

by replacing IK2 by 1^2.
Apart from the nonlinearity of the representation, a significant de
parture from the linear representation is the presence of terms with the
fcrniionic field '0 and the bosonic held 0. In fact, the presence of both
kinds of fermions,

and -0* is inevitable to reproduce the nonzero alge

bras consistently in the even fermion sector. This is in constrast to the

linear super lEoo algebra where the even fermion sector was constructed

using bilinears of the helds ijj* and 0 [60]. The procedure outlined above
(5.8)

a real ])arameter. However, in order to

reproduce the Poisson brackets for (.he even fermion ginierators of higher
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{H'i) E/2} = —J3/2 +

can be used to liiul the next higher spin generator J7/2 from the Idhsson
bracket between IT2 and J5/2. This yields

J7/2 = y(V4c}0e"^O" - r'{OcIh'"'"')' + biln/AF*'{F""''y
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a coinbiiiaLioii wliicli is bilinear in free fields. In Lhi.s cliapLcr wo con

struct a coiiRistent nonlinear free field representation of the generators
discussed in chapter 4. The nontrivial Poisson bracket algebras among

the even ferniions Jn+3/2 (4.22) as well as odd fermions Jn+3/2 (4.2G)
ensure a signihcant difference of the free field representations consid
ered here froin the linear ones (5.1,5.2,5.5,5.0). In fact, representations
of the ferniion generators become not only nonlinear, and in general
exponential, but also a suitable coinbinations of both types of bosons

and ferniions. This makes the free field representation distinct and im

portant. In the bosonic sector such a nontrivial change in the free field
representation is not aiiparent from the Poisson bracket algebras of the
generators. But it will be observed that the nontrivial Poisson bracket

algebras of the fermions become responsible for an important change
in the free field representation of the bosons over the linear ones. The

bosonic sector is no longer such that one set of generators can be writ
ten in terms of bilinears of free ferrnionic fields while the other set in

terms of free complex bosons. The free Held reinesention is now such
that free fermions and free bosons get mixed up in a nontrivial man
ner at the same time correctly repioducing the desirinl kPrx. T \V\ 1 00
structure.

5.2

Fi ee Field Representation of Fermions

The representation of the lowest fermion geneiator J3/2 .similar to
the one for the linear super
algebra, except for a exponential term
which makes the rciiresentation general. Explicitly,

= '(ITOSc"'!"

where

(5-«)

5.2. FREE FIELD REPRESENTATION OF FERMIONS

spin, the free field representation of all the generators turns out to be
nonlinear. This is essentially because of the noncomrnuting nature of

the even fm inion generators of spin higher than 3/2. If we compare this
with the linear superalgebra, we find that this results in a completely

different representation. The representation for the J5/2 generator is
found b}' a simple procedure. Consider the Poisson bracket of the W2

generator with the J5/2 generator.

{H 2, J3/2} - -J3/2 + -./a/2 + :^-h/20 - fPi./3/2 5(.t - y)

Comparing (5.9) with the Poisson bracket algebra between the free field
representations of W2 (obtained in the next section) and J3/2, namely
{H'2, T3/2} = — ip* d(p + ifj*{adS 4- bdS)d(J) — bi]jT'*T'*

i

4-

- y)

(5.10)

we find the free field representation of the J5/2 generator,

F~o/2 =

+ VP[adS + bOS)O(l)- InlrtlT-il/y"^"

(5.11)

where, a, b and e are real parameters. The same result will be obtained

by replacing IK2 hy W^.
Apart from the nonlinearity of the representation, a significant de

parture from the linear representation is the presence of terms with the
fcrniionic field '0 and the bosonic field 0. In fact, the presence of both
kinds of fermions, ip and 0* is inevitable to reproduce the nonzero alge
bras consistently in the even fermion sector. This is in constrast to the

linear super W^o algebra where the even fermion sector was constructed

using bilinears of the fields 0* and 0 [CO]. The procedure outlined above
can bo uscxl to find the next higher spin generator J7/2 from the Pcnsson
bracket between W2
^5/2. This yields

= ^(0 - <^) aiid e is a real parani(4,cr. However, in order to

reprothicc the Poisson brackets for th(> even ferniion generators of higher

(5.9)

■hn = Lro,i,c}'*')" - r'{Ock""-')' +
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+V'*'(ac>0 + bd(^)d(l)E"''' - ij*{ad(f)+ bd(j)){0(pE"'")'
-PfiaOij, -h bDSj>fDil>E"l" -I- bff'f'v'"'"
+2b'^t^)*'(l/0(jHT'''' + 2abilyijTiA'0(lMP''"

5.3. FREEFIELD REPRESENTATION OF BOSONS

5.3

(5.12)

Fi-eefield Representation of Bosons

111 the bosonic sector, the free field representations become more in

volved. To be precise, in the linear representation [GU], the kPi+00 alge

It is important to note that in order to reproduce the even fermion alge

bra was realized in terms of the bilinears of a free fermion field and its

bras (4.22), the consistency condition demands that all the parameters

conjugate whereas the IKoo algebra was realized from the bilinears of a

are not independent, but are related by

free complex scalar field and its conjugate. This had the advantage of
automatically ensuring the direct sum basis of the generators of these
algebras. But such a simple representation cannot be considered in
the present case as it leads to an inconsistency in the ferniionic sector.
Thus a significant change in the free field representations in the bosonic
sector is reiiuired so that the re]u(!sentation is consistent in all sectors.

be

ae

^

(5.13)

^/2~
Evidently, two more parameters still remain arbitrary, which cannot be
lixod at the classical level. The (piaiiti'/ation of the algebra may fix the

arbitrary parameters through its central charge. The relation (5.13)
dictates that all the parameters a, b and e cannot be set to be zero
simultaneously. This implies the non-linear Iree lield representation

cannot be reduced to the linear one [GO] trivially, which is a crucial
observation and will also be seen in the odd lermion sector.

For the odd bosons we have the following consistent representation.
The linear part of the representation may be written in terms of the
fermion bilinears. Thus the lowest one is identical to that of the linear

representation, namely

fVi = -ilTiJj

The similar Poisson bracket structures (4.22,4.20) of the odd lerimons

J ^3 and the even rcrniioiis .7„+3, however, iiidica.te the similar free field
ropresentatioiis of the generators for the odd ferniioiis. We give below

On the other hand in spin 2, we have trilinear terms,

the representations of the odd ferniions upto spin Ihe other higher
spin generators can be constructed in a similar fashion as in the even
ferniioii case. The representations of the odd ferniions may given as

J3/2 =

(5-14)

= [-'il) 0(j) T

T bd(i))d^)-\r

(5.15)

j,,,2 = -hiOcK'''!'-')''
4
-(//(ac)0 -b bd^>)(y>c-"''" - 'tP{ad(l> + bd(}){OP)cr'"l")'
+ bO(}fd^e-'"l" - a'H*'ip'
+2(AiyijAP; OcPe-'"'" - ^abpnlA'ip'

TH-1864_984402

-'0*-0') - i/T'ipiadcl) + bdcp)

(5.18)

where a and b are the same parameters, already introduced in the

fermionic sectors. Note that linear representation [60] consisted of only
the first two terms which involved the free fermion field and its con

jugate. The Poisson bracket of W2 with itself is found employing the
fundamental bracket (5.3,5.4) to be

{fW, W2} = 2 --{ijT xjj —
L

(^-^0)

(5.17)

+ bO^) d

^

-1- -^(0*'V'- 0'V'') - rtW + blh})]' b{x - y) (5.10)
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5.3
-I- bOb}>fO<ljE"'" -\- lnl>r'f

+2b'^HTiP'0(}P"'" + 3alnlnlAiA'0(l>E"l"

(5,12)

It is important to note that in order to reproduce the even fermion alge
bras (4.22), the consistency condition demands that all the parameters
are not indcirendcnt, but are related by
(5.13)

\/2

V2

Evidently, two more parameters still remain arbitrary, which cannot bo
fixed at the classical level. The (luantization of the algebra may fix the

arbitrary parameters through its central charge. The relation (5.13)
dictates that all the parameters a, b and e cannot be set to be zero

simultaneously. This implies the non-linear free held representation
cannot be reduced to the linear one [GO] trivially, which is a crucial
observation and will also be seen in the odd lermion sector.

Fieefield Representation of Bosons

In the bosonic sector, the free held representations become more in

volved. To be precise, in the linear representation [GU], the kPn-oo alge
bra was realized in terms of the bilinears of a free fermion held and its

conjugate whereas the IToo algebra was realized from the bilinears of a

free complex scalar held and its conjugate. This had the advantage of
automatically ensuring the direct sum basis of the generators of these
algebras. But such a siniiilc reineseiitation cannot be considered in
the present case as it leads to an inconsistency in the fermionic sector.

Thus a signihcant change in the free held representations in the bosonic
sector is reipiired so that the representation is consistent in all sectors.

For the odd bosons we have the following consistent representation.
The linear part of the representation may be written in terms of the
fermion bilinears. Thus the lowest one is identical to that of the linear

representation, namely
ITi = -iJAi/j

The similar Poisson bracket structures (4.22,4.20) of the odd ferrnions

J 3 and the even fcrniions .7„+3, however, indica,te the similar Iroe hold

.cinLeiitations of the generator Ibr the odd lermions.^ We give below
the representations of the odd fcrniions upto spin ihe other higher
spin generators can be constructed in a similar fashion as in the even
fermion case. The representations of the odd lermions may given as

J3/2 =

(5-14)

= [-'il) 0(j)-V
jy, =

T b0(l))0^) N

(o.lo)

+

-L{ad(l> + bd(i>)d(j>cr"''" - iKaO(l> + bO^)){d^)cr
-xpiaOcj)+ bd(l)fd^e-'"^' - a'M*'
Ocjje-'"'" - 3abijnlA'il/

(5.17)

On the other hand in spin 2, we have trilinear terms.

^^2 — "^("0* 0 — ■0*V-' ) ~ '0*'0((W0 + bd(p)

(5.18)

where a and b are the same parameters, already introduced in the

fermionic sectors. Note that linear representation [60] consisted of only
the hrst two terms which involved the free fermion held and its con

jugate. The Poisson bracket of W2 with itself is found employing the
fundamental bracket (5.3,5.4) to be

{ty2) 1^2} ~ 2

(!^-lC)
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0 ~ 0*'0 ) ~

V-' ~ '0*'0 ) ~ 'ijT'il^{ad(t> 4- b04>) 0
+ b()(/>)

5(:;; — y)

(5. 19)
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thus correctly reproducing the Poissoii bracket of the W2 generator in

(4.4). idle term '0*'i/)(a30 + bOc/)) in (5.18) is the most general iorm
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(4.17). This will immediately follow from the Poisson bracket relation
(A.7),

of the spin 2 generator, but involving complex boson fields. From sihn

three onwards the representation becomes complicated having more and
more nonlinear combinations of the free fields. We will therefore follow

a diflerent strategy from sjiiii three onwards.
Following a similar procedure as in the odd boson case, wo can
obtain the spin 2 generator of the other sector. The most general form
of the W2 generator is

{■"2n)

— {''■' 211 + 1

n + 1

~

771-1-1

(-1)"'<.-2™-i3"'+' S(x-v)

(5.23)
The leading order terms in (5.23) evidently will be a combination of

{lVj+2 — l'Fj+2) term and the suitable combinations of lower order spin
terms. The representation of Wj+2 generator and consequently the
110+2 generator may be obtained exi)licitly by exploiting the commuting
property of W and W generators and from the Poisson bracket relation

W2 = —0(j)0cj) —

+ bO(l))

(5.20)

For W2 also we find that

{HT, W2] = [-2
- [-506)0 -

-I- 5^0)]0
- y)

(5.21)

{110-1-2,1'Fs}. The consistency of these representations may be checked
by comparing the algebra among tlu! other bosonic generators. For
example, the Iree fi eld reprcvscaitations 110 a,iid IFy generators may be

obtained as follows. The Poisson bracket {J5/2) J3/2] using the free
field representations of the ferniion generators .75/2 and J3/2 (5.11,5.14)
is found to be

i.e. the Poisson bracket structure of the W2 given in (4.13) is correctly
maintained and it also commutes with the odd boson generator W2-

{-^5/2, -^3/2} —

L

—505 0 -I—^5050(50 — 50) — 5050(a50 -1- 550)
v2

—'0* 0 — 2a0*0 50 — 50*'0 50 -f '0* 050

Explicitly

{W2,W2}=0

(5.22)

Thus for both the spin 2 generators the last term turns out to be tri-

+ U-^0*0(50)^ — 5-^0*0(50)^ — 50*05^0
— ^5050 -f 0* 0 -j- 20*0(a50 + 550) j 5 S{x — y)

linear and more so this is the only possible term that exists at the

(5.24)

spin 2 level being a mixture of bosonic and fermionic fields. We also
omphivsize that since the dillcrcMice IF^ ~ IF^ is the the energy momen

eoniparing the same with the Poisson bracked of gmuuators Jr,/2 and

tum tensor T, we find that the Virasoro algebra can be obtained froin

(5.19,5.21,5.22) and is therefore realizable in the basis (5.18,5.20).
For higher spin generators, however, the representations of both

types of the bosonic generators may be obtained from the leading order
terms ol the Poisson brackets, {Jn+3/'2^
, the Jn+3/2 being given in

TH-1864_984402

{Jry2, 'h/2] = -I'W + IF3 + -140' -b kF2VF, - 2VF2fFi

-liqiu + tig" + (w, + w, + ^w; - irf) a] s(x - y)
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thus conectly lepioducing the Poissoii bracket of the VV2 generator in

(4.4). ihe tciiii '0 'ip{ad(j) + bOcj)) in (5.18) is the most general form
of the spin 2 geneiator, but involving coin]jlex boson fields. From sjjin
tliiee onwards the lepiesentation becomes complicated having more and
more nonlinear combinations of the free fields. W^e will therefore follow
a different strategy from spin three onwards.

Following a similar procedure! as in the odd boson case, we can
obtain the spin 2 generator of the other sector. The most general form
of the W2 generator is
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(4.17). This will immediately follow from the Poisson bracket relation
(A.7),

l"LA) = f('4.+i-T) - t: (
m=0 \

s(x-y)

/

(5.23)
The leading order terms in (5.23) evidently will be a combination of

(110+2 — 1'1'(7+2) term and the suitable combinations of lower order spin

terms. The representation of kFj+2 generator and consequently the
11 j+2 generator may be obtained exjdicitly by exploiting the commuting

W2 — —Ocj^Ocj) —

+ bO(/})

property of VV and W generators and from the Poisson bracket relation
(5.20)

For W2 also we find that

{W2,W'2] — ~2 —0(l>d(j) — ■tj)*'tj)[(t,0(j)-\-bOcj)) 0

- -d(f)d^ - '4)*^l){ad(j) + 630)

6{x - y)

(5.21)

{11(7+2) 11^2} • Tfie consistency of these representations may be checked
by comi)aring the algebra among tlu! other bosonic generators, For
example, the Iree fi eld repr(!S(!iital,ions H'3 a,ml 11'3 generators may be

obtained as lollows. The Poisson bracket {J5/2>J3/2} using the free
field representations of the fermion generators J5/2 and J3/2 (5.11,5.14)
is found to be

i.e. the Poisson bracket structure of the kF2 given in (4.13) is correctly
maintained and it also commutes with the odd boson generator W2.

{35/2,33/2} —

—303^0 4—j=d(f)d(j){0(l) — Ocj)) — d4>0(l}{ad(l)-\-bd(p)
L

\/2

—■0*

E.xplicitly

{W2,W2} = 0

— 2aip*'ip 30 — 60*'0 30 + ijj* ipd^

+a—/='0*'0(30)^ — 6-4='0*'0(30)^ — 6'0*'03^0

(5.22)

v2

V2

— ^3030 + ij)*' -f- 2'ijj*'ij2{aO(j) + 630)^ 3 5{x — y)

Thus for both the spin 2 generators the last term turns out to be tri-

lincar and more so this is the only possible term that exists at the

(5.24)

spin 2 level being a mixture of bosonic and fermionic fields. We also
emphasize that since the difi(!r(!nce I F^ ■" 1W is tlu; the energy momen

comparing the same with the Poisson bracket of generators .7,5/2 und

tum tensor T, we fi nd that the Virasoro algebra can be obtained from

(5.19,5.21,5.22) and is therefore realizable in the basis (5.18,5.20).
For higher spin generators, however, the representations of both
types of the bosonic generators may be obtained from the leading order

{35/2, 3,3/2} = -140 -f 140 + ^^1^2 + 1^1^2fl0 - 2W2W1

Nw[w^ +1+," + (h/, + +1+; - vr/) a] s{x - y)

terms ol the Poisson brack(!ts, {Jn+:]/2, Js/^}, (4ie Jn+'3/2 fieiiig given in
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h'adiiig order term siiiee the free; ficild riiprciseiitatioii of tlu; non huuliiig

Not ice^ that. I.h(> si)in 3 geiuM'al.ois ac^inirc! a. c.ompl(>x s(,rnctnr(5 and |)o.ssess terms (piatlrilinear in free lields. In a similar manner both the spin

order terms are already known. Explicitly,

four generators may be obtained from the Poisson i)racket {.77/2, ./3/2}-

allows us to clctcnninc the free field representatioii of W-^ — W-,^ frotn the

IE3 - 11/3 = \[d''(j)d^
- d0'^]+(-a + \/2
^

+^'^*^[a{d(pf - b{d4>f]+ g('0*"'0 -

-{b+ ^)d<f){d^V?
v'd

+ ■il*ilj'){ad(t) - bd^)

1 educe to that ol the bosonic super IP^ nlgebra thus lending weight
t.o the possibilil.y that tlm sec'ond Ihmultonian sti nc,tiir(! of I,Ik; N ~ 2

-0 + '0*0 ) + ip*ip{ad(l) + bdcf))'^
(5.2G)

+ (0*'0 — 0*'0 ){ad4> + bd(]))
Next, we determine the Poisson bracket betwecui 1/^3 — kldj and ACSince tJie odd and even boson genei ahois commnte (fi. 12), this operaiion
allows one to fi nd 11'3 from t,li(i Poisson brack(!t

{IV3 - 11-3, H

= {H'3, IV2} = [-31'P3C> - IP.;]

- y)

(G.'27)

and hence VPn This procedure eventnally leads to the following exidmit
form of the free field rei)resentation of the spin 3 generator VPs

- bOA}) - ill* (/'{i 1,0(1) -I- bO(J>y -I- 2f)0f90'0*'0

T^ij*'ij>[(i{0(l)y - /000)'^] - 7^-('0*'-0 H- 'ilA'il)){ad(l) - bd(/})
:5.28)
CoscHinently the ix^presentation lor the spin 3 g(!n(n ator in tin; odd boson
sector, naimfiy M'3 is obtainetl Irom (5.20,5.28) l,o be;

IP3 = --(■0*"0 - 4-0*''0' + 0*'0") - '0*0(n00 + bOcjf

TH-1864_984402

5.4

Conclusion

1 bus we see t.hat lr(>e litdd r(>presentation of l,h(> noniimsir snjan- alg(!bra IS not a trivial extension of the lineai' one [GO], This is e.ssentially
because the lelation (5.13) dictates the both the parameters a and b
cannot be set to be zero simultaneously, making the represinitation
essentially nonlinear. Ihe i^resence of an admixture of the bosonic

spin generators may be constnuitiHl from the algebra amongst the even
and odd lermionic gmierators (5.23) and consistency of these rcjiresentat.ions may be checked by comparing the a.lgebra. ainong the bcjsonie
generators. But the exj^licit forms of the higher si^iii generators in
terms of the Iree licfids become more and more com|)licated as observed
from the spin 3 generators (5.29,5.28). However, tin; strategy is (piite
ob\'ious.

G

— VP'0 )(nG'0 + bO(^))

nonstandaid flow IxP is truly a snpersymmetric universal algebra.

and fermionic terms, on the other hand, makes the representation of
bosonic sector nontrivial, unlike (,he linear ease. Importantly, even with
the i)rcsence ol the ferniionie and bosonic fields together, we observe
that, the ochl bosons conmmt.e wit.h t.lie even bosons. All t.lie iiigher

113 = ^[0^(j)0(} - 0(l)0\}] + {-a + ■^){0(j)yO(} - {b +

—

i his constitutes an algorithmie procedure by means of which free field
lepiesentations ol the higher spin generators may be eonstrueted. An
in(.ei(\st ing c onsecpience of tlu; frec^ fi eld represcmt ations c;onsider(Hl Inne
is that in the bosonic limit the generators in the even boson sector

(5.29)
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leading order term sine.e the free; litfid r(!preseiita,tiou (jf the non heading

lNot.ie(> t iiat. t iie s|)in 3 giuuM'at.ors acupdre a. eoinplex st.riie.t.nre and pos
sess terms (piadrilinear in iree iields. In a similar manner both the spin

order terms are already known. Explicitly,

four generators may be obtained from the Poisson brae.ket {J7/2, ./(V^l-

allows us to determine the free field representation of W'j — W:i from the

II/3 _ 11/3 =

+(-a +
^

- (6 + -^)dcl){divf
V2

v2

+

- b{d(^f]-

+ g(''/'* ■0 —

-0 + 0*0')+0*'0(a(90 + 6(90)'^

+ (0*'0 -

1 educe to that of the bosonic super 140o algebra thus lending weight

+ ij*tp'){ad(j)- bOcp)

to the possibility t.iiat. t.he s(!eond Ila.milt,onia,n st,i iietur(! of the TV = 2

(5.26)

){ad(j) + 6(90)

Next, we determine the Poisson bracket bcdvveen fPy — 140 and H0vSinee the odd and m'eii boson generators conimnt(^ (4.12), this o|)(n'a.tion
allows one to fi nd 11 ';) from I,he Poisson bra,eke.t

(IV3 - Ig, 11 2} = {H'j, il-2) = l-SVKaO - Ig] i(x' - y)

(5-27)

and hence 140. This procedure eventually leads to the following oxpb^T
form of the free fi eld rcipresentation of the spin 3 generator V10
114

=

- O(0'i}] + (-a +

Conclusion

dims we se(> that free li(4d r(>pres(uit,a.t.ioii of t.he noidimvi.r sii|){!r a,lg(!bra is not a t.iivial (ext.(Misi()n ol l.lu! liiu^ar om; [6()J. This is esscuit.ially
because the 1 elation (5.13) dictates the both the parameters a and b
cannot be set to be zero simultaneously, making the re])resentation
essentiall}' nonlinear. The ]jresence of an admixture of the bosonic

the presence of the ferniionic and bosonic fields together, we observe

+ 0*0')(aO0 - 6c}0)
(5.28)

Cosecinently the representation for the spin 3 giunn-ator in the odd boson
siH't.or, nanudy 11';) is obtained from (5.26,5.28) t.o be

IP3 = --(0*"0 - 40*'0' + 0*0 ) - 0*0(a6)0 + /;<9(-4)'
6

5.4

bosonic sector nontrivial, unlik(! the liiuiar cas(!. Importantly, even with
\/2

-l--0*0(m9'0/; — hd^(j)) - 'iji*■il>{aD(/) -|- bO(j>)^ -|- 20<j)0</y(/>*'il'

-b^0*0[(r(c)0)'^ - b{0<m -

nonstandaid flow KP is truly a suirersynimetric universal algebra.

and ferniionic terms, on the other hand, makes the representation of

- {b +
\/2

ihis constitutes an algorithmic procedure by moans of which free field
ie])iesentations ol the higher spin generators may bo constructed. An
inteiesting ( onseqnence of the free fi eld re])r(rsent.a.tions eonsidei(Kl lune
is that in the bosonic limit the generators in the even boson sector

that, the mhl bosons commute wit.h tJie even iiosoiis. All t.he iiiglier
sjiin generators ma.y be constructed from the algebra amongst I,he even
and odd ferniionic generators (5.23) and c:onsistency of these represen
tations may be checked by comparing the algebra, among the bosonic
generators. But the explicit forms of the higher sihii generators in
terms of the Iree fields bec.om(> more and more complicated as observiul
from t.lu^ spin 3 generators (5.29,5.28). However, the strategy is cpiite
ob\'ious.

— (0* 0 — 0*0 )[aO(l) + bdtj))
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Chapter 6
Bilinearization

6.1

Introduction to tlie Hirota Formalism

Tlio iiitogrability of the N = 2 uoiistauclard flow KP equation has been

established from various viewpoints among them being the existence of
the biHamiltonian structures which was shown in chapter 3 and also
from the existence ol the Lax pair. Another aspect of intcgrability of
a nonlinear system is the existence of nondispersing wavelike solutions
called solitons. In fact, the existence of soliton solutions is an indispen-

sible criterion for determining the integrability of a nonlinear evolution
eciuation. Soliton solutions can be generated by various methods such
as the iiiN'erse scat(,(>riiig transform, I,he Ba,(:klun<l l,ra.nsfornmtion, I,he

trace method, and other methotls of varying applicability. These tech
niques have also been extended to include supcrsymmetric equations

in their purview [11, 13, 14, 15]. However, a powerful and general
method of generating soliton solutions in bosonic nonlinear differential

eiiuations, namely the llirota bilinear method [41] has been applied to
sup(nsymmetric (extensions of only a lew noidiinxir systems; these have
been mainly N = I suiMH'symmetric (uiuations [32, 33, 35, 37, 38]. But
(he bilinear nuMhod for N — 2 snp(Msymin(4.ric (uinal.ions ai(? y(;t to be
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G.l. INTRODUCTION TO THE HIROTA FORMALISM

studied.

The direct method for constructing inultisoliton solutions ol noidin-

(uvr evolution ecguitions was introduced by lliiol.a in 1971 [dl], ibis is
based on a traiisformation ol the dependent vaiiable(s) so that in these
new variables the inultisoliton solutions appear in a simple foiin. While
the inverse scattering method is more powerful as it can handle general
initial condition, the direct method is easier to use as it is algebraic,

rather than analytic. The effectiveness of this method, also called the
Hirota method, was demonstrated when soliton .solutions of a number
of nonlinear differential equations were obtained using this techniciue

(see for example [80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 8C, 87, 88, 89]). It was later
shown that the transformed variables, called r lunctions [90, 91, 92]

possess nice properties as they play the role of the effective action in

2dj:dt log r -I- 2dx log r -P 12

log rj =0

(6.3)

Using the Hirota operator D [41] defined by

D"f.g = (d„, - 5„)'7(xi)s(a:2)|j,=ij=i

(6.4)

the transformed KdV equation (6.3) can be cast in the bilinear form

(D,D,+ Dp(r.T)=0

(6.5)

The Hirota operator acts on a product of two functions like the Leibnitz

rule, except for a crucial sign difference. From (6.4) the Leibnitz rule
for the Hirota operator follows as

(G.G)

D-ju = E

held theories. The Ilirota method e.s.sentially consists of casting the

equation in a form that involves the bilinears of the r functions. This

Note that the choice of the transformation (6.2) is a non algorithmic

is called the bilinear form of the equation and procedure is given the
name bilinearization and requires the introduction of a novel dilferential

process and is a mixture of guesswork and intuition.

operator. The main difficulty in the Hirota method is that the bilinearization process is not algorithmic and this problem is made more

gauge invariance. It can be shown that for quadratic expression homo

dillicult as one cannot predict beforehand how many dependent vari

requirement of gauge invariance under / —>■

ables will be required for bilinearization. It is important to note that
bilinearization is intimately related to the notion of mtegrability.

As an example of the bilinearization process in the Hirota formalism
we consider the KdV equation

diU
GuOxU =
dtU +
+ O'xU
O'xU +
T QuOxU
—0
9

(G.l)

rdcr to bilinearize (G.l) the recpiired transformation if

In 01

2dl log r

geneous in the derivatives, i.e. of the form XliLu ^ ^

the

g —>■ e'^^g implies

that Ci = (—1)^ [93]. Any equation that can be written in the bilinear
form possesses two soliton solutions. The situation for three and higher
soliton solutions is more complicated. From a study of the integrability
of nonlinear evolution equations via the Painleve analysis, it appears

that the existence of three soliton solution goes hand in hand with the
Painleve property thereby indicating that the three soliton solution im

plies complete integrability [42]. This is also shown by the example of
(6.2)

Substituting (6.2) in (G.l), and after one integration over .x, we find
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An important property of equations in Hirota's bilinear form is their

the bilinear eiiuation given in [85], namely

(A;D^-P

+ D^)r.r = 0
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studied.

2d.xdt logT -b 29^ logT -1-12 {hi logrj = 0

The direct metliod for constructing inultisoliton solutions of iioidin-

ear evolution eciuations was introduced by llirota, in 1971 [41], This is

(6.3)

Using the Hirota operator D [41] defined by

based on a traiisforination of the dependent variable(s) so that in these

^xf-9 = (5x1 - dxH''f{^l)9{^2)\x,=X2=x

new variables the inultisoliton solutions appear in a simple form. While

the inverse scattering method is more powerful as it can handle general
initial condition, the direct method is easier to use as it is algebraic,

rather than analytic. The effectiveness of this method, also called the
Hirota method, was demonstrated when soliton solutions of a number

(6.4)

the transformed KdV equation (6.3) can be cast in the bilinear form

(D.D,+ Di)(T.r)=0

(6.5)

The Hirota operator acts on a product of two functions like the Leibnitz

of nonlinear differential equations were obtained using this technicjue

(see for example [80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 80, 87, 88, 89]). It was later
shown that the transformed variables, called r functions [90, 91, 92]
possess nice properties as they play the role of the effective action in

rule, except for a crucial sign difference. From (6.4) the Leibnitz rule
for the Hirota operator follows as

DL'/.fl = E

(-lYffrfOia

(6.0)

field theories. The Hirota method es.sentially consists of casting the

equation in a form that involves the bilinears of the r functions. This

Note that the choice of the transformation (6.2) is a iron algorithmic

is called the bilinear form of the equation and procedure is given the
name bilinearization and requires the introduction of a novel differential

process and is a mixture of guesswork and intuition.

operator. The main difficulty in the Hirota method is that the bilin
earization process is not algorithmic and this pioblcm is made irioic

gauge invariance. It can be shown that for quadratic expression homo

difficult as one cannot predict beforehand how many dependent vari

ables will be required for bilinearization. It is important to note that
bilinearization is intimately related to the notion of intcgrability.
As an example of the bilinearization process in the Hirota formalism

An important property of equations in Hirota's bilinear form is their

geneous in the derivatives, i.e. of the form
requirement of gauge invariance under /

^ ^

fd^g, the

e^^/, g —>• e'^^g implies

that Ci = (—1)^ [63]. Any equation that can be written in the bilinear
form possesses two soliton solutions. The situation for three and higher
soliton solutions is more complicated. From a study of the integrability

we consider the KdV equation

of nonlinear evolution equations via the Painleve analysis, it appears

dtu + O^u -f GudxU — 0

(6.1)

In order to bilinearize (G.l) the reciuired transformation is

u — 2dl log r

that the existence of three soliton solution goes hand in hand with the
Painleve property thereby indicating that the three soliton solution im

plies complete integrability [42]. This is also shown by the example of
(6.2)

the bilinear eiiuation given in [85], namely

(^D'^ + D;;,Dt + DlO.r = 0

Substituting (G.2) in (G.l), and aftcu' one int(>gratiou over x, we find
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which passes the Paiiilevc test for only k —

and possesses three

6.2. THE N = 2 KDV EQUATION

Substituting (G.ll) in (G.IU) we obtain the N = 1 suimr KdV in the
form

soliton solntion only for that value.
The extension of the Ilirota method to super,syinnuh.ric systems

was provided by McArthur and Yung [32] who bilimuui/cal the Y" = i
KdV equation of Manin-Radul-Mathieu [8, 9] and thus extended the
Hirota method to the supersymmetric regime. Later on, N soliton
solutions of this equation were also constructed by the super Hirota

method [33]. Several other eciuations with N - I supersymme.try,
such as supersymmetric Sawada-Kotera-R.amaiii, the sup(usymme.l,ric

Burgers eciuation have been bilinearized with the. suix'.r Ilirota method
[34] The bilinearization is carried out in manner similar to tin; bosonic
ease, but by using the sui)er.symme(,ric extension t)f the. Ilirota opcufitor
[32] delined by

SD^V.f/ = {Do, - Do,){Ox, - O.^Xf{x^,0i)(j{x2,02)\

G3

^

^^

2Ddt\ogT+ 3[{2DOogT){2dl\ogT)]+ 2DOogT = 0

(6.12)

Using the super Hirota operator defined in (6.8), (6.12) can be cast in
the bilinear form

(SDi + SD^)r.r = 0

(6.13)

In this chapter, the extension of the Hirota formalism in // = 1

superspace will be utilised to bilinearize several supersymmetric equa
tions. We will first consider the N = 2 KdV eciuation in V = 1 superspace [36]. In addition, several supersymmetric equations with A'' = 1
supersymmetry, namely the N = 1 niKdV equation, N = 1 mKdV B
equation and the N = 1 niKP, which have not been studied earlier, will
also be bilinearized [67, 68].

0, =^02 = 0

(G.8)

where D is the supersymmetric derivative (2.4) a.ud 0 is the. Grassmann
odd coordinate. The super Hirota operator S is super gauge invariant
so that

SD;(c»/.a><,) = e-'«SD;/.j

(G.9)

6.2

The N — 2 KdV Equation

A supersymmetric system of special interest is the N = 2 KdV equation

obtained from the non-standard superLax representation by Inaini and

Kanno [61]. This system is essentially the N = 2 superspace KdV

where 0 = kx + OK C being a Gra,ssmann odd i)aram(;te.r. Following
McArthur and Yung [32], we will demonstrate the bilinearization of the
N = 1 supersymmetric KdV equation

eciuation proi)oscd by La,belle, Laberge, Mathieu and Walton [69, 70,

Otcl^T DO^ + ^D''{(j)Dcf)) = 0

2

(G.IO)

71],

dtO = -dlO-k3d^ {iID,D20)+ ^' ^d,,{P1D2D:')

(6.14)

with the value of the free parameter a = -2, and H is spin 1 superfield

where (j) is a si)in 3/2 superli(4d. The sui)erli(;ld can be written in teriiiH
of a spin 0 super r function through the transformation

in V = 2 superspace. It was later shown that this system could be

(j) = 2D'^ logr

out of the non-standard lluw eciuation. In Y = I superspace the N — 2

TH-1864_984402
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obtained from the reduction of a V = 2 su]>erKP hierarchy [63] arising
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and i^osscsscs throe
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G3

Substituting (G.ll) in (G.IU) we obtain the N = 1 siqmr KdV in the
form

soliton solution only for that value.

The extension of the Ilirota method to supersyiiiiiKitric syslamis

was provided by McArthur and Yung [32] who biline.ari/xvl tin; N = ^
KdV equation of Manin-Radul-Mathieu [8, 9] and thus extended the
Hirota method to the supersymmetric regime. Later on, N soliton
solutions of this equation were also constructed by the super Idirota
method [33]. Several other ec[uation,s with N = L .supe.rsymnnhu'y,

such as supersymmetric Sawada-Kotcua-R.amani, the ,siip(usyiniu(!tric
Burgers equation have been bilinearized with the super Ilirota, method
[34]. The bilincarization is carried out in manner similar to the bosonic
case, but by using the super.symmetric extension of the Ilirota, oijera,t,or
[32] defined by

SD^Vt = {Do, - Do,){0,, - 0,Xf{^uO,)g{x2,0.^)\ ^ ^

^^

2Ddt\ogT + 3[(2Z2^ logr)(29^ logr)] + 211^ logr = 0

(6.12)

Using the super Hirota operator defined in (6.8), (6.12) can be cast in
the bilinear form

(SDt + SD^)r.r = 0

(6.13)

In this chapter, the extension of the Hirota formalism in TV = 1

superspace will be utilised to bilinearize several supersymmetric equa
tions. We will first consider the TV = 2 KdV ecpiation in TV = 1 super-

space [36]. In addition, several sui)ersymnietric equations with TV = 1
supersymmetry, namely the TV = 1 inKdV equation, TV = 1 mKdV B

equation and the TV = 1 mKP, which have not been studied earlier, will
also be bilinearized [67, 68].

0, =0; = 0

(6.8)
where D is the supersymmetric derivative (2.4) a,nd 0 is tlni Grassmaiin

odd coordinate. The super Hirota operator S is super gauge invariant
so that

6.2

The N = 2 KdV Equation

A supersymmetric system of special interest is the TV = 2 KdV equation

obtained from the non-standard superLax representation by Inami and

SD;(e®/.e®3) = e®SD;/.j

(0,9)

Kanno [61]. This system is essentially the TV = 2 superspace KdV

where 0 -- kx + (,0, C being a Grassmann odd pa,ra,m(;t(u-. Following

ctiuation proposed by Labollc, Laberge, Mathieu and Walton [69, 70,

McArthur and Yung [32], we will demonstrate the bilinearization of the

71],

N — 1 supersymmetric KdV equation

Otcj) +

+ 3D''(0id0) = 0

OAI = -dln + 3d^ {nD,D.2n)+ ^^^d:,(0^020'')+3aQ^d.^0 (6.14)
2

(6.10)

with the value of the free parameter a — —2, and D, is spin 1 superfield

where 0 is a spin 3/2 superlield. The superlield can be written in tcuinH
of a spin 0 super r function through the transiorination

obtained from the reduction of a TV = 2 sni)erKP hierarchy [63] arising

(6.11)

out of the non-standard How e([uation. In TV = 1 superspace the N — 2

(J) = 2

logr

in TV = 2 superspace. It was later shown that this system could be
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KdV equation [69, 70, 71, 61] has the explicit form

a,

+.in + 3

6.2.

THE N = 2 KDV EQUATION

65

In order to cast the supersymmetric equations (6.15,6.16) in the
bilinear form, we transform the superfields as

3

'u_i = 2D^ log -

- 3{uAT -1

^

°

for It-1 and

In (6.15,6.16) n_i and no are superfields of conformal spin 1 and 3/2
respectively. It is clear from the form of the eiiuations that they are
two coupled N = 1 supersymmetric equations which in two different
and no
limits, namely n_i _
—0
U ana
no = 0 reduce

(6.21)

T2

to the N = 1 KdV equation

[8 9] and the N = 1 mKdV B equation respectively. Interestingly, in
ye't anotl.e,' li.nit, namely
both the equations (C.15,C.16)
aequiro an identical fom. and nithnately reduce to the N = 1 n.KdV
D equation All these reductio.is are biliuearisabh. and N solltou solu
tions exist for each of them. On the other ha.ul, the boso.iic li.nit of

(6.15,0.10) gives rise to a set of coupled equations of the lorm
Op.'i.-hOVi,- Va'_". =0
(0.17)

Wo = 2D^\ogTi
for uq.
(6.22),
w_i is
(6.15),

(6.22)

Ti and r2 are independent bosonic superfields. Notice that in
uq depends only the supeiTield tj, whereas the other superfield
a function of both ti and T2. Substituting for w_i and uq in
we have

2d,D'Hog—+ 2D^ log
D

D

+ 3^-2 [(21)2 log IL) (2^2 log r,)
I

--T''[(DMogT»] =0

r2

(6.23)

After operating on (6.23) by Z) ', we find that (6.23) can be rewritten
in the form

2(9t-Dlogri + 2B)MogTi + 12T>^ logniZ^ logn
and

_ 30u'i' - lo(uA,)+ 30[".|;P"3)] = 0

(0-18)

— (2dtD logr2 + 2D^ logr2 + 12Z)'^ logr2-D^ logr2)

12 P' log(ri72) + (d^ log T

log 7. - log 72] = 0
(6.24)

where the super fields are written in the component forms as
n_i = U-i + O'ilLi

(6.19)
(6.19)

(6.24) can now be cast in a form involving only bilinears. Explicitly,

(SDt + SD3)(ri.ri)
no = '"■0 +

(6.20)

The first eciuation, (6.17) is nolliing Imt the mKdV eciuatioii, whereas
the second one, (6.18) is a coupled one and reduces to the KdV eciuation
if

is set to zero. These bosonic equations (6.17,6.18) can be shown

to be bilinearizable and poss(>ss N soliton solutions.

TH-1864_984402

(SD^ + SD3)(r2.r2)

r?

gD^(ri.r2) SD^(ri.ri) _ SD^(r2.r2) ^ ^
UN

25)

T?

A similar procedure applied to the (6.16) yields

(SD, + SD:;,)(ri .ri) _

.T2) SD,{r\ ■p) ^

(6.26)
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KdV equation [69, 70, 71, 61] has the explicit fonn

+ 3(jif,
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In order to cast the supersymmetric equations (6.15,6.16) in the

- I("' i)'^' ="

(G-i"')

bilinear form, we transform the superfields as

'u_i = 2D^log —

+ 4"'- 3(uod")" - f

=°

for ti_i and

111 (6.15,6.16) u_i and Uq are superfields of conformal spin 1 and 3/2
respectively. It is clear froiii the Ibrni of the ecinations that they are
two coupled iV = 1 supersyinnietric equations which in two diilcrent
limits, namely u_i - 0 and uo = 0 reduce to the N = 1 KdV cciuation

[8, 9] and the N = 1 niKdV B equation respectively. Interestingly, in
yet another limit, namely uq = Dti-i both the equations (6.1o,6.10)
acciuire an identical form and ultimately reduce to the N = 1 niKdV
B ecpiation. All these reductions are bilinearizabh; and N soliton solu
tions exist for each of them. On the other hand, the bosonic limit of

(6.15,6.16) gives rise to a set of coupled equations of the lorm
d,u"_, + O'u'L, -

Uo = 2D^logri

(6.22)

for Uo- Ti and T2 are independent bosonic superfields. Notice that in
(6.22), Uq depends only the supcrfield ri, whereas the other sujjerfield
u_i is a function ol both ti and T2. Substituting for u_i and uq in
(6.15), we have

2dtD^ log ^ + 2D^ log ^ + 3D'^ {2D^ log ^' ){2D^ logr,)
-Td(DMog^d=0
(6.23)
2

L

T2

}

Alter operating on (6.23) by D ', we find that (6.23) can be rewritten
(6.17)

=0

(6.21)

T2

in the form

2dtD log Ti 4- 2D'^ log n + \2D^ log nD^ log n

— (2diD logr2 + 2D^ log T2 -I- 1211'' logr2ll^ logr2)

OA +

- idut - \o(«5»'5) + 30

=0

(G.18)

12 D''log(rir2) + (^D'^ log

log Ti - log r2] = 0
(6.24)

where the super fields are written in the component forms as
= u'/j + OwLi

(6.19)

(6.24) can now bo cast in a form involving only bilinears. Explicitly,

(SD,+ SBl){T,.n) (SD,+ SD.^)(r2.r2)

Uo = ul + e'Uo

The first cciuation, (6.17) is nothing but tlm niKdV (Ujimtion, wlnncais
the second one, (6.18) is a coupled one and reduces to the KdV eciuation
if

t'I

(6.20)

is set to zero. These bosonic equations (6.17,6.18) can be shown

Tj

_gD|(ri^ SD^(ri.ri) _ SD^(r2.r2) ^ ^

25)

A similar i)rocedure applied to the (6.16) yields

(SDf + SD;))(ri.T|) _ ^D^^(r|.r2) SD;,(r|.ri)

to be bilincarizable and possess N soliton solutions.
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6.3. THE N = 1 MKDV EQUATIONS

Thus in toi'iiis of tlio. su])f!rsyiumf!l,ric Tlirofa doi-ivntivn S (6.8), Iho
N = 2 super KdV equations can be cast in the following bilinear ioriu:

SiVb = -D [b=V'2 + SfcD'Vhi'Vd -

(SD,+ SD3)(ri.ri) = 0

(6.27)

(SDt + SD3)(r2.r2) = 0

(6.28)

Dx(n.r2) = 0

(6.29)

(6.34)

which is connected to the N = 2 KdV (6.15,6.16) tlirougli the Miura
transformation

— D{'tpi + 1P2) — V1V2

Uq — D^ip2 — '02T^'01

(6.35)

By imposing the constraint Vi = —ip2 — Vt (6.33,6.34) immediately

6.3

The N = 1 mKdV Equations

reduce to (6.30).

In this section, wc consider the N = 1 niKdV equation [9, 94, 95, 96]

In order to cast the A^ = 1 mKdV equation in the bilinear form the
superfield ip is written in terms of the r functions as

involving spin 1/2 super field
=0

and

= 1 niKdV B equation having spin 1 super field vl/(.T,d, /;)
o^
- 215^4/^ = 0
(6.31)

In terms ol the supersyniinctric Hirota derivative S (6.8) the N = 1
niKdV equations can be cast in the following bilinear forms;

and show that those cqu.ations <a«i la- hiliiaatriscsl followinB tl... supn,-

sy.ametnc extension of the Hi.ota method. It will be seen that these

(SD,+ SD^)(ri.ri) = 0

(6.37)

(SDi + SD3)(r2.r2) = 0

(6.38)

D2(ri.T2)=0

(6.39)

SD,(ri.r2)=0

(6.40)

two equations have diffeient bilinear foinis.
The

= 1 inKclV Equation

(6.30) is related to the N = 1 KdV (6.10) equatioii through the

(6.36)

'0 = D log

(6.30)

In obtaining the bilinear equations above, use has been made of the
identities

super Miura transformation [9, 94]

(6.41)

(j) — D'^ip + ipDip

(6.32)

The superfield V is fermionic having spin 1/2. The N = 1 mKdV also

V

r2/

lug(T|T2) + D'log ~D log — =

rir2

(6,42)

follows as an N = 1 reduction of the N =-2 niKdV system [61]
It is interesting to note that in spite of earlier claims that the N = 1

= -D

+ 3VqhVr2D'//2"

inKdV is not super bilinearizable [33, 34], the contrary seems to Im the
(6..33)
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case as we have seen above.
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6.3. THE N = 1 MKDV EQUATIONS

Tliiis ill tcniiH of tlin suporsyuiinotric Hirota, dorivativo S (G.S), (.ho

dtUi = -D [d^02 + 3'02i^'Vh^Vh -

N = 2 super KdV equations can be cast in the foliowiiig bilinear ioriu:
(SDt + SD^)(ri.ri) = 0
(6.27)

(SDt + SD^)(r2.r2) = 0

(6.28)

D2(ri.r2) = 0

(6.29)

(6.34)
which is connected to the N = 2 KdV (6.15,6.16) through the Miura
transformation

U_i = D('0i + -02) - '011^2

Uq = D'^1p2 - i>2D'lpl

(6.35)

By imposing the constraint ipi — -02 = 0, (6.33,6.34) immediately
reduce to (6.30).

6.3 The N = 1 mKdV Equations
In this section, we consider the N = 1 niKdV eciuation [9, 94, 95, 96]

In order to cast the N = 1 niKdV equation in the bilinear form the
superfield 0 is written in terms of the r functions as

involving spin 1/2 super field

di'ij) + D^ij)-

=0

N = 1 inKdV B equation having spin 1 super field ^l>{x,0,t)
d,^ +

0 = D log

(6.30)
(6.31)

-0

(6.36)

In terms of the supcrsymmetric llirota derivative S (6.8) the A'' = 1
niKdV equations can be cast in the following bilinear forms:

,.nn 1)0 bilinoarisod following tiio super-

(SDt + SD3)(ri.Ti) = 0

(6.37)

.
, •
T-iirn(H iiietliod. It wlll bc seen that these
symmetric
extension
ofr the BiioLa
nx.-

(SD^ + SD^)(r2.r2) =0

(6.38)

D^(ri.r2) = 0

(6.39)

SD2:(ri.r2) = 0

(6.40)

, .

and show that these equations (.an ix.

h

two equations have different bilinear forms.
IV — 1 inKdV Equation

(6.30) is related to the

= 1 KclV (6.10) equation thiough the

super Miura transformation [9, 94]
(f) =

In obtaining the bilinear equations above, use has been made of the
identities
2 -r^2/
n

D'^ log(rir2) +

(6.32)

D'log(Tir2) + D'log-D
log ^
T2
D

follows as an N = 1 reduction ol the N = 2 niKdV system [61]
1

.

(6 41)
OT^/

The superfield ifj is fermionic having spin 1/2. The N = 1 iriKdV also
r

log -) =
\

(0,42)
T1T2

It is interesting to note that in sjiite of earlier claims that the N = 1

3

niKdV is not super bilineari/able [33, 34], the contrary seems to be the
(6.33)

case as we have seen above.
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The iY — 1 iiiKdV B equation

6.4. THE N = 1 MKP EQUATION
the N

1 mKdV B can be cast in the bilinear equations

Just as the N ^ 1 niKdV equation (6.30) is related to the N =

(D,D,+ Dl.)(ri.Ti) = 0

(6.48)

(D,Di + D^)(r2.r2) = 0

(6.49)

D^(ri.r2) = 0

(6.50)

1 KdV equation of Manin-Radul-Mathicu [8, 9] through super Miura

transformation (6.32), the N = 1 mKdV B equation (6.31) is related
to the

= 1 KdV B equation [97, 98]
(6.43)

The bilinearization for A' = 1 mKdV B, however, is not unique. It

T(;(;,t^) being a spin 3/2 superfield, through a Miura tranfoiniation,
jjil) = D'AH - vi/^

possesses an alternate, but important set of bilinear forms

(6.44)

Note that the Miura transformation (6.44) is nonlocal. Interestingly,
in the bosonic limit (6.31) also reduces to the modified KdV equation
and is invariant under the supersymmetric transformation

(D,+ D^)(ri.r2) = 0

(6.51)

D^.(ri.r2) =0

(6.52)

(6.45)

The equations (6.51,6.52) become useful to show its connection with
bosonic niKdV equation. Both the equivalent bilinear equations of the
A = 1 niKdV B equation do not involve the supersymmetric Hirota

As mentioned earlier, the equation (6.31) directly results from N = 2

operator leading different types of solitons solutions than those of A = 1

KdV equations [61] in the limit uo = 0 by identifying u_i = Inter
estingly, in yet another limit, namely uq - TJm-i both the equations

niKdV equation. This is essentially beeause the field involved, though

supersymmetric, is a bosonic superfield.

(6 15,6.16) acquire the same form which is identical to the N — 1 iriKdV
B equation. One can also obtain the N = I mKdV B equation form
the N = 2 niKdV B proposed by Popowicz [99], namely

Q^lj _p

+ 2{dxUf - 6{DiD2Uf dxU = 0

(6.46)

which reduces to the N = 1 niKdV B in the limit
- 0, where
U ^ jjb
and
being N = I superfields and under the
leimiLion

u' —

■

With the following dependent variable translormation
v[y =
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log —

(0.47)

6.4

The

= 1 mKP Equation

The evolution equations for the lowest spin fields u_i and Uq of the
A = 2 KP hierarchy constitute the N — 2 KP equations (2.13,2.14)
where the superfield u_i is a spin 1 bosonic superfield while uq is a
ferniionic superfield of spin 3/2. Imposing the constraint uq = Du^i
in the A = 2 KP equation both these equations reduce to a single
equation, the A = 1 mKP equation and ultimately becomes

dtu^i + aL'l - ^

+ Udlu^:? + 6u^^\dyU^:? = 0

(6.53)

CHAPTER 6. BILINEARIZATION
The N = 1 inKclV B equation

6.4. THE N = 1 MKP EQUATION
the N = 1 niKdV B can be cast in the bilinear equations

Just as the N ^ 1 niKdV equation (6.30) is related to the N =

(D,Dj-|-D;;,)(ri.ri) = 0

(6.48)

(D,D,4-D^)(r2.r2) = 0

(6.49)

o^(n-T2) = 0

(6.50)

1 KdV equation of Manin-Radul-Mathicu [8, 9] through super Miura

transformation (6.32), the N = 1 iiiKdV B equation (6.31) is related
to the N = 1 KdV B equation [97, 98]
jjCi)+

(6.43)

=0

The bilinearization for V = 1 mKdV B, however, is not unique. It

T(;i;,0) being a spin 3/2 Kupcrficld, through a Miura tranforination.

possesses an alternate, but important set of bilinear forms

(6.44)

iJT = D'HlJ - vj/'

Note that the Miura transformation (6.44) is nonlocal. Interestingly,

in the bosonic limit (6.31) also reduces to the modilied KdV equation
and is invariant under the supersymmetric transformation

(D,+ Dj)(r,.r2) = 0

(6.51)

Dj(Ti.Ti) = 0

(6.52)

(6.45)

The equations (6.51,6.52) become useful to show its connection with
bosonic mKdV equation. Both the equivalent bilinear equations of the
V = 1 mKdV B equation do not involve the supersymmetric Hirota

=2

operator leading different types of solitons solutions than those of A" = 1

KdV equations [61] in the limit uq = 0 by identilymg 'U-i = T. Inter
estingly, in yet another limit, namely uq = Du^i both the equations

niKdV equation. This is essentially because the field involved, though

Sqi'' = 7/T-^ ;

= rjOpi'-

As mentioned earlier, the equation (6.31) directly results from

supersymmetric, is a bosonic superfield.

(6.15,6.16) acquire the same form which is identical to the N = 1 niKdV
B equation. One can also obtain the N = 1 mKdV B equation form
the N = 2 iiiKdV B proposed by Popowicz [99], namely

dtU + dlU + 2{d^Uf - 6{DiDiUf

=0

which reduces to the N = 1 niKdV B in the limit

U = JJ'' +

(6.46)

With the following dependent variable transformation
V2.

V

The

= 1 mKP Equation

The evolution equations for the lowest spin fields w_i and uq of the

A = 2 KP hierarchy constitute the A = 2 KP equations (2.13,2.14)
= 0, where

and U'' being N — 1 superfields and under the

redcrmition 4/ = O^U''.

6.4

where the superfield u^i is a spin 1 bosonic superfield while uq is a
fermionic superfield of spin 3/2. Imposing the constraint uq = Du-i
in the A = 2 KP equation both these equations reduce to a single

equation, the A = 1 mKP equation and ultimately becomes

a,u_: +
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=0

(6.53)
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with the scaling of t = —4t, y = -\y and ti_i =

Consider the

dependent variable translbrniation
ti_i =

(6.54)

log —
T"2

Substituting (6.54) in (6.53) leads to the following Hirota form for the
7Y — 1 niKP equation

(D,D,+ D;) -|-12D;)(r,.r,) = 0

(6.55)

(D,Di +

(6.56)

(Dx - 2Dj(ri.r2) = 0
In the case of the

=0

Chapter 7
Soliton Solutions

(6.57)

= 1 niKP, as with the N = 1 iriKdV B, the llirota

forms do not involve the super Hirota operator S and reduces to those
for the N — 1 niKdV B ecpiation if the fields become y indci)endent.

7.1

Introduction

The Hirota method can be used to construct multisoliton solutions by

6.5

Conclusion

The N = 2 supersymmetric KdV equation is thus bilinearizable in the
Hirota formalism in 7/ = 1 superspacc. This system is intimatcdy re
lated to the N = 2 nonstaridard flow KP hierarchy. Moreover three

different N = 1 supersymmetric evolution equations, to which the Hi
rota formalism was not applied earlier, have also been bilinearized.
Bilinearization automatically implies the existence of one and two soliton solutions. In the next chapter i.e. 7, we shall show the existence of

an algebraic procedure in contrast to other teclmiciucs which are are an
alytic. Most partial dilferential eciuations have travelling wave solutions
but only in exceptional cases do they have solutions that where these
travelling waves scatter elastically i.e. are true solitons. An important
advantage of the Hirota method is that if the ecjuation is bilineariz

able, it will always have at least two soliton solutions. As an example,
consider once again the KdV equation (6.1) and its form in terms of r

functions (6.3). Notice that r = I is trivially a solution; it corrcsi)onds

one, two and higher soliton solutions of these supersymmetric nonlinear

to u = 0. If this solution is altered by adding the exponential of a linear
term: r = 1 + e'' with ?; = kx + ujt, then we find that this is a solution

evolution equations.

of (6.3) provided cu = —k^ which is the KdV dispersion relation. A
two soliton solution can b(i attcunpted by adding another term so that
.j- — 1 4- c'" + e'''^ with ly = kyx — k^t {i — 1,2). Wo find that this is not

a solution as the terms with e^''' cancel but the mixed terms
do
not. This term can be cancelled by adding a term A 12^7""'"'''^ t.o the r

TH-1864_984402
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with the scaling of t = —4t, y — —\y and u_i = —\u-\- Consider the
dependent variable transformation
n_i = 2D log

(6.54)

Substituting (6.54) in (6.53) leads to the following Hirota form for the
N = 1 inKP equation

(D,Di + D;;^ + 12D;^)(r,.r,) = 0

(6.55)

(D^.Dt + Di + 12Dj)(r,.r2) - 0
(D^ - 2Dy)(ri.r2) = 0

(6.56)
(6.56)
(6.57)

In the case of the N = 1 uiKP, as with the N = 1 mKdV B, the liirota
forms do not involve the super Hirota operator S and reduces to those

Chapter 7
Soliton Solutions

7.1

Introduction

for the N — I niKdV B cciuatioii if the fields become y independent.
The Hirota method can be used to construct multisoliton solutions by

6.5

Conclusion

The N = 2 supersymmetric KdV equation is thus bilinearizablc in the
Hirota formalism in N = 1 superspace. This system is intirnatcdy re
lated to the N = 2 nonstandard flow KP hierarchy. Moreover three
different == 1 supersymmetric evolution equations, to which the Hi
rota formalism was not applied earlier, have also been biliiicarizcd.
Biliiiearization automatically implies the existence of one and two soliton solutions. In the next chapter i.e. 7, we shall show the existence of
one, two and higher soliton solutions of these supersymmetric nonlinear
evolution equations.

an algebraic procedure in contrast to other techiiiciues which are are an

alytic. Most partial dilferential eciuations have travelling wave solutions
but only in exceptional cases do they have solutions that where these
travelling waves scatter elastically i.e. are true solitons. An important

advantage of the Hirota method is that if the ecpiation is bilincariz-

able, it will always have at least two soliton solutions. As an example,
consider once again the KdV equation (6.1) and its form in terms of r
functions (6.3). Notice that r = 1 is trivially a solution; it corresponds
to u = 0. If this solution is altered by adding the exponential of a linear
term: r = 1 + c'' with ?/ = kx + u)t, then we find that this is a solution

of (6.3) provided u) = —k^ which is the KdV dispersion relation. A
two st)liton solution can In; attempted by adding another term so that
.j- ^ 1 4- e'" + E'-' with ly = kyx - kft (-f = 1, 2). We find that this is not
a solution as the terms with

cancel but the mixed terms

not. This term can be cancelled by adding a term
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function with sonic constant A\2- R.cinarkably, tlic inociificd r function

7.2. ONE SOLITON SOLUTION

73

O' and /? in (7.3,7.4) are nonzero bosonic iiarameters. The parameters a

and (3 can be determined from the initial value conditions. In (7.3,7.4),
Ti = 1 + e'" + e'''^ + A[2CVi +'/2

(7.1)
7/ — kx + ujt

is a solution of (6.3) provided

(7.5)

((0

where k and uj are the bosonic parameters and C is the Grassrnann odd
ki — k2

parameter. We shall now consider each ecpiation separately below.

(7.2)

k[ + k2

The yV = 2 KdV Equation

This procctlurc can be carried further so that N soliton solutions can
be constructed. However, the existence of three and higher soliton solu

tions is not guaranteed as these give rise to certain nontrivial conditions
which have to be satisfied by the one and two soliton parameters.

Substituting (7.3) and (7.4) back into third equation of the Hirota
form of the N = 2 KdV equation (6.29), we find the non-trivial solutions
exist provided

(3 = -c;v.

In tiiis ciiapter, we shall construct the three soliton solutions of the

(7.6)

equations bilinearized in chapter 6 and discuss the existence of N soliton
solutions for these equations. It will be observed that for the = 1
mKdV B and the iV = 1
equations the ferinionic parameters play

The dispersion rehitiou, however, follows from (6.27,6.28) as

a trivial role at all levels of .soliton .solutions. On the other hand, for the
N - 2 KdV and the = 1 niKdV equations, constraints imposed on

which is iihuitii'.al to that, for (,he bosonic KdV or iiiKdV e(iua,l,ions. In

ui

(7.7)

k'^ — U

obtaining the dispersion relation the following property of the super

the ferinionic parameters from the two soliton level onwards are crucial
in deiiionstratiiig the the existence of higher soliton solutions.

Hirota operator has been used.

7.2

The ferinionic parameter, C, however, remains arbitrary at the one

One Soliton Solution

- 'ta)]

(7.8)

soliton level.

For the one soliton solution of the N = 2 KdV, the N 1 iiiKdV and
tiie A'' = 1 niKdV B equations, we use the the following lorms of the r
functions;

TH-1864_984402

SD»(c-.e'") = (k, - h,r[-(C, - G)+ »

Ti = 1 + CYCJ'

(7.3)

T2 - l +(Li

(7.4)

The exiilicit forms of the the soliton solutions for the superfields

u 1 and 7'i) may be found by subsl.il.uling l.he r fuiKd ious iu (6.21) and
(6.22) respectivel}'. This yields •

(/,_[ = —(2A;)cos(H'h(0-f 7u) — d(2A;C)cosh(0-I-7())e.osech^(('/) 4-70) (7.9)
1

'J-o =

1

A:^

1

+ 7„) + 0—KCK'h -(</)+ 70)

(7.10)
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function with some constant /1,2. Remarkably, tlie modified r function
';i +V2

= 1 + e'" + E''' + /I12C

(7.1)

7.2. ONE SOLITON SOLUTION

73

(v and /i in (7.3,7.4) are nonzero bosonic ])arameters. The parameters a
and [3 can be determined from the initial value conditions. In (7.3,7.4),
7/ — hx

tot

(jO

(7.5)

is a solution of (6.3) provided
where k and uj are the bosonic parameters and ^ is the Grassrnann odd
ki — ^2
Aio —

(7.2)

jiarauieter. We shall now consider each equation sejia,lately below.

A-'l + h'2

The N = 2 IvdV Eciuation

This procedure can be carried further so that N soliton solutions can
be constructed. However, the existence of three and higher soliton solu

Substituting (7.3) and (7.4) back into third equation of the Hirota

tions is not guaranteed as these give rise to certain nontnvial conditions

form of the N — 2 KdV equation (6.29), we find the non-trivial solutions

which have to be satisfied by the one and two soliton parameters.

exist provided

In this chapter, we shall construct the three soliton solutions of the

equations bilinearized in chapter 6 and discuss the existence of iV soliton

P = -cv.

The dispersion relation, however, follows from (6.27,6.28) as

solutions tor these equations. It will be observed that for the At = l
inKdV B and the N - 1 mKP equations the lermionic parameters play

a trivial role at all levels of soliton .solutions. On the other hand, for the
N = 2 KdV and the N = 1 niKdV equations, constraints imposed on
the fermionic parameters from the two soliton level onwards are crucial
in demonstrating the the existence of higher soliton .solutions.
7.2

(7.6)

u)

k' — 0

(7.7)

whii'h is idiMit.ical to (,ha,t for the bosonic KdV or iiiKdV eiiuatious. In

obtaining the dispersion relation the following property of the super
Hirota operator has been used.

SD"(e"'.e"') = (fc, - A.-.,)"(- (C, - C2) + » (.k, - A2)]e'"+'"

(7.8)

The fermionic parameter, (^, however, remains arbitrary at the one

One Soliton Solution

soliton level.

For the one soliton solution of the N = 2 KdV, the N — I mKdV and
the N = I iiiKdV B equations, we use the the following forms of the r
functions:

Ti = 1 + acU

(7.3)

72 = 1 + (-Jc

(7.4)

The exiilicit forms of the the soliton solutions for the sujierfields

It . \ and 7/0 may be found by substituting I.he r [unctions in (6.21) and
(6.22) respectively. This yields •

= —(2A:)cos(H'h(0 + 7o) — d(2A:d)co.sh(0-I-7())cosech^((-/)4-7o) (7.9)

= -iA:Cscd.4(0 + q„)+ Vuch4(,A + 7o)
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where we have chosen 0 = /ci - k^t and a
70 being
nonzero, real parameter. The bosonic and ferniionic components of
the supcrlields arc easily found by comparing (7.9) and (7.1U) with the
component form of the superfields v/,_i and u^, (G.19) and (C.20). It
is observed that the soliton solution of
becomes isornorphic to the
mKdV soliton and Uq to the KdV soliton as expected,
If we choose a to be negative in (7.3), the solutions for
and Uq

soliton r functions for the TV = 2 KdV, the TV = 1 niKdV and the TV = 1

become

inKdV B are identical, the explicit one soliton solutions themselves are

w_i = (2A;)cosech(0 + 70) + I^(2/.:C)cosh(0 + 7o)coscch^((-/) -|- 7(j) (7.11)

in the Hirota forms of the N = 1 niKdV equation (6.39) and (6.40) and
that of the N = 1 niKdV B eciuation (6.50), we find that for nontrivial
solutions of these two equations the constraint (7.6) has to be satisfied.

jMorcover, from (6.37) and (6.38) for the TV = 1 inKdV and (6.48) and

(6.49) for the TV = 1 iiiKdV B, we find that the dispersion relation is
identical to that of the N — 2 KdV i.e., uj — —k^. Though the one

not so. This is clear from the oik; soliton solutions of the TV = 1 mKdV

and the TV = 1 mKdV B, which are obtained by substituting (7.3) and

(7.4) in (6.36) and (6.47) respectively. Thus for the TV = 1 mKdV
1

1

kS

,1

Jio = ■rfcCcoseclr-(i^ + 70) - e—cos<sAi'-((l> + 70)

(7.12)

Interestingly, the solutions (7.9,7.10) and (7.11,7.12) arc connected
through the transformations
u_i = —U-i

Uq — Uq - Du^i

(7.15)

and for the TV = 1 iiiKdV B

T = —^cosech(0 + 7t)) — fT(A:C)cosh(0 + 7o)cosech'^(0 + 70)

(7-16)

(f-13)

(7.14)

On the other hand, at the equation level, the N = 2 KdV equation
remain invariant with respect to the transformations (7.13,7.14). Evi
dently, a —> -a is a symmetry of the equations of motion. At the r
functions level (6.21,6.22), in fact, this symmetry is manifested in the
tranformation Tj

V = C^O''Cch(0 + 7o) — 6'A:cosech(0 -t- 70)

r2 and vice versa and thus will be observed at the

N soliton solutions.

The N = 1 rnKdV and mKdV B Equations

are the explicit one soliton solutions where, 0 = kx — lAt and a = —ft =
e^°, 7o is a nonzero, real parameter. Notice that the bosonic component

in (7-16) becomes identical with that of (7.15), as expected, since both
the eciuations reduce to the niKdV ecpiation in the bosonic limit. But
the fermion components arc quite different.

The TV = 1 niKP Ecpiatiou

For the TV = 1 luKP, we choose (7.3) and (7.4) as the r functions,
but as it involves an additional.space dimension, namely y, the phase
7/ is now

7/ =

+ kyij -f- U)t, + 0TT

(f'I7)

For the N = 1 niKdV and the N = 1 iiiKdV B, we choose the same

It is (sisily shown thai, plugging tliesi; ba.ek in iirst two e([nations, namely

form for the r functions viz. (7.3,7.4,7.5). Substituting (7.3) and (7.4)

(6.55) and (6.56) of the llirota form of the TV = 1 niKP, the. disi)(usion
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where we have chosen (p = kx - k^t and a = -(3 =
7o being
nonzero, real parameter. The bosonic and lerrnionic components of
the superiields are easily found by comparing (7.9) and (7.1U) with the
component form of the superfields
and Uo, (G.19) and (C.20). It
is observed that the soliton solution of
becorrres isorrrorphic to the
rnKdV soliton and Uq to the KdV soliton as expected.
If we choose a to be rregative in (7.3), the solutions for ii_i and uq
become

7.2.

ONE SOLTTON SOLUTION

75

in the Hirota forms of the N =T rrrKdV equatiorr (6.39) and (6.40) and

that of the iV = 1 rrrKdV B equatiorr (6.50), we find that for nontrivial
solutiorrs of these two equatiorrs the corrstrairrt (7.6) has to be satisfied,

hlorcovcr, frorrr (6.37) arrd (6.38) for the N = 1 rriKdV and (6.48) and
(6.49) for the N — 1 rriKdV B, we firrd that the dispersion relation is
identical to that of the N = 2 KdV i.e., lo = —k^. Though the one
solitorr r furrctiorrs for the N = 2 KdV, the N = 1 rrrKdV arrd the N = 1

rnKdV B are identical, the explicit orre soliton solutions themselves are

■"-I = (2A:)cosech(f/i> + 70) + 6'(2/,:(C)cosh(0 + 7())cosech''^(f/' -|- 70) (7.11)

rrot so. This is clear frorrr the orre solitorr sohrtiorrs of the N — 1 rrrKdV

and the N — 1 rrrKdV B, which are obtairred by substitutirrg (7.3) and

(7.4) in (6.36) and (6.47) respectively. Thus for the N = 1 mKdV
1

1

kS

. 1

fo = -fcCcoseclr-(.;> + 70) - f yCosecli^-(.^ + 70)

(7.12)

Intcrestirrgly, the solutions (7.9,7.10) and (7.11,7.12) arc connected
through the transformations
u_i = —U-i

Uq — Uq — Du-i

ip = Ccosech(0 + 7o) — Okcosech{(f) + 70)

(7.15;

d for the N = I rrrKdV B

vl/ = —A:cosech((/i + 70) — (){kQcoAi{(p -|- 7o)cosech''(0 -f- 70)

(7.16)

(7.13)

(7.14)

On the other hand, at the equation level, the N — 2 KdV equation
remain invariant with respect to the transformations (7.13,7.14). Evi
dently, a —> —a is a syrrrrrretry of the equatiorrs of rrrotiorr. At the r
furrctions level (6.21,6.22), irr fact, this symmetry is manifested in the
tranforrnation n -> T2 and vice versa and thus will be observed at the
N soliton solutiorrs.

The N = 1 ntKdV atrd mKdV B Equations
For the N = 1 rrrKdV and the N — 1 ruKdV B, we choo.sc the same

form for the r functions viz. (7.3,7.4,7.5). Sulrstituting (7.3) and (7.4)

are the explicit orre solitorr sohrtiorrs where, (p -- kx — k^t arrd a = —ft =
, 7o is a rrorrzero, real paranreter. Notice that the bosonic component

irr (7.16) becorrres iderrtical with that of (7.15), as expected, sirrce both
the ccpratiorrs redtrce to the rrrKdV ecpratiorr irr the bosorric lirrrit. Brrt
the fermion corrrporrents are quite different.
The N — I rrrKP Eqrratiorr

For the iV = 1 rrrKP, we choose (7.3) arrd (7.4) as the r irrrrctiorrs,
but as it irrvolves arr additiorraf s})ace diurerrsiorr, rrartiely y, the phase
7/ is rrow

7/ = kj-x -H ky'i]

toi

C,0

(7-17)

It is (>asily shown that phtgging these back irr first two (!([iratiotrs, trartrely
(6.55) and (6.56) of the llirota forrrt of the; A = 1 rriKP, thcr dispmsiorr
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7.3. TWO SOLITON SOLUTION

7.3

I'elation may be obtained as

Two Soliton Solution

(7.18)

Lokx + /c^ + 12/Cy — 0

From tlie third equation of this set (6.87), k, h. rotolod to .
ft through
1 (a + Ph2

(7.19)

The two soliton solution of the N = 2 KdV, the N — 1 mKdV and the
pj — I inKdV B equations may be obtained by choosing the r functions
■

in the form

2(a-(9)

n = 1 + cvie'" + a2e'^^ + aiQ;27li2eVi+V2

(7.23)

Tliis imposes the following constraint between a and /3 parameters like
P^a

(7-2())

Notice that for the N = 1 mKP equation tire condition on a and

p parameters are less restrictive. However, if the further restriction
P = -ais imposed on the parameters, evidently ky m (7.19) becomes
^ero and as a consequence the one soliton solution r function reduces
to tint for tlic N = I K<1V B e<|ual.ion. This reduction, m fact,, will
be observed for all the N soliton solutions. The components of the one
soliton solution of the N = 1 mKP e.iuation are obtained by putting

= 1 + PW" + P2E" +

(7.24)

where

Tj\ = k\x + iOit + C,\9

(7.25)

72 = k'^X + U)2t + ^2^

(7.2G)

111 (7.25,7.26) the parameters ^•l, A;2, cci and u)2 are bosonic, while Ci
and C2 are fermionic ones, as before.
N = 2 KdV Equation

back (7.3) and (7.4) in (G.54) to got

ut, = ky Silih 1(70 -.So)sechl (,(, + 7„)sechi (4,+ 5„)

(7.21)

J = -bij?sinh i (711 -'5ii)R«'Ii5 ('/' + 711).tech j(0 + <5,i)
"

2

ea=

(f) =

4

. ,,

V . .

1 / I , t- M

X [tanh(0 + 7o) + taiili(0 + So)] (7.22)

For the two soliton solutions of the N = 2 KdV equation, the third

bilinear form (6.29) yields ai = -pi and a2 — —P2 in order that the
solutions to be nontrivial. These arc obtained by setting the coefficient
of the first order terms e'" (i = 1,2) to zero. On the other hand from
the coefhcient of
we find that the interaction term to be
(7.27)

7o and
non/cro, reai
real parameters
and ft = e^°, 70
a.iid rto being
being non/ero,
paiamerers

+ kyV + ojt.

It is clear I'roin the derivatioii of the one soliton solutions above that
the fermionic parameter C is act signiricant; but iii the next section, it
will be seen that for the two soliton solution of the N = 2 KdV and
N = 1 mKdV equations the fermionic parameters play an essential
role in proving their existence.
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which is the same as that for the bosonic KdV efiual.ion (7.2). Substitut

ing the two soliton solutions (7.23) and (7.24) in the bilinear equations
(C 27) and (6.28), on setting the coefficient of the linear terms to zero,
we obtain the dispersion relations
L0\ T

— ()

(7.28)
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7.3

relation may be obtained as
iokx +

—0

(7.18)

F,o..l tl.c tliir.l ociuatioi. of fins .set (0.57). k, is related to fe.throagh
l{a + P).2
2{a-p)

"

Two Soliton Solution

The two soliton solution of the 77 = 2 KdV, the N = 1 mKdV and the
iY = 1 niKdV B equations may be obtained by choosing the r functions
ill the form

(7.19)
Ti = 1 + Gfic'" + Q;2e''^ +

(7.23)

This imposes tlie following constraint between a and P parameters like
P^CY

(7.20)

Notice that for the N = 1 mKP equation the condition on a and

= 1 + PW" + P'ze"' + p,P2By2H>'+"'

(7.24)

where

P parameters are less restrictive. However, if the further restriction

Tj\ — kiX + IjJit +

(7.25)

B = -a is imposed on the parameters, evidently ky m (7.19) becomes
zero and as a consequence the one soliton solution r function reduces
to that for the N = 1 K^IV B ecination. This reduction, m fact, will
be observed for all the N soliton solutions. The components ol the one
soliton solution of the N = 1 niKP equation are obtained by putting

1]2 = L2'X + t02t +

(7.2G)

111 (7.25,7.2G) the parameters ki, k2, uJi and u)2 are bosoiiic, while Ci
and C2 Ei-i'G fermionic ones, as before.
The V = 2 KdV Equation

back (7.3) and (7.4) in (G.54) to get

= kx sinh i(70 - ^o)scchi(0 + sech^(0+ ^o)

(7.21)

sum -(70
t7o "oj
q/v-r
no
2''
,f = --Af^^sinhi
-(^o)wn;hi
(f/'
+ 7())'^^'^'''2
{(/) + (\))

X [tanh(0 + 7o) + tanh(0 + 4o)] (7.22)

For the two soliton solutions of the N = 2 KdV equation, the third

bilinear form (G.29) yields ai = -pi and 0:2 = -p2 in order that the
solutions to be nontrivial. These arc obtained by setting the coefficient
of the first order terms e'" {i = 1,2) to zero. On the other hand from
the coefficient of
we find that the interaction term to be
ki - /C2

a=

nnd P =

70 and (5o being nonzero, real parameters

A19 —

—

(7.27)

ki + /C2

(j) = kxX + kyU + ujt.

It is clear from the derivation of the one soliton solutions above that
the fcrmionic parameter C not significant; but in the next section, it

will be seen that for the two soliton solution of the N = 2 KdV and
the A'" = 1 mKdV equations the fermionic parameters play an essential

which is the same as that for the bosonic KdV eiiuation (7.2). Sulistitut-

ing the two soliton solutions (7.23) and (7.24) in the bilinear equations
(G.27) and (G.28), on setting the coefficient of the linear terms to zero,
we obtain the dispersion relations

iOi + k^

role in proving their existence.
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(7.28)
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and

LV'J -|- /'•■2 = d

(L2'J)
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being now deiKUidcnt on the y coordinate. The explicit forms of r/i
and 7/2 are given by

llowcvci ill onlcu' that, tlio axaiicuMil, of Uid sc.coiid onlnr Umiii

coiisisteiitly vaiiisli, in addition Lo (7.27) it is rccinircd that tiio roiiowing
constraint be imposed on the fermionic parameters Ci and C2
kiC2 = ^2(1

(7.30)

from (C.39) and from (C.4Q) provided the condition (7.30) is satisfied.
Moreover, tlie dispersion relations are the same as (7.29,7.30). for the
N = 1 inKdV 13 equation the bilinear e(iuations (G.48,G.49,G.30) en

sure the nontrivial two soliton solutions invoking the set of identical

results as in iV = 1 mKdV equation but for the last condition (7.30).
In particular, the conditions on the parameter a, and A, the disper
sion relations (7.28,7.29) and the interaction terms A,2 and B^2 (7.27)

become identical in both the cases. However, in contrast to tlie N = 1
inKdV, the relation among the fermionic and bosonic parametius docs
not arise for the N 1 niKdV B ciiuation. This fact is rellected in the
structure of the bilinear equations, which are expressed only in terms
of the bosonic Hirota operator D and will be observed for all higher
soliton solutions also.
q^lic N = 1 inKP Equation

For the two soliton solution lor tlni N = 1 inKP ecination, the r

functions may be written once again as (7.23) and (7.24), with 7/1 and

TH-1864_984402

1/1 = kixX -f k\yy -f loR -f Ci^

(7.31)

1?2 = k2x^ + k2yy + U72^ + C2'^

(7.32)

For nontrivial soliton solution we find as for the one soliton case;

/3,A-<n

N = 1 mKdV and inKdV D Equations

For the N = 1 inKdV ecination the choice of (7.23) and (7.24) as
1,1,0 I,wo soliton r hinctious icivds to tlie saim^ results as in tiie ease, of
tpe N = 2 KdV, that is we obtain identical interaction term (7.27)

79

v: = l,2

(7.33)

We will obtain two dispersion relations corresponding to the the pa

rameters 7/1 and 7/2. The dispersion relations resulting from (6.55) and
(G.5G) are

<^ikix + k'^.j. -f I2kfy = 0,

'7 = 1,2

(7.34)

The expressions for A12 and Bu may be obtained from (6.57) by equat
ing the coeflicient of e'""*""' to zero. It turns out that

Ai2

■^l''^

(ci'iA + 0^2Sl){klx ~ k2x)'^

2(cVi/32 ~ cr2/^l)(^ly ~ ^2y)

(a'ia2 + /^lA) (/cia; -f k2x)'^ ~ 2{qIiQ12 ~

T ^'^2y)

(7.35)

Quite clearly, (7.35) reduces to the analogous expression for KdV in
the limit A ~ "*^4 (i' — 1)2).

7.4

N Soliton Solution

It is well known that the existence of one and two soliton solutions
do not ensure the exact integrability by Hirota method. In fact, the
method of obtaining one and two soliton solutions considered in the pre
vious sections always leads to the nontrivial solutions if the cciuations
of motion can be cast in the bilinear forms. This method determines
the unknown parameters involved in the trial solutions upto two soli
ton solutions. It is thus necessary to show the existence of atlcast three

yg
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being now dependent on the y coordinate. The exidicit forms of r/i

and

W'2 "I" ^' '1 ^

IhAveviu- ill oiildi- tliiit Uici (imilliiiiiiiil. <>r Um

{ I.'TJ)

ami 7/2 are given by

I'"''"'

coiisintcutly vanish, in addition to (7.27) it is raiiiiiod that tlio following

Vi —

+ ^lyU +

+ Ci^

(7.31)

constraint be imposed on the fermionic parameters Ci and G

72 —

+ f^2yy + i02t + (^2^^

(7.32)

hiCs = *^20

(7.30)

For nontrivial soliton solution we find as for the one soliton case
fli 7^ (L

The N = 1 mKdV and inKdV B Equations

For the = 1 iiiKdV equation the choice of (7.23) and (7.24) as
the two .solitoii r runctioiis le;vd.s to tlie ,s!uu<( rosults n.s in tlio oa.se of
the N — 2 IvdV, that is we obtain identical interaction teriu (7.27)

from (6.39) and from (6.40) provided the condition (7.30) is satisfied.
Moreover, tlie dispersion relations are tlie same as (7.29,7.30). For tlie
N = 1 mKdV B equation the bilinear equations (6.48,6.49,6.50) eusiire the nontrivial two soliton solutions invoking the set of identical

results as in 77 = 1 inKdV equation but for the last condition (7.30).

In particular, the conditions on the parameter a^ and A, the disper

i — l,2

(7.33)

We will obtain two dispersion relations corresponding to the the pa
rameters i]i and ?/2- The dispersion relations resulting from (6.55) and
(6.56) are
<x)ikix + Aa; + f2A:j — 0,

'i — 1,2

(7.34)

The exi)rcssions for A12 and Bx2 may be obtained from (6.57) by equat
ing the coefficient of e'a+''2 to zero. It turns out that
(g'lAi + CK2pl){k\x '^"2:e)^ ~ 2{oiip2 ~ 0^2Pl){kxy — k,2y)

Av2"

(a'ig2 + Plp2){kix + 72x)''^ ~ 2(Q;ia!2 ~ SlS2){kly + k2y)
(7.35)

sion relations (7.28,7.29) and the interaction terms A12 and B12 (7.27)

Quite clearly, (7.35) reduces to the analogous expression for KdV in

become identical in both the cases, f-fowever, in contrast to the N = 1

the limit A"

mfvdV, the relation among the fermionic and bosonic paiameteis does
not arise for the N = 1 nilvdV B eciuation. This fact is reflected in the
structure of the bilinear equations, whicli are expressed only in terms
of the bosonic Hirota operator D and will be observed for all higher
soliton solutions also.
The N = 1 mlvP Equation

For the two soliton solution for the N — 1 mfCP eipiation, t,he r

functions may be written once again as (7.23) and (7.24), with 7/1 and

7.4

~ 1)2).

N Soliton Solution

It is well known that the existence of one and two soliton solutions
do not ensure the exact integrability by Hirota method. In fact, the
method of obtaining one and two soliton solutions considered in. the pre
vious sections always leads to the nontrivial solutions if the ccpiations
of motion can be cast in the bilinear forms. This method determines
the unknown parameters involved in the trial solutions upto two soli
ton solutions. It is thus necessary to show the existence of atleast three
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solilon soluUou, which chocks l.hc consistency of tiio solution. In this
section we discuss the N soliton solutions and obtain the three solitoii

Notice that (7.37,7.38) do not contain any new unknown parameter; it

solutions in particular. The r lunction Tor the. N soliton for a,11 Ibur

Three soliton solutions thus verifies the consistency of the parameters

(Hiuations discusse(l earlicu' may be wiil.l.cui as

determined by one and two soliton solutions. Substitution ol the three
soliton solutions in the bilinear equations gives rise to a set of nontrivial
relations among the parameters, which determine the consistency of the
solutions. In the three soliton solution we find the conditions Pi = —ai
and the dispersion relations Ui + kj — 0 (z = 1,2,3) hold good lor the

n=
and /!,■ =

exp

+ log«^) I

< 3)

_ For T2 we replace fVj by j3i and /by by Dij. It is impor

tant to'note that in a recent work [37] a more gemnal solution For N = 1
KdV is proposed by dressing the rermionic part of the soliton solutions

through the interactions. But the presence ol the bilinear Ibrnis (G.29)
for the N = 2 KdV and (G.39) lor the N = 1 inKdV (Hiuaticnis with

only bosonic Hirota derivatives ensures that the N soliton solution will
b(> of the lorin (7.3G). Con.se(iuently the drc^ssing oi' the lermionic part
will not bo ollectivc in tlio .solutions lor N = 1 ii.KrlV ainl N = 2 KdV

is (expressed in (.enns of the parameters ol (.In; two soliton solid,ions only.

N = 2 KdV, the N = I niKdV and the N = I niKdV B ecinations.
The interaction terms for the three ecgiations become
,1

_
=

~

k,Cj = kjCi

Thus the explicit forms of t, and

for the three solitou solution

become

/1,2/10^230"'+'"+'"

■;

-;i

(z,i = 1,2,3;

17^.])

(7.37)

vaiilsli. Apart from de-

terming the unknown parameters, three soliton solutions provide a nontrivial relation among the para.met(us. This iden(,i(.y follows from the
coellicient of the term e'"+'n+')3 (g.27,G.28) or (G.37,G.38) to Ik; '/ero
and is given by

Ai2Ai3A23[(a;i -f 012 + (^3) -t- {ki -f- /u'2 + ^3) ]

where

+ QO (z = 1, 2, 3)

(7.39)

for (.he N = 2 KdV, N — 1 mKdV and l.iu! N = 1 inKdV 13 (munitions,
but for the iV = 1 niKP, it is also a function of the y coordinate so that

?/i = kixX + ^'lyV + Wi/, 4- QO

(z = I, 2, 3)

(7.42)

which arc not found for the A'' = I niKdV B equation. The constraints
27)1 +7)2+'?3 e'H+27)2+7)3 ,,,,0 g7)i+7)2+27)3

r2 = 1 + PtC" + Ac'" + Ac'" + /3iABl2e"'+'" + /3iA73i3e"'+'»
+AAA3e'"+'" +/5iAAB|2Cl3A3e"'+'»+'»
(7.38)
iji = kixX +

(7-41)

(7.42) are essential to ensure the coellicients of the terms

T, = 1 + a,e"' + Que'" + «sc" + n,«2/l,.2c"'+'" +
+cV2a,/l23e'"+'° + or,

„• — I o a.
(v.; = 1,2,3;

The vV = 2 KdV and iV = 1 inKdV eciuation however admits additional
constraint as in the two soliton solution on the lermionic parameters;

ecpiations.
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_ n

(7.40)

x[ —(Ci -l- C2 I C:t) "I - 0{k\ -I- /u2 4- k[p]

-f .423[(cji — L02 — top + {ki — k'z — kp']
~ C2 ~ C3) +
~ ^'2 ~ ^b)]
-I-.4i3[(te2 — toi — top -|- (/c2 — k\ — /c;i)'']

80
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soliloii solution, which checks the consistency of tiie solution. In this
section we discuss the N soliton solutions and obtain the tliiee soliton

Notice that (7.37,7.38) do not contain any new uidniown parameter; it
is expressed in terms of t he parameters of the two soliton solut.ions only.

solutions in particular. The r runctlon lor the N solit(Ui loi <dl luur

Three soliton solutions thus verifies the consistency of the parameters

('(Illat ions discussed earlier may be wril.t.eii as

determined by one and two soliton solutions. Substituticui of the three

/ /V

^

n = ^ exp I ^ 4>{u3)EiEj + EiiT

..=0.1

Va.=i

\

1

/

^

.

soliton solutions in the bilinear equations gives rise to a set of nontrivial

^,3^^

relations among the parameters, which determine the consistency of the
solutions. In the three soliton solution we find the conditions Pi = —ai

and Ajj =

^ Por t2 we replace cvi by fti and Aij by Bij. It is impor

tant to note that in a recent work [37] a more general solution for N = 1
KdV is propos(;d b}' dressing (.he lermionic part, ol l,he solil.on solul.ions

and the dispersion relations uJi + kf = 0 {i = 1,2,3) hold good for the
yY = 2 KdV, the VV = 1 luKdV and the 7/ = 1 niKdV B eciuations.
The interaction terms for the three eciuations luicome

through the interactions. But the presence ol the bilinear loiins (C.29)
=

for the N = 2 KdV and (C.39) for the N = 1 luKdV e(iuati(nis with

only bosonic tlirota derivatives ensures that the N soliton solution will
1)(. of the form (7.30). Conseciuently the dressing of the fermionie part

will not be effective in the solutions lor N — I inKdV aiul N — 2 KdV

= 1.2,3;

(7.41)

q'he N = 2 KdV and TV = 1 inKdV equation however admits additional
constraint as in the two soliton solution on the fermionie ijaranieters:

cciuations.

k-iCj — 7'jCi is J — 1)2,3; z 7^ j)

(7.42)

Thus the explicit forms of n and T2 for the three soliton solution
which are not found for the N = 1 niKdV B eciuation. The constraints

become

n = 1 + cvic'" + a2E'' + a:^cA^ + rv,a2/li2o"'

+ rrirv;i/l,;iV"+'/3
(7.37)

(7.42) are essential to ensure the coeflicients of the terms

g7,2+'/3^ g2))i+'?2+';3^ g)a+27n+7;3
g7n+7;2+27,3 vanish. Apart from determing the unknown parameters, three soliton solutions provide a nontrivial relation among the i)ara.meters. This idenf.ity follows from the
coefficient of the term e'"+"-^+"3 in (0.27,0.28) or (0.37,0.38) to be zero

r2 = 1 + PiE'' + /?2e'" +

+/?2/^3^23e'"-"" + /3MhB,2Bv^B2,E'''-"'^"'

(7.38)

and is given by

7li2Ai3A23[(a;i -f cu2 + CU3) + {ki L k2 T kp) ]

where

Vi —

+ Ci^ (^ ~ f!

(7.39)

x[-(Cl TC24 C:,) -l d(/.:, T/.:2-I- /.:3)]
-|-,42:![(cUi — bJ2 — UJ3) -h (yk\ — k2 ~ k:p ]

for the N = 2 KdV, N =[ niKdV and the = 1 niKdV B eciuations,
but for the tV = 1 niKP, it is also a function of the y coordinate so that
Vi —

is'"+''3,

{''' — 1) 2, 3)

X[~(Ci ~ C2 ~ C3) +(^{k\ — k2 — A.^)]

-1-.4i;t[(tC2 — uj\ — iO:\) -I - (/w — k\ ~ /.::i)'']

(7.40)
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X[-(C2 - Cl - C3) +

+/li2[(w:i - Wi x[-(C:i - Cl - C2) -I-
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and the dispersion relation corresponding to each r]i from (7.34) as

- '■'1 ~
~

and interestingly is satisfied by using the dispersion relations and the

parameters in (7.41.7.42). In faet. (7.43) makes the throe sol.ton so

lution nontrivial. For the N = 1 niKdV B, however the iiontnvial
coefBeient i.e. the eoeffieient of
which follows Irom the bilin
ear eiiiiatioii.s (0.48) and (0.49) is the same as that for tlie l.osoiiic lOlV
or iiiKtlV equation, that is

(7.40)

UiBx + kl -I- I2kl, - 0

(7/13)

in the ecpiations (7.37) and (7.38), T\ and T2 eventually satisfy the

equations (6.55,6.56,0.57), provided ki^ and kiy are related as earlier
,

_ 1 (o^i + A), 2
2(cq-A) ^

(7.47)

This, indeed, ensures the existence of three soliton solution for the
yY _

ociuation and is seen from the vanishing ol the coellicient of

g7;i+7/2+')3 ill the Hirota equations (6.55,6.56,6.57). The explicit form of
the coefficient in first two equations (6.55,6.56) is

+/i23[(^i - ^2 - W3) + - -^2 - A;3)1(/ei - A:2 - k:i)
+ ,4,3[(cj2 - Wi - 0/3) + {1^2 - A-'i - /i;3)^](A:2 - ki- k^)
+ ,U,[(.3 - - -2) + (^-3 "

-di2^4i3/l23[('^l + ^2 + ^2,){kix + k2x + k'ix) + (A^lx + k-^x + k'^x)
-L{kuj + k2y + A:3y)^]
(7.44)

Note that the constraint (7.42) implies that Ct = &C' ^ = &Ci ^
Itt (7 43) and (7.44) are identical upto a multiplicative lactor which

lakes it easy to realize tliat the constraint 011 the fermio.iic parameters

are
rseiitial
in-r»2/^
establishing
the integrability of the equations.
From the
r
bilinear form
Ux(ri.r2j, wliieli
will is uoiunioii to tlie Iliiota
a- . forms
■ • ,of all• the
three equations discussed above, the cocllicient of
is identically
''' ^ yY ^ I
equation, with the r functions for the three soliton
solution given by (7.37,7.38), and //, from (7.40), we lind that if we
substitute the form of /Iq for ^ < J corresponding to (7.35) as
{ajpj + a.jpi){kix - kjxY ~
- o^jPdjkiy — kjy)
Aij = Bij — - (^cy.,^a^ + Piftj){kix + kyxY - 2((:v.(0.'j - PiPj){kiy + kjy) ^
(7.45)
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+yl23[(a'i — UJ2 — uj'p{k[x — k2x — k^x) + {kix ~ k2x — k^x)
+ {kiy

k2y — k^y) ]

+/li3[(a;2 — cui — uJs){k2x — kix — ksx) + {k2x — kix ~ k^x)
+ (A'2y ~ kly — k^y) ]

+/li2[('^3 — wi - 0^2)(/cbx - A;ix — k2x) + {k:ix — kix — k2x)

+ {k:iy - kuj - k2yf]

(7-48)

while from the third Hirota ecpiation (6.57) we get lor the coellicient ol
g7/i+7?2+'?3 tiie following expression

Hl2Hi3/l23[(criCV20:3 + PiP2p'i){k\x + k2x + Ai'Sx)^
— 2(a'ia;2CV3 + PiP2P'i){kiy + k2y + k-^y)]

+ 7\.23[{(^^lP2p3 + CV2tV3/3i) (/Dix- — A"2:c

Blx)'

-2{aip2p3 - «2"3/^i)(A;iy - k2y - ksy)]
+ z4l3[(fr2/^l/4i + O'l 0-3/42) (A;2ii; "" kix ~ k:ix)
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x[~(C2 - Ci ~ C:0 +

-l-/li2[(w:i — Wi — UJ2) +

x[~(C:i-Cl -C2)
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and the dispersion relation corresponding to each r]i from (7.34) as

~

~ '''2)']

- A:i - Z-^)] - 0

and interestingly is satisfied by using the dispersion relations and the

parameters ia (7.41,7.42). In fact, (7.43) makes the three sohto.r so-

Lioa nontrivial. For the JV = 1 mKdV B. however the trontr.vial
coefEcient i.e. the coefficient of e-+'»+■" which follows from the bilin
ear enuatio.iH (G.48) and (C.49) is the same as that for the hosoiiic KdV
or niKdV equation, that is

/1,2/Ii3^l23[(c4;i + + UJ,) + (^1 + + ^AY\{k^ + A:2 + k-,)
+A23[(a;i - UJ2 — 0J3) + — k2 — A-a) ]{ki — ^2 k.^)
+s4i3[(c.;2 - wi - ^3) + {^^2 -kx- k?.Y]{k2 - k^ - A:,)
+ /ll2[(ct;3 - ^1 - ^2) + (/^3 -kx- k2f]{k, -k,- k2) = 0

uj.,k.u + kl -I- i2A:J^ = 0

(7/13)

(7.4G)

in the eciuations (7.37) and (7.38), n and T2 eventually satisfy the

equations (6.55,6.56,6.57), provided ki^; and kiy are related as earlier
like

.
/Q \
1 (ofj
+I A)
2
\ '^IT.

(7.47)
k

/

This, indeed, ensures the existence of three soliton solution for the
yy = 1 KP eipiation and is seen from the vanishing of the coeiiicient of

Qj]i+V2+m in the Hirota equations (6.55,6.56,6.57). The explicit form of
the coefficient in fi rst two equations (6.55,6.56) is

-4i2-4i3/l23[('/^l + <^2 +
+ (A:iy + k2y + Aisy)^]
(7.44)

+ k2x + A-Si) + {kix + k2x T /''3x)

+4423[('^i - ^2 — '^3){kxx - k2x - k^x) + {kxx — k2x - k^x)
+ (A;ij/ ^ k2y — k^y) ]

Note that the constraint (7.42) implies that C2 - and (3 = ^Ci so
that (7 43) and (7.44) are identical upto a multiplicative lactor which

makes it easy to realize that the constraint on the fcnnionic parameters

are essential in establishing the integrability of the equations. From the
bilinear form D^(r(.r2), which is common to the llirota forms of all the
three equations discussed above, the coeiiicient of e'a+'/^+"3 is identically

+/li3[(a;2 — oil — uj3){k2x — kix — ksx) + {k2x — kix — k^x)
+ (A."2y "" k\y — kiiy) ]

+zli2[(a73 — ail — uJ2){k'ix — kix — k2x) + (A:3x- — kix ' k2x)
Hhy - kxy - A.2y)']
while from the third llirota eciuation (6.57) we get for the coefficient of
g7?i+fi2+r73

bor N = 1 niKP equation, with the r functions for the three suliton

following expression

/ll2.^il3.f'l23[((/T^2</'3 + Pl/^2p'i){kxx + k2x + k^x)
— 2(a'icv2CV3 + /3xP2P:i){kiy + k2y + /^hy)]

solution given by (7.37,7.38), and 7/i fnun (7.40), we find that il wo
sulistitute the form of Aij for i < j corresponding to (7.35) as
_ {aif3j + cyjpi){kix - ^jxY - 2(cb:/jj - aj(3i){tHy A^
Aij —
~ {aiCYj + Piftj){ktx +
- 2(n:.pvj - /iij/ij)(/by +

+A2:x[{aiP2p3 + a2^UiPx){kxx - k2x - ksx)^
—2{axp2p3 — (^20i3Px){kiy — k2y — A-'sy)]
+ /l 13[(o'2/Ai/53 + CIi rv;(/i2) (A'2x ~ k\x — k:ix)
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— 2{a2plP-i ~ CVia'3/y2)(^"2y — ^ly ~
+
+ C\'\(^2P:0i^Ax —
■" ^Ux)

— 2{a3Pip2 — o:ia2P3){f^3y ~

^2y)]

It follows from (7.47) straightforwarclly that A

(7.49)

cvi for a consistent

solution. The thiee soliton solution for the N = 1 niKdV B equation

may be obtained ftoni (7.45-7.47) by in,i.o,sinK tlie eonditions n. -ft, wliidi make the solutions independent of the y cooidmatc. lliis
proradnic of obtaining three soliton solutions eari be extended to N
soliton solutions.

7.5

The N = 2 super KP

Equation

Conclusion

In this chapter we extracted soliton solutions of the N = 2 KdV and
U.ree N = 1 supersynnnetric equations, tiie niKdV, niKdV B and mKP.
All those systems can be shown to possess N soliton solutions. It was

also found that for the N = 2 KdV and N = 1 niKdV equations, the
Grassmann odd parameters in the r functions play a major role m the
existence ofF two and
tiignci
mid higher
B

Chapter 8

,
soliton solutions, while lor the - 1 iiiKdV
1 1 yvM -— ^\ iiiKP filiations, they do not. Ihis is essentially
and1 tlie
r
!■ due
.i

(■ 1 1 ,11 uinner llirota operator iii the bilinear loiins lor the
to presence ol tlie supci

N = 2 KdV and the N = 1 niKdV equations. This was also a first

attempt to solve a V = 2 supersyninietric system, namely the N = 2
KdV through the Hirota method and we believe it is worth mentioning
that earlier attempts to bilineari/e the N - 1 n.KdV ecpiation were
f I raa
unsuccessiul
[oo,

'^41

The integrability of both these systems were

known via the Lax method; the N soliton solutions considered in this

chapter establishes their integrability from an altermite point of view.

8.1

Introduction

The dynamical equations for the lowest spin superficlds u_i and Uq of
N = 2 KP hierarchy (2.13,2.14) constitute the N — 2 supersyni

nietric KP equations. In this chapter, the N — 2 super KP equation is
biliiiearized following the llirota method and the existence of N soliton
solutions is shown. Unlike the N — 2 KdV equation, we are unable to
biliuearize (he N = 2 super KP cciuation using the siqier analogue of
the Hirota operator as the N = 2 superKP equaUou, in contrast to the
iV = 2 super KdV equation, involves the space-time dependence in a

complicated way. However, in terms of the component fields, the N = 2
super KP equation is in fact bilinearizable and is found to possess N
soliton solutions. In the next section, i.e. section 2, the bilincarization
of the iV = 2 super KP equation is discussed, hi section 3, we obtain
its one soliton solution. In section 4, the existence of higher soliton
solutions is discussed. Section 5 is the concluding one.
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— 2(a'2/il/!^3 ~

~ ^iy ~ ^3y)]

+/1 i2[(fV3/3i/?2 + Ci'\(CP\'>){^Ax ~~ k\x — f'Nx)
— 2(q'3/3i/32 — Q^l0^2/^3)(^3y — ^ly ~ ^2y)]

(7.49)

It follows from (7.47) straightforwarclly that pi f- a.i for a consistent
solution. The three soliton solution for the N — \ inKdV B equation

may be obtained from (7.45-7.47) by imposing the conditions rv^ =
-/^j, which make the solutions independent of the y coordinate. This
procedure of obtaining three soliton solutions can be extended to N
soliton solutions.

Chapter 8
The N — 2 super KP

Equation
7.5

Conclusion

In this chapter we extracted soliton solutions of the 7/ = 2 KdV and
three N = 1 super.synmietric eciuations, the niKdV, niKdV B and niKP.

All these systems can be shown to possess N soliton solutions. It was
also found that for the N = 2 KdV and N = 1 mKdV equations, the

8.1

Introduction

Grassmann odd parameters in the r funetions play a major role in the
existence of two and higher soliton solutions, while for the N = 1 inKdV

The dynamical equations for the lowest spin superfields u_i and Uq of

B and the N = I mKB eciuations, tlu!y do not. This is cissentially due
to presence of the super llirota operator in the bilinear forms for the

metric KP equations. In this chapter, the N — 2 super KP equation is
bilinearized following the llirota method and the existence ol N soliton
solutions is shown. Unlike the N — 2 KdV equation, we are unable to
bilinearize the N = 2 super KP eciuation using the sujier analogue of
the Hirota operator as the N = 2 superKP equation, in contrast to the

N = 2 KdV and the N = 1 niKdV equations. This was also a first
attempt to solve a N = 2 supersymmetric system, namely the TV = 2
KdV through the Hirota method and we believe it is worth mentioning
that earlier attempts to bilinearize the N = 1 mKdV ecpiation were
unsuccessful [33, 34]. The integrability of both these systems were
known via the Lax method; the N soliton solutions considered in this
chaiiltu' esl.ablishes their integrability from an altermitc! point, ol view.

tPc N — 2 KP hierarchy (2.13,2.14) constitute the N = 2 supersym

N — 2 super KdV equation, involves the space-time dependenee in a

complicated way. However, in terms of the eomponent fields, the N — 2
super KP equation is in fact bilinearizable and is found to possess N
soliton solutions. In the next section, i,e. section 2, the bilinearization

of the N — 2 super KP eciuation is discussed. In section 3, we obtain
its one soliton solution. In section 4, the existence of higher soliton
solutions is discussed. Section 5 is the concluding one.
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8.2

Bilinear Forms of

= 2 KP Equation

The N = 2 KP equations can be rewiitten in a convenient form ailer
a rescaling of i = —4t, y —
'"-o =
so that

from (2.13) and (2.14), we obtain

o,«_, +

+3

+6u^^\dyti^Ii ^ -

+ i2s;,uO

- Cv/uPy'aL"i" + V2uoOyn\Q^^ = 0

Otuo + '"!)"' - 3 ('/-u'/uO''' + 2 (■"o"-])''' - I ('tiouA)'''
■ +12Pi)n|,~"^^ + (3 (noPi/"!)

8.2. BILINEAR. FORMS OF N = 2 KP EQUATION

r/ and r/ being the bosonic and fcrniionic component fields respec
tively. We fi nd however that the N = 2 super KP equation cannot be
bilinearized in terms of the r functions defined in (8.3,8.4), although
identical r limcllons (williout y deiiendence) allow us (,o bilinearize the
tV = 2 KdV eciuation. Ihis dillieult.y arises due to (.he nonlocalil.y as
well as the y cooidinate dependence present in the equations of motion

(8.1,8.2) in an intiicate way. On the other hand, it is important to
obseive that if the evolution equations of its component fields are consideied, the system is amenable to bilinearization through the Hirota
method.

+ bv/.if'p,/(/.'_/' + C(/,oP„n,_| = (J

1 he supeifields /i_i and //,() have the iollowing component, form
-1 —

(8.2)

Here the sui)er(iel(ls n_i is a bosonic siiix^rficild, \vliil(! ?/,(, is a feiniionic

one, liaving confornial spins 1 and 3/2 rcspectiv(4y.
It is interesting to note that if the superhelds are made indei)ondent

of the y coordinate in (8.1,8.2), the N = 2 su])erKP eciuations reduce to
the N = 2 supcrsyinirictric KdV equation [09, 70, 71, 01]. In chapter 0,
it was shown that N = 2 supersyminetric KdV eciuation is biiinearizable
in A'' = 1 supcrspace and possesses N soiiton solutions. The bilinear
forms of the N = 2 KdV eciiiation were obtaiixMl by transforming the
superfields as

^

= 2D'^ log-

(8.3)

r2

for n-_i and

7/0 = 2/P'Mogr,

for 7/0- In (8.3,8.'l) a and

;ire Ix/sonie siip(!rli(;lds which c;m be;

-f Oai_

II.J = ul + C/„J

(8.C)

(g

The time evolution of tile component fields
u' „ 4 and 4 consccnently can be obtained fron, the dynan.ical etptations for the snperfields (8.1, 8.2) to give

fiK., +

- -0^

+0 Knt.)

a,u_, + 44, - -3,

^ 3^^ (4,ui) + rjo^o-'u'ii - (>E0y04'

+12449-44 = 0

(S.

+ 33^ [(ayuq)a/] - sa, {4uU)

+1201044, + 40:,xt,)0„044^ + 40+4_,)0y044, + 640,4,
-Gu a„a, u - 6„lo,4-44, _ G(o.y4_,)o„o44 +1240,044

-n4o„o44 = 6

writt(^n in tdm conq/onenl. loiiUiS as

0,4 + 014 - 33. {4,4) + 30y {,40,:4,) - V. {,4,,4)
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Bilinear Forms of N = 2 KP Equation

The N = 2 KP equations can be rewritten in a convenient forni after

a rescaling of t = —it, y = —^y, U-i =

Uq = —^Uo so that

from (2.13) and (2.14), we obtain

n.n . +
m
Otu-i

-n 7 (u[11mo) ^
19.02,,,[-21
-_ -1 (uii)V'+3
+ I20lu^_?

+Gv/,[i^'i(9yuLi^' —

— 6u[)0yU^TY ^ + R2ui)0y'u[
(8.1)

OtVo + wj'' - 3
+120h'\

r/ and

87

being the bosonic and lermionic component fields respec-

tivcl.y. We fi nd however that the TV = 2 super KP equation cannot be
bilinearized in terms of the r functions defined in (8.3,8.4), although
identical r luncllons (without y dcqiendencc!) allow us (,o bilinearize the
N — 2 KdV eciuation. Ihis dillicult.y arises dim to the nonloc:ali(,y as

well as the y coordinate dependence present in the eciuations of motion
(8.1,8.2) in an intricate way. On the other hand, it is important to
observe that if the evolution equations of its component fields are con
sider eel, the system is amenable to bilinoarization through the Hirota
method.

'+ 3 (-uow'i^i)''- 2

+ C (noPy »o '■^'y ' +

8.2. BILINEAR FORMS OF N = 2 KP EQUATION

+ Guocly'n-i — G

1 he superlields

and

have thci lollovving component form

'"-I =

+ ouL^

(8.G)

Here (he suiierfields u^\ is a bosonic superfieid, wliiie v/.o is a lermionic

one, having confornial spins 1 and 3/2 rospective.ly.
It is interesting to note that if the superlields are made independent
of the y coordinate in (8.1,8.2), the N = 2 superKP eciuations reduce to

Hie N = 2 supersyiiimctric KdV eciuation [G9, 70, 71, Cl]. In chapter G,

"■() — 'C/n + Od!,',

The time evolution of the eo.uponent fieldo
u'„ ^ and u'i conse
quently ean be obtained front the tlyntunieal ot,nations for the superfi elds (8.1, 8.2) to give

it was shown tiiat N = 2 supersynmietric KdV eciuation is bilinearizable

Oiu_, +

in 77 = 1 superspace and possesses N soliton solutions. The bilinear

+G AT)

forms of the N = 2 K'dV ecjuation wcuci obtaiiicHl by tra,ns[orming the
superlields as

n,_i = 2D
2D^ log —

(8.3)
(0'3)

D

for (/._i and

v/o = 2/P^logr,
for ■//().

In (8.3,8.4) T\ and

-

(8.4)

are bosonic superlields which can be

- -0^ (uqj ^

(u{iMil) + no'^o-'uti - Gu,i,OyO;''

+ iMd,d;'ui = o

a.T + OinU - Id, ATQ + W, [(a.nq)n/] _ sa, (aSng)

-H2ap;'t,q + 6{a,nq)0„a-i„q ^ 6(a.,g,)a„a-'a'_, -b c4a,a'_.
-6«_,a„a;'n!; - on!;a„a;'a{, _ c(ayuq)a,a;',g -t i2uld,d;T
-i2n„a,a;'„; = u

writt.en in the componcMit forms as

r, = r/ + (7r/

(z=l,2)

(8.7)

OA + OX - 3a, (nj,,/) + 33^ {uld„ut,) - M (uiq,/)
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I2d'yd~^u{, + GuQdyO'^ul - Guldyd~^u'(^ + 6
+CyiilOyV.'' I = {)

S.3. one:soutun solution

OyO'^u'L^

(D,D,+ D^)(f2.f2) =0

(8.18)

y>l(u-h) = 0

(8.19)

(8.10)

OiUQ + OIuq - GOxUq + Gdj: (ul0.j:ul^ + 3Dx ('Uu^x-u'ii)
+G{dxul)dyd~^u{, AGuldyul + G{dxu'l^)Oyd~hi.'Li - G{Oxu{))dyd~^uLi

Notice that the above bilinear cHpiations for N = 2_KdV ecpiation do not
involve super Hirota operator (6.8) in contrast to the forms (6.27,6.28,
6.28). But both the Hirota forms for KdV equation give rise to identical
soliton solutions. This allows us to identify (8.12) and (8.13) with (8.3)

+Guo(9yiiii — GuldyuLi — 0

and (8.4) provided

-3dx (uQdxuLi^ - ^dx

- 30x (u''_^uLiuQ + 120ld;^^u'(y
(8-11)

t( = e^Oxj';

To bilinoaiize the above eciuatioiis, consider the lollovviiig traiisfor-

T.{ =

(8.20)

iiiatioiis of the coni])oneiit iields

ail =

log

uLi - 2^0^ log ^

(8.12)

where r, are given in (8.5). The relation between the fcrmionic and
bosonic components (8.20), however, become evident from the soliton
solutions.

ul = 2<^(9^1ogfi

Uo = 20^ log fi

(8.13)

where ^ is a spin —^ Grassinann odd parameter. Note that the Grassmann parameter is recinired in order that the lields have the correct
conformal dimension. The r functions in (8.12,8.13) are bosonic lields
in contrast to those in (8.3,8.4) where the r functions are bosonic superfields. Substituting (8.12,8.13) in (8.8,8.9,8.10,8.11) hiads to the

8.3

One Soliton Solution

For tlie one soliton solution of tho N = 2 suyorKP equation wc eoinsidcr
the following forms for the r functions
P = 1 + (vPI

(8.21)

^2 = 1 + Pe"

(8.22)

following bilinear forms

(D,Di + D^ + 12D^)(fi.fi) = 0

(8.14)

{DxBt + Dl + l2Dl){f2.f2) = 0

(8.15)
'I ~

(D:;-2D,)(f,.f,) = U

(8.10)

To compare the bilinear forms for N — 2 KdV (Mpiation we obscuve that

if the above eciuations become y independent, bilinear forms reduce to

(D,D,+ D:;)(f|.f,) = ()
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(8.17)

+ k,.y + u)t

(8.23)

It IS easily shown that substituting (8.21,8.22) back in lirst two equa
tions, namely (8.14) and (8.15) of the Hirota form of the TV = 2 KP
eciuation, the dispersion relation may be obtained as
+ kl + I2kl = 0

(8.24)
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8.3.

+ 6u';^dyd~^ul TCruidyv'' I = 0

+G

dyd-^u^_^
(8.10)

OiitQ + D^Uq - 2>dxUQ + S' dx (ulOx'uQ + 30x (^u'^Oxu''_i^

-3dx {4dxuU)- ^dx

ONE SOLI '1VN SOL U'l 1 ON

(D^^Di -h D;|,)(f2.f2) = 0

(8.18)

D^(ri.r2) = 0

(8.19)

Notice that the above bilinear eciuations for N = 2_KdV cciuation do not
involve super Hirota operator (C.8) in contrast to the forms (6.27,6.28,

- 3dx {u'_y_,ul) +

+G{dxul)dyd~^ul + Guldyvl + G{dxtLo)^y^x^'^'--i ~ ^{^xUo)dyd~^uLi
AGuQdyu'ii — Gu{dyuLi — 0
(8-11)

6.28). But both the Hirota forms for KdV equation give rise to identical
solitoii solutions. This allows us to identify (8.12) and (8.13) with (8.3)
and (8.4) provided

r{ =

To bilinciU'ize the above eciuations, consider the following transfor

(8.20)

mations of the conii)onent lields

■uij = 20x log ^
T2

ul = 20^ log fi

uL^ = 2^0^^. log 4-

(8.12)

N

Wq = 20^ log fi

where r, are given in (8.5). The relation between the fennionic and
bosonic components (8.20), however, become evident from the soliton
solutions.

(8.13)

where ^ is a spin — ^ Gra.ssniann odd parameter. Note that the Gras.smann parameter is recjuired in order that the lields have the correct
conformal dimension. The r functions in (8.12,8.13) are bosoinc fields
in contrast to those in (8.3,8.4) where the r functions are bosordc superfields. Substituting (8.12,8.13) in (8.8,8.9,8.10,8.11) leads to the

8.3

One Soliton Solution

For tiie one soliton solution of the N = 2 superKP equation we consider
the following forms for the r functions

following bilinear forms

(D^D, + Di + 12D;){r,.fi) =0

(8.14)

(D,D,+ Di + 12Dj)(f2.f2) = 0

(8.15)

(D;^ - 2D,,)(f,.f,) = U

(8.10)

To compare the i)ilinear forms for N — 2 KdV (Hiiiation we observe that

if the above equations become

independent, bilinear forms reduce to

(D,D, -i- D:;)(f, .f,) = i)

A = 1 + (YvU

(8.21)

^2 = 1 + ^e''

(8.22)

'/ —

+ A:,/// -{-lot

(8.23)

It IS cmsdy shown that substitiiting (8.21,8.22) l)ack in lirst l.vvo eciua
tions, namely (8.14) and (8.15) of the Hirota form of the
equation, the dispersion relation may be obtained as

(8.17)

+ kl + I2ky = 0
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The (li.si)ersioii rehit.ion is ideiil.ieal i,o that of (.Ik; bosoiiie KP ecjuaticai.

In fact, both sets ol bilinear foi ins of

From Llie Lliird eciuation of this set (8.1G), ky is related to k.j. through

(6.27,0.28,6.29) and (8.17,8.18,8,19), will give rise to identical higher
soliton solutions. As observed in chapter 7, the fermionic parameter

_ l{a + p) 2
~ 2 {a -

(8.25;

^

This imposes the following constraint between O' and fi paramef.cns like

= 2 KdV eciuation, namely

C does not play a noiitrivial role at the one soliton solution level but

the fermionic parameters obey a set of relations among themselves for
two soliton solutions onwards. As a result the identilication of soliton

(8.20)

S -/ O'

solutions for higher solitons obtained from both the bilinear forms is

and consequently reduces to the soliton solution of A'' = 2 KdV equation
(7,8-7,0), if (i — —fi. This is obvious from (8,20) as under this eonditioii

not straightforward for N = 2 KdV equation.

ky becomes zero.

8.4

N Soliton Solution

The explicit forms of the one soliton solution lor the. N = 2 KP e(iua,-

tion are easily found by substituting the r iimcl.ions from (8.21,8,22)
in the transformation equations (8,12,8,13), For the components of the
bosonic supcrfield 'u_i, we have
1

1

1

w^i = A:^sinh -(70 -(io)sech-(0 +7o).sech-(0 + (^u)

-

•-A;^,^sinh -(7u - (^0)

(0 + 7o)

For the N 2 K1 ecjuation, we choose the same set of trial functions
as in cT.vptin 7, invmely (7.30). 1 hen lor the r functions f(jr tlm twcj
soliton solutions, in particular, we have

(8.27)

2

X [tanh(0 + 7o)+ tanh(0 + 5o)] (8.28)

n - 1 -b aqc'" + CY2(p-' + trio;2/li2c'"+'''^

(8.32)

-r2 - 1 +

+ ^2e"2 -b

(8.33)

Vv ~ k^.j,x -b kxyu -b ujR

(8.34)

V2 - A;2a.x + k^yv -f uj2t

(8.35)

where

Similarly for the fermionic superlleld v/,o, the components are

,4 =

(,/. + 7.)

uj = P;(sccliy0 + 70)

(8.29)
(8,30)
(8.30)

Oj, /3t {i 1,2) and A12, B12 are unknown parameters. The pa

where we have chosen 0 = k.,.x -b ky ij + u)L, cv = cP" and [i = c''", 70 and

rameters a. and A follow the same relation as in one sohton solution,

(5o are nonzcno, real para.nieters.

but. .Ipj, H\i ar(^ additional paranuu

It is straightforward that (8,27,8,28,8,29,8,30) reduce to (7.9,7,10)
provithal /I = —ci' and if we identify

soliton level. As for the one soliton
r nontrivial
. ■ • 1
onton solution, we Imd that for

e = --
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/

1

1 ,

■

1

<

(

i"<iaim i.cis (,() 1)0 d(>teiniined a.t the two

C

/ O.31)
OI^
(8

solutions we must have

A/-(7 (^ = 1,2)

(8.30)
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The dispersion relation is ichnitieal to that of tlu? hosonie KP ecpiation.

From the third ecination of this set (8.10), ky is rtdated to k.j. tiirongh

1 (g + /3) j 2
2{a-P)^'

(8.25)

so.
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In fatd., both sets of bilinear forms of
= 2 KdV (uination, namely
(6.27,0.28,0.29) and (8.17,8.18,8.19), will give rise to identical higher
soliton solutions. As observed in chapter 7, the fermionic parameter

^

does not play a nontrivial role at the one soliton solution level but

This imposes the following constraint between a- and R paranud.cns like

the fermionic parameters obey a set of relations among themselves for

^ ^

two soliton solutions onwartls. As a result the identification of soliton
(8.20)

P i-- O'

solutions lor higher solitons obtained from both the bilinear forms is

and consequently rednces to the soliton solution of = 2 KdV ecpiation
(7.8-7,0), if M"—p. This is obvious from (8,25) as under this condition

not straightforward for N = 2 KdV equation.

ky becomes zero.

8.4

The explicit forms of the oiu! solilon solution lor tin; A/ = 2 KP e(|iia.tion are easil}' fonnd by snbstitnting the r innctions Irom (8.21,8.22)

in the transformation equations (8.12,8.13). For the components of tlie
bosonic snperfield u_i, we have

nil
nil =

sinh ^ (yu - Jy)sech^ {p + 7u)sech-(0 -f Jq)
\(7o - (^o)

+ 7u)

N Soliton Solution

For the N = 2 KP eciuation, w(^ choose the same; set of trial functi(jn.s
as in (Tai)tei 7, mumdy (7,30), 1 hem lor tin; r functions f(jr thc! tw(j
soliton solutions, in particular, we have

fl -1 + Cl'ic"' -f

(8.27)

(0 + ^^o)

t-2 - 1 + Ae''' -p Ae''2 -f A

X [tanli(0 + 7o) T tanii(0 -f- (io)] (8.28)

(0 + 7u)

"o =

(0 + 7u)

(8.30)

(5o are nonzero, real parameters.'

It is straightforward that (8.27,8.28,8.29,8.30) reduce to (7.9,7.10)
providinl p = —g and if we identify
C

(8.33)

Vi = ki^x -p kiy-ij -P cop

(8.34)

■'P - AxX -p k2yy +

(8.35)

(8.29)

where we have chosen 0 = k„r.t: + kytj + ut, g = c'"' a,ml P = c'^". 70 and

e = --

(8.32)

where

Similarly for the fermionic snperfield n,o, the components are

'"o =

+ a^CY2Ay2C,'/! +V2

I, A (

1,2) and A12, B12 are unknown parameters. The pa

rameters g, and A follow the same relation as in one soliton solution,
but, /li 'j, P\2 ar(i additiional ivn'mw,,
, ,
,
,
,
I 'Oaim ters to b(^ de(,(unmi(Hl a,t l.he I,wo
soliton level. As for the one solitrm
a..j •
i. . that
,
r nontrivial
. ■ • 1
outon solution,
we find
for
solutions we must have

/(8
■ O .31)
O1\

A 7^ (Vi
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(i =

2)

(8.30)
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\Vc will obtain two dispoisioii rolations corrcHpoiuliiig to tlic .S])ace time

dcpciulent paraiiietcis //i and 7/2. The dispersion relations resulting
from (8.14) and (8.15) are given by

where the si)in 1/2 i)arameter C is introduced in (7.5). The condition
(8.43) makes the two soliton solutions ol = 2 KdV equation appar
ently inconsistent. But notice that (8.43) ensures the ratio ^ to be

(8.37)

same lor both the solitons and explicit form of one soliton dictal.es that

^ikix +

~ 9,

i — i,2

The two soliton interaction terms yli2 and Bu aie obtained by substi

the ratio will be same as

tuting the T functions (8.32,8.33) in the bilinear equation (8.1G) and

(8.31) i.e.
f =

ki

we find that

Ai2 = Bi2

(8.38)

and >li2 is given by

_ (ai/32 + a2P\){kix - k2xf - 2(0:1/^2 - o^2P\){kiy - k2y)
(a'ia'2 +(^\.P2){kix + k2xY - 2(o;io.'2 - [■hP2){kuj + k2y)

(8.39)

Also one fi nds from (8.16) that kix and kiy [i — 1,2) are connected
through the relation

h, = 2 (a. - ft )

(8.40)

The two soliton solution of N — 2 KdV equation obtained from the

bilinear forms (8.17,8.18,8.19) immediately follows from above solutions
if pi = —O'i with {i = 1,2) and as a result disijersion relations become

tdi + A'L — 9)

i — 1,2

(8.41)

and the interaction terms reduce to

/I12 = Bi2 =

{klx k2x}
{k\x T ^2i)''^

(8.42)

To compare the above result (8.41,8.42) with tliose obtained in chap
ter 7, we note the bilinear forms (6.27,6.28,6.29) result an additional
condition on the fermionic parameters (7.30); namely
kiCj ~,kjCi

TH-1864_984402

{hi — 1, 2; z 7^ j)

(8,43)

(8.44)

k2

1 his condition also follows from the expressions of 7/,_i and 7^0 when
wiitten in teiins of two sofiton solutions. Importantly, with this identilication two soliton solutions of = 2 KdV e(|ua.tion obtaimvl from
bol.h the bilineai foinis beconu! consistent, although a condil.icju such

as (8.43) does not aiise separately when the eciuations of motions are
written in the component fields. This strongly indicates that the biliiu aiizal.ion of the N — 2 KP equation in terms of the bosonic Plirota

operator by using the r functions defined in (8.12,8.13) is equivalent to
bilmeari'zation in terms of the super Hirota operator in TV = 1 supersj)ace.

Let us now consider three soiiton
sold-r,n solution to check the consistency
of the parameters detenninprt in one and two soliton solutions.
explicit rotn..s .,r

The

ion of the N = 2

KP are obtained from (7.36) to be

T, 1 +a,e" +a2e'" + aje'n + „,„22li2e'"+'» + aiaiAiie'"*""
+"2"3-*l23e'"-^'» + a,c,2a32l,2.4.32l22e'"+'«+■»
(8.45)
+ '72+'73

T'l I + Pic +
Pip2Bi2E^'+'''' + PiP-iBx^E^'^'^^
4 p2p:\H2:\(
'k ftip2P:\Bx2BinB2:iE>^'^'^i'^-^'i-^
(8.46)
Vt

+ k.yij + uj-i

(8.47)

CHAPTER 8. THE N = 2 SUPER KP EQUATION

VVc will obtain two disporsiou relations corresponding to the space time

dependent parameters ?/i and 7/2. The dispersion relations resulting
from (8.14) and (8.15) are given by
^i^ix + ^ix T

S. L

N SOLITON SOLUTION

where the si)in 1/2 parameter(is introduced in (7.5). The condition

(8.43) makes the two soliton solutions of A'' = 2 KdV equation appar

ently inconsistent. Bnt notice that (8.43) ensures the ratio ^ to be
— 0,

7 — 1,2

(8.37)

same for both the solitons and explicit form of one soliton dictates that
the ratio will be same as
(8.31) i.e.

The two soliton interaction terms yli2 and Bu are obtained by substi

5 = -/= -^
A-'i
K2

tuting the r functions (8.32,8.33) in the bilinear eciuation (8.16) and
we find that

Ai2 = En

(8-38)

and yli2 is given by

{aiP2 + a2Pl){klx - k2xY - 2{ai^2 - <^2Pl){kly ^2y)

(tvitV2 T f8\[8Q{kix +

- 2(«i(t!2 -(RP2){k[y + Ejy)^

Also one finds from (8.16) that kix and
through the relation

{i — 1,2) are connected

^ 1 {aj + Pi) 2
k.„=lA±Mkl
2(a,- A)

(8.40)

7 — 1,2

(8.41)

This condition also follows from the expressions of 7/,_i and 7io when
written in terms of two soliton solntions. Importantly, with this ideniKieadou two soliton solntions of N = 2 KdV (!(iua.tion obtaimvl from
both the bilinear forms become consistent, although a condition such

as (8.43) does not arise separately when the equations of motions are
written in the component fields. This strongly indicates that the bilinearizatlon of the N = 2 KP ecpiation in terms of the bosonic Hirota

oimrator by using the r lunctions defined in (8.12,8.13) is equivalent to
bilincarization in terms of the super Hirota operator in N = 1 superLet us now consider three soliton solution to check the consistency

of the parameters determined in one and two soliton solutions. The
explicit forms of the r functions for three! soliton solution of the N = 2
KP are obtained from (7.36) to be

N = l + aqe'" -f
+Q'2Q'3H23e

and the interaction terms reduce to

/1,2 = b,2 =

\^lx

(8.44)

space.

The two soliton solution of A = 2 KdV equation obtained from the
bilinear forms (8.17,8.18,8.19) immediately follows from above solutions
if Pi = —O'i with {i = 1,2) and as a result dispersion relations become
+ kfj. — {),

93

+ aia2/li2e'"+"^ +
0:203^12^13/1236'"'^''^"'"''^

(8.45)

^2x)

To compare the above result (8.41,8.42) with those obtained in chap
ter 7, we note the bilinear forms (6.27,6.28,6.29) result an additional

r2 - 1 + /?ie'" -b

^ PiP2Bi2U^'-^"' + /3i

+ /^iA2At/di2Hi;jH23c'""'''''^"''''''

(8.46)

condition on the fermionic parameters (7.30); namely

kiCj ^

(7,j = 1, 2; 7 7^ ])

?/,: - ki,,x + A:,:yy + Uit

(8'43)

TH-1864_984402

7 = 1, 2,3

(8.47)
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If the r functions are substituted in the bilinear forms (8.14,8.15,

8.16), then one would get conditions which were already obtained from
the one soliton and two soliton solutions as well as some additional
relations which should be satislied. in lact as bclore from the bilinear

8.4. N SOLITON SOLUTION
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by equating the coefficient of e^' and
{i — 1, 2,3) to zero. With
the dispersion relation (8.51) and (8.49) we find that the only nontrivial
term arising from the bilinear forms (8.14,8.15), namely the coefficient
of

which is given by

form (8.16) we obtain the condition
Pi^ai

7ll2^13-^23[(<^l + <^2 +'^Qiki-x + Ezx + Ejx)+ {kix + A''2x + Ai)'^

(8.48)

i = l,2,3

+{kly + k2y + E^y)'^]

by setting the cocflicient of e'" and
, {i - 1,2,3) to /ero and the
interaction terms from the vanishing of the coellicicmts ol e''" {i 7^ j)

_

_ {ajPj + ajPi){ki:n - fc/x)^ - 2{cYiPj - cvjP^){kiy - kjy)
- 2(«,09 -

+ kjy)
(8.49)

The parameters obtained from (8.49) arc those already found in the two
soliton solution. The only nontrivial condition at three soliton solution
arising from (8.16) is the coellicieut of c'"

/li2/li:t/h2:i[(rviO'2''>'.') +
(^"ly +

^(^ly

^'2y

— 2(fVi

^'ly

+ P\fhP.i)

~ ^"ixY ~ 2(ai/32^3 Q;2Q!3/5i)

^3y)]

~ 2(o;2/3l Ai " Ol\CY\>,P2)

^3y)]

+A\2[{otzP].P2 + Cll\a2PP){k'ix ~

+Ti3[(cU2 — U)i — UJ3){k2x — kix — k:ix) +(^21 ~ ^Ix ~ ^3x)
+(^'2,1/ ~ k\y — k:]y)']
+>1i2[(<^3 — COl — e22)(A."3x ~ kix — k2x) +(^31 ~ ^Ix

+(A;3y - kuj - k2yf]

— k2x)'^ — 2{a'iP\P2 0(\CY2P3)

x{k,„ - k,„ - k,,,)\

(8-5")

(8.52)

vanishes and thereby ensures the existence of three soliton solutions for
the N — 2 KP equation.

is not trivially satisfied comes from the coefficient of

solution, the vanishing of the coefficient of eE.-P'. indeed confirms the
existence of N soliton solution. From the r function fot the N soliton

solution (7.36), we find that in the product ri.r2, the terms that will

generate only e^.=i''' after being acted on by the Ilirota oiierator D

Similarly from the first two bilinear forms (8.14,8.15), we obtain the
1.

the dispersion relation

Tr

n
a,fi,c = 1

u),kii. -|- kl,. + 12/1:)^ — 6

— 1, 2,3

(8.51)

The

coefficients of all other exponents will be zero identically by ensuring the
existence ot soliton solutions of lower order. Cons(>quently, for N soliton

can be written as

and is found to be zero with the choice Aij in (8.49).

TH-1864_984402

^2x)

It is seen that upto three soliton solution, the only condition that

+/Ii3[(<:V2/1i/?3 + f>^lC>^3/?2)(^2:c ~ ^l:c ~
^(^2y

T{kly — k2y — k'iy) ]

na,m(!ly

+ ^Sy)]

-\-A2'i[{ot\P2P^ + <^2Ct3/5l)(^li ~

+.^23[('^1 — ^2 ~ ^3){kix — k2x — k^x) + {kix ~ ^2i ~ ^Si)

a < fj

/5c>ia6+ E
a, 6, c = 1
a < 6

a,6, c 7^ i I
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If the r functions are substituted in the bilinear forms (8.14,8.15,

8.16), then one would get conditions which were already obtained from
the one soliton and two soliton solutions as well as some additional
relations which should be satisfied. In lact as bcdore from the bilinear

8.4. N SOLITON SOLUTION

95

by equating the coefficient of e'^' and
, {i — 1, 2, 3) to zero. With
the dispersion relation (8.51) and (8.49) we find that the only nontrivial
term arising from the bilinear forms (8.14,8.15), namely the coefficient
of e'/i+'(2+j;3 -which is given by

form (8.16) we obtain the condition

A\2Ai3A23[{<^i + ^2 + '■'^■i){k\x + k2x + k-i-x) + {k\x + k2x + k3xY

(8.48)

i = 1, 2,3

+ {k\y + k2y + k-sy)''^]

by setting the coefhcient of e'" and
{i — 1,2,3) to zero and the
interaction terms from the vanishing of the coellicients ol
(v, 7^ j)

_

+ ^23[('-^l — (^2 — ^3){kix — k2x — k3x) + {kix ~ k2x ~~ ksxY
+ {kly — k2y — k'iy) ]

_ {ajpj + ajPi){kr. - kjQ'^ - 2{ai(Si - Q.jlSi){kiy - kjy)

+ z1i3[('^2 — Wi — U)3){k2x — kix — k3x) + (A:2x

kix ~ ksxY

The parameters obtained from (8.49) are those already found in the two

+ (A'2|/ "■ k\y — k3y)' ]
+Z1i2[(w3 ~ tUi — U)2){k:ix ~ kix ~ k2x) + {kzx ~ kix

soliton solution. The only nontrivial condition at three soliton solution

+ {k3y - kly - k2yY\

(8.49)

arising from (8.16) is the coefhcient of

k2x)

(8.52)

namely

Zli2/li:i^4'2:i[(rVlO'2('V;i + /?1/liAi)(^H.r + k'l-r. +

— 2{(Y\(y2(^:\ +

X {k,\y + k2y + k^y)]

vanishes and thereby ensures the existence of three soliton solutions for
the N — 2 KP equation.

It is seen that upto three soliton solution, the only condition that

4-v423[(<^1/^2/53 + <^2CY3Pl){klx ~ k,2x — k^xY ~ 2(ai^2^3 0^20:3^1)

is not trivially satisfied comes from the coefficient of

^{kly

coefficient,s of all other exponenl.s will l)e zero identically by ensuring t,he
existence of soliton solutions of lower order. ConsecituuiLly, for N soliton

k2y ~~ ^'3y)]

+/Ii:![((V2/3i/33 +(y.\CY3Yl){k2x - k\x - k3xY ~ 2(«2/3lAi - «itt;i/32)
^(^2y

k[y

^3j/)]

+yll2[(cV3/li/?2 + OCia2fh){k3x ~ kij. — k2xY ~ 2(Q!3/1i^2 Q!lCr2/^3)
X{k,y-k,y-k2y)]

solution, the vanishing of the coefficient of
indeed confirms the
existence of N soliton solution, From the r function foe the N soliton

solution (7.36), we find that in the product r, .r2, the terms that will
generate only

after fjeiug acted on liy the llirota operator D

can be written as

and is found to be zero with the choice zip in (8.49).

Similarly from the first two bilinear forms (8.14,8.15), we obtain the

1.

the dispersion relation

n
, 6, c = 1

to,Ay,. -|- k'l,. + U2kfy — 0

/ — i, 2, 3

(8.51)

The

a < 6

PcAab +

ScAabe^"
Q. 6, c = 1
a < b

rt , 6, c
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J]

+ E

level with A^=l, we get (8.25) and with N=2, we get (8.39). At the
three soliton level, with the substitution N=3, the condition (8.50) is

a <6

M < '3

a,

c ^ i I , »a

+

n

PcAaiE'

a,l},c = 1

il. »2. *3 =1

a, , c

obtained.

Imr the other two bilinear forms for the N = 2 KP eciuation, namely

a < b

*1 < *2 < *3

11 , 12 • »3

(8.14,8.15), the exprc^ssion (Hiuivaleut to (8.54) i.e. the co(41ici(uit ol the

i'l .■ .
■.
■ (Viff/Hyn

+ . . . -I-

N SOLTTON SOLUTION

(8.10) at all orders of soliton solutions. For eaxa,mple, at the one soliton

PcAauU^^

(I, ^, c — 1

I'l, 12 = 1

8.4.

is found to luive tin; form

term

M 1 *2 1 »3 • • • 'AT = 1
ti < 12 < 13 < • • • < »Ar

n A,,[AU + A'' + 12r2]

(8.53)

«», h = I
n < h

Using (8.53), we obtain the nontrivial coefficient of the term e •=1''' in
the Ilirota equation (8.1C) to be of the form

A'

N

+ 11Y— 1

II ,

n~ I [{2^'u--^^ - A}{2a;i, - 0} + {2k,,x - X}' + 12{2ki,y - Yr]Aab

(I < i>

N

n PcAailX^ - 2Y]+ Yl
0,

Xjrrl

c= 1

a, b ^ il

N

n \{2ki,x - Xf -{2Kv - Y}]
(i,i>,c=l

+

a <. b

a < b

a, b, c 7^ i 1

Yr

n

ij . la — 1
11 < t'a

0,6 — 1
<i < 6

[{2(/i^ua; + Ai'i^X') — A'^}{2(cuq + cOiQ —

n, b 7^ »1 , 13

xcti^AabPcT ^
11, 13 = 1
ij < 13

n

[[2{ki^x +

+ {2{ki.x + ki,x) - A-)' + r2{2{ki,v + k.,y) - Y]^]Ai,i,A,.i

A}

N

fl, /). c = I
<i < h

T

a,6, c 7^ M 1 12

/V

^

JJ

tj,i2, ii3 = l
*1 < »2 < »3

o,6,c — 1
o <6
a,

Y

X Ajj Aqij Ajj jj A(j(,

c ^ il I »2 1 *3

+ . . .+

•1 . >2. '3 ■ ■ . l/v = 1

M < '2 < O < ■ . . < i;v

[{ki^x + ki^x + ki^x + . . . + ki^x)'^

X (Wi, + Ul,, + UJ13 + . , . +

i] . i2 . ^3 • • • '/V = 1
»! < *2 < *3 < • • • <

-2{ki, y -I- ki.,y -I- /q,;'/

A

) _l_

^

+.,,+

x)'

+ 12{k„y + k„y + ki,y + . . . + k,„yf]A.,.,AM,Ai,i, ■ • •

fh./vq . . . fv,

(8.54)

^ A;, 12 AjjjjAjj23 . . . Ai^_^i^

Y = E^^Li

[(Ai'jiX' + ki.^x + ki^x + . . . + kii^x)

+ . . . +

N

If

easily seen that (8.54)

reproduce the nontrivial condition coming from the Ilirota equation

TH-1864_984402

[{2(/cqx + Ai-j O; +/cjgx) — X}{2(cuii + Wij + (^ia) ~

a, 6 =: 1
n < 6
^ 7^ il . t2, 13

+ {2(A:i,;r + ki.,x + A:,3;/;) - A + 12{A:,,j; + k,,y + k,,y) - I")']

[{2(A:j|X + ki./x + /"q^j.x') — A^}

A ^222/ A k{^y) 1 IJcrqcrjjCrijAijjj ■^2123 ■^1213 Aa6/5c

where A' = E,n=i

n

i I . »2 > *3 = I
11 < '2 < i3

—2\2{ki^y + ki.^y) — U}](aijQ!j2Ai,j2 Aq(,/?c

-f

N

where U

Ea=i^A' It is easily checked that (8.55) also consistently

gives 1-he the iu)utiivia.l eoellicicnt at, eaeh hnad ol soliton solid,ion.
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+

n

level with A^^l, we get (8.25) and with N=2, we get (8.39). At the
three soliton level, with the substitution N=3, the condition (8.50) is

a <6

M < *3

a,6, c
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(8.16) at all orders of soliton solutions. For eaxample, at tii(! one soliton

PcAahU'^

ti, ^, c = 1

il, I2 = 1

8.4. N SOLTTON SOLUTION

M 1 *a

obtained.
a, b, c = 1

M.»2.*3 =1

For the other two bilinear forms for the N = 2 14P equation, namely

a < b

»1 < *2 < *3

a,b,c 7^ il. »2' ia

(8.14,8.15), the (exprc^.ssion (Kiuivahuit to (8.54) i.e. the coellicucmt oi the

• • ■ ^iyv-iz/v

n'/jfVj./Vjy . . .

((>1111

is found to have the; form

■1.■2.>3 ■ ■ • 'N = 1
il < 12 < '3 < ■ • • < 'N

^ g')'!+''i2"'"'''3

n A„(,[AF! + A'' + 12r2]

(8.53)

,1

ii, b — I
a < f)

N

Using (8.53), we obtain the nontrivial coefficient of the term e

in

the riirota equation (8.16) to Ire of the form

N

N

+E

If

11 — 1
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^

(8.54)

where A' = Em=i f^mx and Y = J2n=\ ^ny If A easily seen that (8.54)

wheie U

reproduce the nontrivial condition cuiiiiiig' from the Ilirota cciuiltloii

gives llie the noul iivial coedicieiit at each hwel of soliton solution.
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This work has been mainly concerned with the study of the N — 2

supersj'inmetric KP hierarchy - its Hamiltonian structures and soliton solutions. We have shown that the N = 2 KP obtained from the
nonstandai'd How (Kiuation has a second Hamiltonian structure which
is local and the superalgebra comprises an infinite number ol gener
ators with the aiipropriate eonformal spins. In a suitable nonlinear
basis, it was iound that bosonie sector consists of two infinite towers

of bosonie generatois which mutually commute so that this sector has
(,he llh+oo® 11 CO Ktiiu.tiiie similar to that found in the linear super VKoo

algebra of Beigshoell ct al. However due to the highly nonlinear na
ture of the 1P«, sector, the generators cannot be written in closed form

but an algoiithmic piocedure for finding the all higher spin generators
have been indicated. Moreover in the bosonie limit, the algebra of the
nonlineai geneiatois is isomorphic to the classical bosonie VVoo algebra

ol Bakas ami Kiiitsis. We therefore believe that tin; supcu' VVoo algebra
is a candidate foi a universal algebra, unifying" all bosonie and supersymmetric 11" algebras. Since the chussical IP^ algebra is present in
the algcbia it is guaianteed that all finite dimensional bosonie algebras
can be obtained from it under suitable truncation. As the super Woo
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algebra contains the N

2 snperconfonnal algel)ra as a snljalgebra, it

TV = 1 niKdV 13, and N — I niKP equations were obtained. Howevever,

is reasonable to expect that it contains all hiiite diinensional N = 2

for the tV = 2 Ivf* we were unable to bilinearize the ecpiation using

supersyniinetric W algebras as was the case for the bosonic universal
algebra. This may be done by analysing the truncation of the super

the above mentioned formalism, but we could obtain the N soliton

solutions for it after applying the Hirota method to the component

ITqo algebra through some noncompact coset model and could prove to

equations of this supersymmetric system. Bilinearization of the N = 2

be the basis of future work.

KP using the Hirota formalism in Y = 1 superspace constitutes another
problem to be addressed in future. But of greater significance, in this

The fermionic se.ctor of this algiibra also i)oss(is(!S some unicpK! prcjp-

erties. Although it can be written in terms of a linear basis, we find
that a nonlinear basis for the fermionic sector also exists. 1 he dif
ference of the nonlinear super IKoo algebra with the linear snp(!r W^o

connection, is the lack of the Hirota formalism in Y = 2 superspace.

algebra lies also in tin; ferinionic sect.or as tin; lermionic ge.n(ua.tois in
nonlinear algebra do not commute among them,selves in any basis. This
results in a drastic change in the freelield representation of the nonlin

snijersymmetric integrable models.

ear super IKoo algebra. The consistent representation turns out to be
nonlinear in free complex bosons and free fermions and the noulineai

represmil.ation cannot be riHliiced to th(> liiusu' oik; triviaJly. Moieovei,
the repres(;nt.ations of tin; bosonic generators ])ossess a, structun; mtic.h
more complex than the liiusir super W^o algubra as they are now an

admixture of complex bosons and fermions. At the same time, the two
types of bosonic; gencuators mutnally commntc; with (;a,ch other main
taining the ll'i+oo © ffTO strnctnre. This is a nontrivial generalization
when compared to the linear representation of the N = 2 sujier VKoo al
gebra. In the fermionic sector the most general representation becomes
exponential in terms of the free fields.

The scH'ond part of the work has been involved wii.h finding the

soliton solutions of A'' = 1 and N = 2 suiiersymmetric systems.through
the supersymmetric extension of the Ilirota method. In this regard,
the method adopted was the generalization of t.he Ilirota method to
N = 1 suiK!rs])ace by Macy\rthur and Yung. Using this techniqne

N soliton solutions ol an N — 2 KdV ecinnlioii, l.he N = 1 iiiKdV,
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Appendix A
Poisson Brackets of

Component Fields
Poissoii bracket algebra amongst the component helcls
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Appendix B
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Tlic Poisson brackets between odd bosons and odd Fennions are:
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